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I wish all the members and their families a happy “RONGALI BIHU”.

We are once again celebrating our beloved Rongali Bihu during this month of Bohaag (middle of April), the 
first month of the Assamese calendar and this also marks the advent of the Assamese New Year. This festival 
brings happiness and joy to every one of us.

The very mention of the word “Assam” brings to one’s mind the delightful blend of culture, heritage, faiths 
and beliefs of the innumerous ethnic tribes and sub-tribes residing in this region. All these ethnic tribes have 
their own distinct pattern of dressing, language, festivals, tradition and heritage. In spite of such variations, the 
people here live in perfect peace and harmony. Bihu is one of the occasions where we all mix and celebrate to 
show oneness of our culture and tradition.

Traditionally, Bihu has been celebrated with Bihu dance and Bihu Geets in the village fields and courtyards, 
with groups of youths going from house to house, singing a Bihu song which is known as Husori. The same 
practice slowly got transformed to holding community functions mainly in towns and cities where cultural 
functions are held. 

The Assamese community in Kuwait has already started celebrating this festival with a ‘Khel Dhemali’ and 
get together with snacks and a delicious lunch on 15th April, 2011. Our celebration will be completed by a 
cultural programme on 13th of May, 2011 with the participation of a renowned artist from Assam, Mrs. Santa 
Uzir.

To commemorate this occasion, we are publishing our annual magazine “Jetuka” which depicts the literary 
talents of our community in Kuwait. 

I sincerely hope that we will continue to work together to make our association a vibrant and dynamic platform 
for serving our members and the community as a whole.

Jai Aai Asom

         Anup Bora    
         President
         Asom Association, Kuwait

From The President’s Desk
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 The Asom Association, Kuwait (AAK) has entered the 3rd successful and eventful year now and we 
are continuously evolving as an organization. Our goal of becoming a socio-cultural organization of repute in 
this part of the globe has been gaining momentum as we grow older. In the 3rd AGM held on 12th of February 
2011, a new Executive Committee was formed to carry on the activities of the association with stronger mettle 
and a vision to thread in newer horizon.
 During the year 2010-11 the Asom association carried out a number of activities all of them were 
overwhelmingly successful with the active support and participation from members. A brief summary of the 
activities are highlighted below for the benefit of all.
 Manas Robin Nite: AAK organized ‘Manas Robin Nite” as part of its ‘Rongali Bihu” celebration 
on 14th of May 2010 at the Royal Ballroom of Asia Asia Restaurant, Al-Watiya, Kuwait. His Excellency Sri 
Ajai Malhotra, Ambassador of India to Kuwait and Smti Ira Malhotra, graced the occasion as Chief Guest. 
An exihibition of Axomiya Art & Craft were also organized a part of the celebration. The AAK souvenir 
“JETUKA” for the year 2010 was released by His Excellency to commemorate the occasion. His Excellency 
also gave away Trophies & Certificates to winners of Drawing and Essay competitions. In the cultural program 
a number of items were presented by the members including Bihu Husori, Chorus, and Dances etc. which 
was appreciated and enjoyed by all. The highlight of the evening was an enthralling performance by the guest 
artiste Sri Manas Robin, a prominent lyricist, music director and singer from Asom.
 Khel-Dhemali 2010: A “Khel-Dhemali” program was organized on 16th of April 2010 at Fintas Park, 
Mahboula to welcome the Axomiya New Year. Members and children participated in traditional games which 
was really enjoyable. Prizes were distributed to the winners. Traditional Jalpaan was prepared by the members 
which was relishes by all. A competition was also organized for these items and winners were presented with 
gifts. 
 Autumn Festival 2010: The festival was organized on 29th of October 2010 to welcome the advent of 
the Autumn. The venue was Ceasars Restaurant, Faheel, where children performed various songs & dances 
to the liking of the audiences.  A quiz competition was also organized which was participated by the children 
enthusiastically. At the end prizes were distributed to all the winners as well as participants. 
Picnic 2010: Magh Bihu the harvesting festival was celebrated in the 2nd week of January. To celebrate the 
Magh Bihu, a picnic was organized on15th January 2011 at Fintas Park, Mahboula. 
Annual General Body Meeting: The 3rd AGM of AAK was held on 12th of February 2011 at Ceasars 
Restaurants, Fahaheel. A number of issues were discussed/ resolved in the meeting, the main outcomes are 
as under:
1. A new Executive Committee was unanimously elected by the house for the year 2011-12.
2. An audited statement of accounts was presented in the meeting which was adopted by the house.
3. Constitution Amendment: Since Rongali Bihu function is the main event of the association, the house 
decided to make the Rongali Bihu the last event of the financial year. Accordingly, house decided that the 
financial year of Asom association Kuwait shall be from July to June w.e.f. FY 2012-13. The relevant clauses 
14.1, 15.1, 15.2, 16 & 17.1.1 of the constitution were amended accordingly. 
 With a load of sweet memories, we all are now geared up to carry on the activities of Asom Association, 
Kuwait with fresh vigor and zeal. Let us all work together to keep our flag flying high and touch new pinnacle 
of success. 

         With Best regards,
         Bijan Goswami   
         General Secretary, 
         Asom Association, Kuwait

General Secretary’s Report

General Secretary’s Report 

The Asom Association, Kuwait (AAK) has entered the 3rd successful and eventful year now and we are continuously evolving as 
an organization. Our goal of becoming a socio-cultural organization of repute in this part of the globe has been gaining 
momentum as we grow older. In the 3rd AGM held on 12th of February 2011, a new Executive Committee was formed to carry 
on the activities of the association with stronger mettle and a vision to thread in newer horizon. 

During the year 2010-11 the Asom association carried out a number of activities all of them were overwhelmingly successful 
with the active support and participation from members. A brief summary of the activities are highlighted below for the benefit 
of all. 

Manas Robin Nite: AAK organized ‘Manas Robin Nite” as part of its ‘Rongali Bihu” celebration on 14th of May 2010 at the Royal 
Ballroom of Asia Asia Restaurant, Al-Watiya, Kuwait. His Excellency Sri Ajai Malhotra, Ambassador of India to Kuwait and Smti 
Ira Malhotra, graced the occasion as Chief Guest. An exihibition of Axomiya Art & Craft were also organized a part of the 
celebration. The AAK souvenir “JETUKA” for the year 2010 was released by His Excellency to commemorate the occasion. His 
Excellency also gave away Trophies & Certificates to winners of Drawing and Essay competitions. In the cultural program a 
number of items were presented by the members including Bihu Husori, Chorus, and Dances etc. which was appreciated and 
enjoyed by all. The highlight of the evening was an enthralling performance by the guest artiste Sri Manas Robin, a prominent 
lyricist, music director and singer from Asom. 

Khel-Dhemali 2010: A “Khel-Dhemali” program was organized on 16th of April 2010 at Fintas Park, Mahboula to welcome the 
Axomiya New Year. Members and children participated in traditional games which was really enjoyable. Prizes were distributed 
to the winners. Traditional Jalpaan was prepared by the members which was relishes by all. A competition was also organized 
for these items and winners were presented with gifts.  

Autumn Festival 2010: The festival was organized on 29th of October 2010 to welcome the advent of the Autumn. The venue 
was Ceasars Restaurant, Faheel, where children performed various songs & dances to the liking of the audiences.  A quiz 
competition was also organized which was participated by the children enthusiastically. At the end prizes were distributed to all 
the winners as well as participants.  

Picnic 2010: Magh Bihu the harvesting festival was celebrated in the 2nd week of January. To celebrate the Magh Bihu, a picnic 
was organized on15th January 2011 at Fintas Park, Mahboula.  

Annual General Body Meeting: The 3rd AGM of AAK was held on 12th of February 2011 at Ceasars Restaurants, Fahaheel. A 
number of issues were discussed/ resolved in the meeting, the main outcomes are as under: 

1. A new Executive Committee was unanimously elected by the house for the year 2011-12. 
2. An audited statement of accounts was presented in the meeting which was adopted by the house. 
3. Constitution Amendment: Since Rongali Bihu function is the main event of the association, the house decided to 

make the Rongali Bihu the last event of the financial year. Accordingly, house decided that the financial year of Asom 
association Kuwait shall be from July to June w.e.f. FY 2012-13. The relevant clauses 14.1, 15.1, 15.2, 16 & 17.1.1 of 
the constitution were amended accordingly.  

With a load of sweet memories, we all are now geared up to carry on the activities of Asom Association, Kuwait with fresh 
vigor and zeal. Let us all work together to keep our flag flying high and touch new pinnacle of success.  

সকেলাৈলেক, অসমীয়াৰ অিতেক আদৰৰ, অিতেক েচেনহৰ, ৰঙালী িবহুৰ িহঁয়াভৰা ওলগ জনােলা |   
 …………আৰ ুলগেত অসমীয়া নৱবষ�ৰেৰা আ�িৰক �েভ�া থািকল | 

"জই আই অসম"  

Bijan Goswami 
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Members of Executive Committee, Asom Association, 
Kuwait (2011-12)

From left to right: Mr. Anup Bora (President);  Dr Anupam Das(Vice-
President);  Mr. Saswata Nath;  Mr. Debasish Kakoty;  Mrs. Machum 
Rajkhowa;  Mr. Dwaipayan Bora(Treasurer);  Mr. Bijan Goswami( General 
Secretary);  Mr. Basab Sarma;  Mr. Shyamal Barooah 

Members of Bihu Committee, 2011

Standing from left to right: Mr. Ramen Deka (Food Co-ordinator); Mr. Abhijit Sharma (Cultural Secretary); Mr. Alok Das(Editor,Jetuka); 
Mr. Iqbal Hussain(Publicity Secretary); Mr. Gholam Rabbani(Food Sub-Committee); Mr. Rajib Rajkhowa(Sponsorship Co-ordinator); 
Mr.Jayanta Saikia(Reception Co-ordinator); Mr. Bibhuti Borgohain (Exhibition Co-ordinator).
Sitting from left to right: Ms. Karabi Sharma(Reception Sub-committee); Ms. Aruna Dutta(Cultural Sub-committee); Ms. Nilakshi 
Bora(Publicity Sub-committee); Ms. Sharmistha Bhattacharyya, Ms. Ranita Dutta(Reception Sub-Committee); Ms. Mitali 
Goswami(Exhibition Sub-committee); Ms. Parimita Barooah Bora(Editor,Jetuka); Ms. Pallabi Saikia(Stage Decoration Sub-committee).
Members not in picture: Mr. Abhijit Thakuria(Sports Co-ordinator),Mr.   Tanuj Phukan(Sports Sub-committee); Ms. Anjana Deka, Ms. Meera 
Pradhan( Food Sub-committee); Mr. SP Pradhan(Reception Sub-committee); Mr. Hiren Rajkhowa, Ms. Mouchumi Sharma, Ms. Anulupa 
Barooah(Cultural Sub-committee); Mr. MN Debchoudhury, Mr. Prakash Rana(Sponsorship Sub-committee); Mr. Siddhartha S. Sharma, Mr. 
Danish Ahmed, Ms. Mamoni Gogoi, Ms. Anjali Rajkhowa (Publicity Sub-committee); Mr. Arabinda Dutta(Exhibition Sub-committee). 
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Editorial

For those who have moved out of their homeland for work, relationships and 
studies; there is a common thread that binds them together. It’s the “yearn for the 
familiar” which makes us come together and form groups and associations to keep 
us connected to our native land. As a group of expatriate Assamese people, we too 
aspire to keep our heritage and culture intact.As parents we want to ingrain the 
same value in our children to keep them connected to where they belong to. And at 
the same time inspire them to forge ahead in becoming global citizens which will 
help them to develop a balanced personality. With this noble idea in mind Asom 
Association, Kuwait was formed in 2009. 
In our ancient scriptures man is described as the son of immortal (Amrit purta) 
meaning that even though the physical body dies the spirit keeps on living through 

its works and culture passed onto its successors. To carry forward this legacy we have to be alive both 
culturally and physically anywhere we live in.  Thus we are celebrating our dear Rangali Bihu in its true 
spirit and creating a mini Asom right here in Kuwait. Art, music, stories and language reflect our culture and 
heritage. To get our dear children involved, we organized art and story-writing competition amongst them. 
The topic for both the competitons was “Connecting the two worlds - Arabia and India through the stories 
of Arabian Nights and Panchatantra Tales”. Both are renowned and legendary collection of stories which 
impart life lessons, cultural and moral values and reflect the society. The relationship of literature and society 
is an ancient and inseparable one. Though Arabia and India is geographically far apart it has surprisingly 
striking and fascinating similarities; be it genetic, the traditional food, beverages, cloths, method of weaving, 
furniture specially the wooden rope beds and linguistic. Arabic language has acquired many terms from 
Sanskrit especially in the subjects of spices, medicines and jewels. The world is getting smaller and becoming 
more of a global village. To make our children know and learn about such similarities we decided to emphasize 
on connecting the two worlds….our two homes.
One great Sanskrit verse states as follows:

(The meaning is that a person without cultural, musical and artistic bend of mind is an animal without a tail 
and horns. That person is lucky enough to live without eating grass).In this context we can boast that our 
esteemed Assamese people are full of all the above mentioned qualities which qualify them as truly cultured 
humans. Our magazine “Jetuka” aspires to capture the dormant talents hidden in our people going through 
their different professional lives in a foreign land. We invited contributions from our esteemed members 
for publishing this souvenir and we are truly overwhelmed and thankful for plentiful and diverse literary 
contributions. The very name “Jetuka” is an ornamental as well as a medicinal plant which beautify and 
heals at the same time. So, we hope that the literary contributions made to it will enrich our language and 
also make our minds a little healthier.

We condole the untimely demise of Late Biresh Khound.

We want to conclude our editorial by thanking Mr. Dwaipayan Bora and Mrs. Joomi  Das for their whole 
hearted and painstaking participation throughout the process of publishing the souvenir. 

        Alok Kumar Das
        Parimita Barooah Bora

Editorial 

As a group of pioneering expatriate Assamese people, we aspire to keep our culture living with us and ingrain the 
same value in our children to keep them connected to where they belong to, at the same time inspiring them to 
forge ahead in becoming global citizens. This will help them to develop a balanced personality. With this noble idea 
in mind Asom Association, Kuwait was formed in 2009 by a handful of Assamese people living in Kuwait. The prime 
festival celebrated by the community is Rangali Bihu falling in Mid April. The magazine, named rightfully Zetuka, 
aspires to capture the dormant talents hidden in our people going through their different professional lives making 
them busy in a foreign land. 

In our ancient scriptures man is described as the son of immortal (Amrit purta) meaning that even though the 
physical body dies the spirit keeps on living through its works and cultures passed onto its successors. We carry 
forward this legacy and so we have to prove that we are alive both culturally and physically anywhere we live in. 
We need to be culturally connected to our roots and get our global offsprings to be like us. This will strengthen 
them to cope up in their lives. For this noble cause we are celebrating our dear Rangali Bihu in its true spirit and 
creating a mini Asom right here in Kuwait. For that matter we have carried out art competition and essay/story 
competition amongst our dear children to get them involved. We have invited valuable contributions from our 
esteemed members for publishing this souvenir. We believe that the literary contributions so collected will enrich 
the Assamese culture in general by adding new experiences into it by its worthy children. We believe that language 
will not be a barrier in enriching our culture. 

One great Sanskrit verse states as follows: 

“সািহত্য সংগীতকলািবহীন সা�াৎ প� পু�িবষাণহীন 

তৃণং ন খাদা�িপ জীৱমানাৎ তদ্ ভাগেধয়ং পৰমং প�নাম্” 

(The meaning is that a person without cultural, musical and artistic bend of mind is an animal without a tail and 
horns. That person is lucky enough to live without eating grass). 

In this context we can boast that our esteemed Assamese people are full of all the above mentioned qualities 
which qualify them to be said as truely cultured humans. We are truly a cultured lot of people. We have been 
overwhelmed with literary contributions. 

The very name Zetuka is an ornamental as well as a medicinal plant which beautify and heals at the same time. So, 
we hope that the literary contributions made to it will enrich our language a little and also make our minds a little 
healthier. 

We want to conclude our editorial by thanking Mr. Dwaipayan Bora and Mr. Joomi Das for their whole hearted and 
painstaking participation throughout the process of making the Magazine a truly presentable one. 

Alok Kumar Das 

Parimita Barooah Borah 

Editors, Jetuka, 2011 
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People face death in many different ways 
but he faced his painful reality with such 
dignity and valor. He knew that he was 
fighting a formidable enemy and yet he 
still remained very positive until the very 
end. He has taught us some great lessons 
on life.

I am talking about the demise of our very 
dear friend Biresh Khound who passed 

away at the young age of forty six after a 
heart-wrenching two-year battle with lung 
cancer.

I met Bireshda slightly over two decades 
ago in Duliajan when I joined Oil India 
Limited as a Production Engineer and 
resided at the same Executive Trainee 
Hostel No. 4. He was a Drilling Engineer 
and I used to visit his well site for production 
related activities very frequently.  Since 
then, my association with Bireshda grew, 
which led to increased friendship with 
him. I still vividly remember our delightful 
days at the hostel as bachelors, when we 
used to have endless sessions of rummy 
and ‘adda’ until the wee hours of the 
morning. Bireshda would invariably end 
up losing, in rummy of course, and become 
the proverbial ‘bakra’. There are so many 
interesting episodes that happened during 
our association at OIL and as I reminisce 
those moments now, it brings tears to my 
eyes…….Chetiada, Anforda, Ranjan, 
Pankaj, Jayanta, Vikram, Phani, Atanu, 
Sanjib, Ramanuj, Moni, Jigmie and many 
more (whose names are not coming to 
mind at the moment) who were a part 
of this golden phase will also share the 
same feelings and always cherish those 
wonderful memories.

Bireshda was a man of multifaceted 
talents. Apart from being a wonderful 
husband and a doting father, he was a good 
orator, dramatist and a great friend. He has 
to his credits of being the Best Debator, 
Best Actor, Best Director on numerous 
occasions right from his school days up 
until his stint in OIL. He was renowned 
for his instant wit and sense of humour. 
Those who have come in close contact 
with him will testify how witty and sharp 
he was.

From among Bireshda’s many good 
character traits and deeds, there are two 
qualities that stand out in my mind – 
Bireshda was always happy, upbeat, and 
humorous, greeted everyone with a smile. 
He was full of life and his positive attitude 
was contagious. Bireshda’s openness and 
straightforwardness was another of his 
special qualities. He could tell everyone 
what he thought and felt, without having to 
worry that he might offend them. Because 
of his loving, non-judgmental attitude, 
people appreciated his honesty. He was 
able to touch so many with his honesty, 
integrity and sincerity; any criticism he 
offered was accepted as an expression of 
his unbiased judgment and opinion.

As luck would have it, we met again here 
in Kuwait after partnering a long innings 
of 17 years at OIL but fate wouldn’t 
allow him to carry on too long in a distant 
land and deprive us from his vivacious 
company. God had some other designs for 
him. Sometimes it is not how long we live 
on this earth that matters, but how well we 
lived and what we did during our sojourn 
on earth that sets us apart from others. 
Bireshda was one such person who made 
his presence felt in every walk of life and 
his absence in our lives will be greatly 
felt.

Our greatest tribute to someone very dear 
who has passed away will be to better our 
lives by learning from, and emulating their 
special qualities. And that is the reason 
why I have tried to pen down my feelings 
to remember him and honour him.
May his soul rest in eternal joy and 
peace.

Ever smiling a face with damp eyes 
With a pure smile and deep pain inside  
That pensive mood ……. Looking through 
the open window
black …. black ….. all around ……. 
black thought …… black weather …… 
A journey where everything is dark and 
black.

Willing to carry the hardship With hope 
and commitment. 
Though there is peace in the other world  
Convinced for sure but not ready to 
accept  
A desire to carry out a life with the dear 
and near ones
Not at all ready to say goodbye 
forever…..

Hope and hope …. amidst hopelessness  
Looking outside at the dark weather 
With the painful eyes and wet cheeks 
With countless thoughts ……. 
“No more the life is going to reckon” …. 
A hard …. very hard “goodbye” is 
awaiting. 
But still living with a “Hope against 
Hope”

A Tribute to Bireshda

Hope against hope

Rajib Rajkhowa

Dedicated to Late Biresh Khound
By – Mrs. Sharmistha  Bhattachryya
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Actress’s dazzle us. The show business 
is the most glamorous profession and 
actress’s today have lot of name, fame, 
glitz and respect. But this was not the 
case in 1933, when Aideu Handique 
became the first woman to act in the first 
Assamese film “Joymoti”.If we turn back 
to the 1930’s, acting was not a welcome 
trend. Women working in this field 
were not given due regard, respect and 
importance. She was a bold actress who 
showed courage throughout her life, never 
lost hope and lived her life own.
Adieu Handique ,an iconic actress was an 
epitome of courage and strength .Besides 
being an illiterate village girl she excelled 
in acting. She worked in the film with 
heart and soul and gained laurels for her 

performance and the bold step. Her family 
and the villagers did not entertain her in 
this effort instead her parents did not let 
her enter into the house for the fear of the 
society. So,she spent the rest of her life 
isolated in a small thatched hut.
She was banished from the village and 
her family because she addressed the hero 
of the film as “bongohordeo” or “dear 
husband”. Her family was also boycotted 
until they apologized for her ‘misdeed’ to 
the panchayat. No one had the courage 
to ask for her hand as she acted in a film 
which was forbidden for women in those 
days. So, she remained unmarried for the 
rest of her life.
It all started when a younker walked up to 
her and promised her to show her a house 
that floats on water. She was unaware that 
it was actually a ship. She said that the 
ship on which she boarded anchored in a 
‘foreign’ place. There she was was coaxed 
to act in a talkie. Nobody knew that she 
was compelled to act in a film. The story 
of the film was of a brave woman who 
saves her husband from a despot king who 
is out to wipe out all the eligible princes in 
the various Ahom clans. She was decked 
up as a typical Ahom princess. She was 
taught how to walk,speak,how to look sad 
and happy by the pioneer of Assamese 
cinema,Jyotiprasad Agarwalla.’’Joymoti 
has been spectacular but traumatic 
experience for her.

Back in the village she was hated and 
neglected. She managed to bring colors to 

cinema but in return injustice was meted 
to her. People did not like to mingle with 
her. Handique was condemned for life for 
having acted in a talkie alongside male 
actors. After”Joymoti”,she did not get any 
other offers nor did she get to see her own 
film.

In 1985, she was given a pension of 
Rs.1000 a month and the cassette of her 
film by the government of Assam. There 
is also a primary school named after her 
in her village where she used to be taken 
perhaps to make her feel respected which 
she never attained although she deserved. 
The spark in her eyes always ask-“For 
whose fault my right to a proper life was 
lost?” She then towards the end of her 
struggling life, she was given love and 
respect by her family and other people. 
She was carried about on her wheel chair 
and though invited by her family she 
never wanted to leave her bamboo, mud 
thatched cottage. She left on her heavenly 
abode on 2002.

This is the story of Handique, the first 
woman to come on the silver screen in 
Assam .Later on a film was made based 
on her tragic life’’Aidieu-Behind the 
screen’’by Arup Manna. It was a tribute to 
her sacrifice for the cause of cinema. The 
movie was invited to various film festivals 
and created a flutter in the film world. 
Assamese cinema has earned laurels after 
that.

AIDEU HANDIQUE- THE UNSUNG HEROINE OF FIRST ASSAMESE CINEMA
Sanghamitra Nath - ClassVIII
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Jewellery plays a significant part in 
a woman’s ensemble. This is the item 
that often finds itself high in the list of a 
woman’s shopping list. While some years 
back, jewellery was considered as a mere 

additive to the entire context of dressing, 
nowadays, it is considered to be an 
integrated component of style and fashion 
for a woman. Keeping this in mind, new 
age jewellery is increasingly becoming a 
blend of fashion and comfort.
Jewellery or “Gohona”, as is popularly 
called in Assamese, is a delight for every 
woman, irrespective of where they belong. 
Like women world over, Assamese women, 
too, had the passion for jewellary from time 
immemorial.  Onset of modern Assamese 
jewellery tradition dates back to the Ahom 
kingdom. Gold has always constituted the 
most-used metal for jewellery in Assam, 
while the use of silver and other metals 
too have been there for centuries. In the 
olden days, gold was locally available, 
flowing down several Himalayan rivers, 
of which Subansiri is the most important. 
In fact, a particular tribe of people, the 
Sonowal Kacharis were engaged only for 
gold-washing in these rivers. During the 
rule of the Ahom Kings, gold washing was 
an organized industry and the state earned 
handsome revenues. Gold enamelling was 
a specialized job done by the Mani-kars.
 Assamese jewelleries are distinct 
and unique. The jewellers known as 
“Sonaris”, drew their inspiration from its 
surroundings, nature, things used in day 
to day life. The main frame of Assamese 
jewellery is silver made and finally 
covered with very thin gold foils called 

Paat-Xun. Some designs of traditional 
Assamese ornaments are directly derived 
from the elements of tribal culture. These 
designs and motifs sometimes have found 
space in these ornaments directly, and 
sometimes by blending. Black, green 
and red are mostly used colours in these 
jewelleries.
Earliest references to traditional 
Assamese ornaments can be found in the 
contemporary literatures of Mahabharata 
times at least. During the seventh century, 
Bhaskarvarma, the King of Barman 
dynasty of Kamrupa or ancient Assam, had 
sent a hands ome quantity of Assamese 

ornaments along with other valuable gifts 
to king Harsavardhana, the great Indian 
emperor. Bhaskarvarma inherited some 
of these ornaments from his predecessor 
Bhagadatta, who participated in the battle 
of Kurukshetra.
   The art of jewellery making is prevalent 
in three particular places in Assam, namely 
Nowgoan, Jorhat and Barpeta. Jewelleries 
from Upper Assam are predominately 
stone studded whereas people of Lower 
Assam wore jewellery that had intricate 
gold design with one or no stones. Jorhat in 
Upper Assam is the station for traditional 
Assamese jewellery.
   Assamese jewellery include the, jon biri, 
lokaparo, thuriya, jethi poti, doog doogi 
bana, gaam kharu, keru, gal pata,and 
dhol biri. The most interesting piece of 
Assamese jewellery is an ear ring that looks 
like an orchid known as kopou phool. The 
jethi poti is a wide band of cloth which 
is placed as row of small medallions with 
a central pendant. A large bangle with a 
clasp called gaam kharu is prepared in 

silver with gold polish. Bana or jonbiri 
is a crescent-shaped overhanging packed 
with lac for a cushioned effect. Lokaparo 
is a very popular ornament which has twin 
birds placed back to back in gold, mina, 

ruby or even sometimes enamel coating. 
Dhansira is a pair of bangles which means 
a strand of paddy as it resembles paddy 
seeds. Dhol biri which is mostly studded 
with “dalim gutiya bakhor” meaning 
stones that look like pomegranate seeds. 
Costume jewellery has become very 
popular in the modern world. This 
jewellery is manufactured to complement 
a particular fashionable costume or 
garment. Be it for its less expensive price 
or for more varieties in design, people 
opt more for costume jewellery. Assam is 
also not lacking behind in this craft. The 
markets are flooded with these type of 
jewelleries. Red, green and black are no 
longer the only colour to be found. 
Today, different colours and motifs are 
available to match with one’s outfit. They 
are available in different prices, which are 
affordable by all classes of people.
So ladies! don’t forget to grab a few of 
these, next time you visit Assam. One 
good place to try for some unique items is 
‘Zangfai’ near ‘Goswami Service Station’ 
in Guwahati. 
Gents! Steel grey electronic gadgets are 
wonders but ‘Gohonas’are wonderfull. 
If you want to delight and surprise your 
beloved wife, this meaningful memento 
can be placed in the top of your list. 

Across the mighty 
Brahmaputra there’s 
a land where myth 
meets magic. This land 
is better known to the 
world as the North-
Eastern region of India 
that comprises of seven 
states called the “Seven 
Sisters”. Each state has 

its distinct cultures and traditions and is 
a travellers’ paradise, with picturesque 
hills and green meadows which shelter 
thousands of species of flora and fauna.
Assam is the gateway to the north-east, 
a state known for its breath taking scenic 
beauty, rarest flora and fauna, lofty green 
hills, vast rolling plain, mighty waterways 
and a land of fairs and festivals. This region 
dominated by the mighty Brahmaputra, 
one of the great rivers of the world, 

is not only a fertile alluvial plain for 
growing rice, but is also famous for tea. 
The early history of Assam is lost in the 
mists of antiquity, though there are several 
references of it in two great epics- the 
Mahabharata and the Ramayan and also 
in the principal Puranas, and the Tantras. 
In these sacred scriptures this area was 
known as Kamrupa. This region has been 
ruled by many rulers. 

GOHONA

The Ahom Rule – A golden period of Assam History

Pranami Bhattacharya

Swareena Rajkhowa  - Class VIII
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The 13th century witnessed the advent 
of the Ahoms. The Ahoms are a section 
of the Tai-Chinese people who entered 
Assam through the the mountain passes 
of the Patkai mountain in eastern Assam 
under the leadership of Suo-Ka-Pha (1228 
A.D. – 1268 A.D.), a prince of Mowlung 
of Upper Burma, in 1228 A.D. He 
established a small kingdom in the eastern 
region of Assam, known as Saumarpitha 
or Muong-dun-sun-kham, later known as 
“Ha-Siam” corrupted as “Assam”, with 
his headquarter at Charaideo by defeating 
the Naga, Barahi, Moran Kingdoms. The 
base of the Ahom rule was set up by him 
before he died in 1268 A.D. At first, the 
kingdom of the Ahoms extended upto the 
river Dikhau, from where the entire valley 
on the south bank of the Brahmaputra up 
to the entire eastern boundary of Kampura 
was under the sway of the Kachari, which 
was later successfully conquered by Suo-
Seyn-Pha (1611 A.D. – 1649 A.D.), a 
successor of Suo-Ka-Pha. 

The Ahoms in order to extend their domains 
had to engage themselves in constant 
conflicts with the Chutias, the Kacharis, 
the Bhuyan and the Naga cheiftains. 
The Ahoms vanquished all these petty 
chiefs one after another and succeeded in 
establishing a large kingdom in the ruins 
of old Kampura (from Sadia in the east 
to the Manaha river in the west) and the 
credit for all these should be rendered to 
the Ahom king Suo-hum-muong (1497 
A.D. - 1539 A.D.). He also successfully 
defended his kingdom against the first 
Mughal invasion under Turbak Khan. The 
captured soldiers subsequently became 
the first significant Muslim population 
of the Ahom Kingdom. They were called 
Garia as they had arrived from a place 
called ‘Gaur’ in Uttar Pradesh. King Suo-
hum-muong’s reign was considered to be 
the most memorable period of the Ahom 
rule and eventually he was entitled with 
the assumed Hindu name Swarganarayan 
(literary, king in Heaven). He is also 
called the Dihingia Raja, because he made 
Bakata on the Dihing river his capital. The 
Mughals invaded thrice during his reign 
but were defeated each and every time. 
The Ahoms used to rely on traditional 
methods of warfare like bow, arrows, 
and swords but due to the invasions they 
came to know the use of gunpowder. The 
Mughals who were taken as prisoner of 
war also were settled down in different 
areas of Assam. Swarganarayan was killed 
in 1539 A.D. by his servant as a result of a 
conspiracy hatched by his son Suo-kleng-

muong. Suo-hum-moung’s reign broke 
from the early Ahom rule and established 
a multi-ethnic polity in his kingdom. 

Suo-seng-pha (1603 A.D. - 1641 A.D.), 
also known as Pratap Singha, was the 
17th king of the Ahom dynasty. During 
his reign the Ahom-Mughal conflict 
reached its peak but he was able to ward 
successfully them off. He also extended 
his boundaries of his states and did his 
level best to keep his people satisfied and 
make their life comfortable. He created a 
new post of the Barbaruah for the parts of 
the kingdom that were not under the three 
classes of Minister (The Buragohain, The 
Borgohain and The Borpatra Gohain). 
Momai Tamuli Barbaruah being the first 
Barbaruah to hold this post. The King was 
known as Buddhi Swarganarayan for his 
capabilities, for his knowledge in politics 
and for his great wisdom.

Even after their defeat to the Ahoms, 
the Mughals, after a span of three years, 
under the command of Mirjumla led an 
expedition to Assam and proceeded upto 
Gorgaon. The Ahom king Jayadhwaj 
Singha (Suo-Tam-mla1648 A.D. – 1663 
A.D.) was compelled to pay tribute to the 
Mughal king of Delhi. 

Suo-pung-moung (1663 A.D. –1670 
A.D.), also known as Chakradhwaj 
Singha, was an important Ahom king 
under whom the Ahom kingdom took 
back Guwahati from the Mughals with 
the help Lachit Barphukan (son of Momai 
Tamuli Barbaruah). Before being defeated 
by Lachit and his forces, the Mughal army 
under Ram Singh (sent by Aurangzeb) 
sailed up the Brahmaputra from Dhaka 
towards Assam advancing to Guwahati. 
A fierce battle took place on the banks of 
Brahmaputra and this battle was known as 
the Battle of Saraighat. Towards the last 
stage of the Battle of Saraighat, though 
Lachit was seriously ill, he boarded a boat 
and with seven boats advanced against the 
Mughal fleet. He said “If you want to flee, 
flee. The king has given me a task here 
and I will do it well. Let the Mughals take 
me away. You report to the king that his 
general fought well following his orders”. 
Lachit Barphukan was victorious and the 
Mughals were forced to leave Guwahati. 
Lachit Borphukan died about a year after 
the victory at Saraighat due to natural 
causes. As of King Chakradhwaj Singha, 
he died in April 1670, just one year before 
the Battle of Saraighat, due to physical 
and mental disorders that was caused 
during the long war. He is remembered for 

his fierce pride as an Ahom monarch.

Unfortunately the Battle of Saraigaht was 
neither the final battle between the Ahoms 
and the Mughals, nor did Guwahati remain 
with the Ahoms. During the reign of Suo-
doi-pha (1677 A.D. – 1679 A.D.), Lachit 
Borphukan’s own brother and successor 
Borphukan, Laluk Sola, with a malicious 
design to be the king of Assam surrendered 
Guwahati to the Mughals. He then 
proceeded to Kailabor. But king Gadadhar 
Singha (Suo-paat-pha 1681 A.D. – 1696 
A.D.) three years later, after ascending 
the throne marched against the Mughals 
with an army and drove them beyond the 
river Manaha. This was the last expedition 
of the Mughals and henceforth both the 
parties accepted the river Manaha as the 
boundary between them. Since 1682 this 
boundary continued to exist till the year 
1826.

Gadadhar Singh was succeeded by his 
eldest son Lai, who took the Hindu name 
Rudra Singha. Rudra Singha (1696 A.D. 
- 1714 A.D.), or Suo-khrung-pha, was 
one of the most powerful Ahom King. 
His reign saw the kingdom in its best, 
culturally and politically. Under him the 
kingdom reached its zenith of power and 
glory. Though he was an illiterate himself, 
he had an expansive and progressive 
political vision, just as Akbar had. It is said 
that he was the first Ahom king to have 
the Bihu celebrated in the amphitheater, 
called ‘Rang Ghar’ near the palace and 
gave royal patronage to Bihu. He died on 
the eve of his march west from Guwahati.

After the death of Rudra Singha, the Ahom 
power began to decline as a result of the 
civil war known as Mowamaria Bidroh 
which took place during the reign of King 
Lakshmi Singha (1769 A.D. – 1780 A.D.) 
and Gaurinath Singha (1780 A.D. – 1795 
A.D.). Gradually as the decades passed 
by, the Ahom Kings began to become 
weaker. Their mighty kingdom began to 
totter. The foundation of 600 years of rule 
by a total of 39 kings that was created by 
Suo-ka-pha began to shatter. And with the 
termination of Purandar Singha’s rule in 
1838, a new rule with new administrative 
machinery, imported from the far west, set 
its foot on this land. The Kingdom was 
surrendered to the British on 24th Feb in 
1826. This period of Ahom rule is called 
“the golden period” of Assam history that 
actually built Assam came to an end.  
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They say the world is a small place to 
live in. With approximately 6.6 billion 
people living in this world in hundreds 
of countries with thousands of cultures, 
customs and traditions, is it not strange to 
find similarity between cultures that are 
situated poles apart? My visit to Al Sadu 
House, the home of traditional weavings 
of the desert, in Kuwait has reinforced my 
feeling.

“Al Sadu” is a term used by the Bedouins 
to mean their weaving process, the woven 
objects and the ground loom. Bedouins 
are the nomadic inhabitants of the desert 
generally referring to the nomads of Arabia 
(Saudi Arabia), Negev (Israel) and Sinai 
(Egypt). They are recognized by their 
nomadic lifestyle, specific dialect, social 
structure, culture and their weavings. 
The nomadic Bedouins live in tents that 
are woven by their women folk. These 
tents are special in the sense that it has to 
weather the harsh desert winds of summer 
and winter with extreme temperature 
conditions that raise dust storms from 
time to time. Hence they use a variety 
of materials for weaving which include 

sheep’s wool, goat and camel hair, cotton 
and manmade fibers. These animals are 
part of their existence in the harsh desert 
environment. Wool weaving is one of the 
oldest crafts practiced by the Bedouins. 
They mainly use wool from their herds to 
produce many utilitarian items that suit the 
Bedu migratory lifestyle. Most important 
items are their black tent or “Bayt al 
Shaar”, dividers inside the tent, storage 
bags, clothes, camel seats, rugs, cushions, 
decorative piece, animal trappings etc. 
The goat yarn which is the most difficult 
to spin is used for weaving tents, because 
of its oily texture. Their crafts require a 
high degree of dexterity and skill. Their 
weaving skill is appreciated within the 
community and competitions among 
women are organized to find the best 
weaver who is given the title “Urfa” 
meaning victorious. 

The Al-Sadu Society was formed in 1979. 
In addition to reviving the ethnic art of 
hand weaving, they also contributed a 
lot to protect the Bedouin community. As 
a result of the society’s efforts, the Sadu 
House came up in 1980. In Sadu House, 
experts work with weavers to better and 
preserve the craft. The house is beautifully 
decorated with handicrafts, potteries and 
weaving looms. There’s also provision 
to show a short movie to visitors about 
Bedouin’s craft. One can also purchase 
Bedouin textiles or wall hangings from 
Sadu House. 

But what struck me when I saw the craft 
is its similarity with Naga handicrafts of 
India. Both the communities use similar 
patterns and geometrical designs. The 

Bedouins also uses patterns like camel 
insignia, desert utensils etc, that reflect the 
life of the desert. Wool is also extensively 
used in their weaving to protect them 
from the biting desert cold of the winter 
season. Again like the Nagas they also use 
the combination of red, black, white wool 
and cotton threads. Isn’t it strange that one 
community living in the Arabian Deserts 
and another in remote North Eastern hills 
of India have similar weaving techniques 
and patterns? 

 The globalized nature of their work is 
also reflected by the resemblance of their 
work with Rajasthani handicrafts of India. 
The Bedouin makes extensive use of 
beads in their weavings which is similar 
to the handicrafts from Rajasthan. The 
‘bisht (men’s cloak) embroidery’ of the 
Bedouins is similar to the ‘zardoji crafts’ 
of Uttar Pradesh of India. Just like the 
‘karigars’ of zardoji  weave gold, silver 
or base metal threads as silk threads, the 
‘al mejaben’ hand embroideries threads 
of gold, silver or threads coated with gold 
in bisht’s neckline, front opening, sleeve 
seams and cuffs. The colored silk thread 
called ‘brisim’ is also used in the design or 
as a contrast to the zari. Once completed, 
the embroidery is hammered with a large 
iron punch to smooth any rough edges in 
the metal thread. If properly cared for, its 
glitter and shimmer will last for a long 
time.

No wonder, I felt a sense of identity with 
the Bedouin crafts as I moved around the 
Al Sadu House.

MIRROR IMAGE
Parimita Barooah Bora

With Best Compliments 
From: 

Al-Khamsan Co.
For Gen. Trad. & Cont.
Industrial Chemical Supplier,Water Treatment Consultant
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Ever since I have been in Kuwait, I am 
known to very few colleagues and to my 
sister and brother-in- law with whom I 
used to live with. My beauty parlor hardly 
gave me time to hang out with friends 
and family. But my life took a new turn 
when I met Basab Sarma, my husband on 
24th Feb 2004.I was one of his customer 
in his early insurance carrier and later 
our friendship developed to love. We got 
engaged and married on 23rd August 2007 
at Indian embassy. 
It was time to visit my in- law’s place 
‘ASSAM’.  I was little apprehensive, 
worried, anxious, nervous and fearful as 
our marriage was against our parents’ 
wishes. It took altogether six months 
for my husband to convince his parents. 
Finally the CALL has come for us to 
visit ASSAM. As my husband is from a 
Brahmin family it was a very challenging 
situation for us. We landed in Guwahati 
on 19th February 2008. It was altogether a 

new experience. It was my first experience 
with Indian or say Assamese dress. I had 
never worn churidar, saree or mekhla-
chadar in my entire life. But whatever 
I have seen around in Kuwait among 
Indians is quite similar to our tradition and 
I felt it will be manageable. It was a warm 
welcome for us but deep at heart both of us 
were very nervous thinking what will be 
the reaction of relatives and friends. I was 
worried as to how I would communicate 
with Basab’s family, relatives and friends. 
But thanks to my sister-in-law and father-
in-law as they were more than willing 
to explore their English  vocabulary and 
Tapan mama who was happy to come to 
our place just to speak to me in English. 
It hardly took me two days to get adjusted 
since everybody warmly welcomed me as 
a family member despite being from Sri 
Lanka. During my stay in Assam, I had 
lot of sweet memorable experiences but 
I should mention about this experience 
of mine. It was our second day in Assam 
and lot of relatives and friends came to 
meet me. I was sitting in the middle of 
the living room surrounded by ladies and 
children and they kept saying ‘ dudu’er( 
my husband’s nick name) koina , srilanka 
er suwali”. It was an awful situation for 
me which I never expected that I had to 
encounter. But later I realized, this is the 
way they show their love and affection. 
I was introduced to all the elders of the 
family and had to take the blessings by 
touching their feet. I found the custom 

similar to my Buddhist tradition. We got 
married at Mangaldoi Shiv Mandir on 
26th February 2007.   
My first visit after our wedding was to 
Kamakhya Temple. The other places I 
visited were Bashistha and Guwahati 
Zoo. I have noticed that there are lot of 
similarity between Assam and Sri Lanka 
in the living style and food habits. Both the 
countries staple food is rice and Assamese 
food is less spicy compared to that of 
Sri Lanka. The mesmerizing greenery of 
Assam reminded me of Sri Lanka which 
is also blessed with lush greenery. The 
dresses of ladies are of some similarity. 
The traditional dress of Sri Lankan woman 
is saree but worn in a different style.
My trip to Assam was a wondrous and 
marvelous experience. Family, relatives 
and friends showered me with so much 
of love, affection and care that I have 
no words to express my thankfulness. 
Everything was perfect as planned and 
all events were well organized as we 
wanted. After spending 15 days in Assam 
we left for Srilanka where we had again 
our traditional marriage formalities as per 
our Buddhist religion and then we came 
back to Kuwait. Needless to say, we have 
got married thrice. Down the line it has 
been four years now and I have been to 
Assam three times. We have celebrated 
our daughter Sweeti’s 1st birthday also in 
Assam. I am enjoying and loving being 
married to an AXOMIYA. 

My Journey to Axom 
 Niroshini Senawerathna P.G.Sarma
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Education the whole essence of which 
is to develop well-rounded personalities 
is far emphasized through its way 
of implementation in the developed 
societies than ours. The grooming of 
future generation of citizens essentially 
requires them to understand first hand the 
community where they live in. This entails 
that they understand the basic fabric of 
the community, its structure, its work 
and its progress. Education thus requires 
going beyond the basic confines of the 
classroom and the campus to corners of 
the community where it is based. This has 
brought about a marked change in the way 
one looks onto the other.

Thus a collaborative approach towards 
fulfillment of education and contribution 
towards the society is the hallmark of 
successful educational systems. I had 
a short stint of graduate management 
study in the United States. The insights 
that I got through management learning 
have made a deep impact on my mind. 
The teaching methods were too diverse 
not to merit discussion. Apart from the 
basic technique of instruction of class 
room lecturing, discussions, debates, 
role-playing, presentations, e-learning we 
were taken outside to see and feel the real 
world – by visiting company campuses, 
having boardroom discussions with top 
management officials and interactions with 
the staff of these companies to get insights 
on their work cultures. We saw company 
premises with their formal and informal 
spaces existing in tandem. The company 
bulletin board posts every good work done 
by an employee, and to which others make 
their comments. Customer testimonials 
for the month are also publicized on 
the board and serious issue of the non-
compliant testimonials is than made. 
During Fridays an informal atmosphere 
pervades the office, when the hallway and 
the conference rooms are converted into 
miniature golf courses during lunch hour. 
Elaborate and whimsical putting paths are 
created, sometimes centered on a theme 
or location such as a zoo. This essentially 
brings camaraderie to the workplace. 
The employees are allowed to style their 

workspaces either cabins or rooms in the 
way they desire. Moving around the offices 
one comes to know the hobbies and tastes 
of the individual employees. Bizarre and 
esoteric items are placed in these rooms 
and cabins. One might see golf clubs, hats 
of various shapes, posters, photographs, 
paintings, music systems, cups and mugs 
of different designs jostling for space. This 
showcases their creativity, their likings 
and hobbies.

Apart from all the interesting insights 
that you get in making field visits, your 
elements are not tested till you are thrown 
into a demanding environment. I had 
never thought that I would have to work in 
a farmland under the harshest conditions 
as part of my management education 
curriculum. Though I was apprehensive 
about it in the beginning, I soon realized 
that this has been one of the most enriching 
experiences that I ever had. 

It was a Saturday, and we 25 students 
along with a few college staff were taken 
off in a Roberts Hawaii bus to a traditional 
Hawaiian village. We had exchanged our 
business suits or tuxedoes with shorts 
and T-shirts. Our accoutrements included 
sunglasses, sunscreens and anti mosquito 
lotions. The Hawaiian Islands are more or 
less round and the lines dividing districts 
were cut from seacoast to mountaintop. 
These large districts were called 
ahupuaas, and were given to high chiefs. 
The ahupuaas were parceled out by these 
chiefs among their followers in small 
strips or sections called ili. A simple ili 
was a strip running from sea to mountains. 
We were visiting the Moanalua ahupuaa in 
the Oahu Island. This was a 2-hour drive 
from downtown Honolulu where we were 
based. In the distant we could see clouds 
covering the mountaintops. They must be 
finalizing the precipitation schedule! The 
drive by the seacoast was romantic. 

As we arrived we had some surprises in 
store for us. The community leaders were 
waiting to welcome us. They welcomed 
by garlanding us with lei in the traditional 
way. They had erected a makeshift canopy, 
and we were told that we will be treated to 
a sumptuous lunch here. A few villagers 
were offloading some items from a truck, 
to which we extended a helping hand. After 
a brief introduction, we were divided into 
groups and were instructed about the work 
to do during the day. This is an agrarian 
society promoting community farming. 
This technique of farming has increased 
their productivity and has brought better 
understanding within the community. 

The Hawaiians are of Polynesian origin 
and have been citizens of these beautiful 
islands in southern United States. They 
cultivate pineapple, coconut, taro, yam, 
sweet potato, banana and sugarcane. We 
were taken to a taro field. Taro or the 
Elephant’s ear is one of the most common 
perennial herbs that are grown in Hawaii. 
Its starch content is high and hence makes 
Apart from all the interesting insights a 
good staple food. Poi, the national dish 
of Hawaii, is made from boiled taro that 
is pounded, and then fermented to form 
a sticky edible paste. Taro cultivation 
requires perennial availability of water 
and hence the fields are filled with water 
all throughout the year. This water flows 
down the mountains through manmade 
channels and gets deposited in the taro 
fields. As there were a few storms in 
the preceding days these channels were 
blocked by heavy silting or by leaves, 
sprigs and trees. The villagers face much 
difficulty in clearing off these channels, as 
it requires a long circuitous stretch to be 
covered. We were given spades and axes 
to remove the debris and free the channels. 
We had to climb the mountains and cover 
a stretch of about three kilometers of 
winding channel. Our leader (a villager) 
guided us through the thick jungle. This 
was like any other tropical forest complete 
with creepers and dense trees. We saw big 
mosquitoes lounging around.  We were 
free from their bites as we had applied 
anti-mosquito lotions. Luckily we did not 
come across snakes and leeches. I came 
to know that the Hawaiian Islands are free 
from snakes and the state government 
has strict laws, which bars people from 
smuggling in these reptiles. Our duties 
now seemed easier as we had formed into 
groups and had sub divided our work. This 
is the beauty of working in a team. One 
of us went inside the channel and cleared 
the silt with spade and handed it over to 
the one standing on top of the channel 
to throw it to a distance. The other was 
cutting the branches of trees and shrubs 
that have made its way over the channel. 
We swapped duties, and it became fun as 
we were dripped in mud and sweat. As we 
cleared the channel the flow increased, 
and we could see water filling the entire 
stretch of the Taro field. Should I say 
that the flowing channel brought music 
to my ears? We were thrilled. Mission 
Accomplished! By the time we covered 
the entire distance, we were very tired and 
hungry. The leader called us to join others 
for a bath in the nearby lake. The pristine 
green water lake woke up from a deep 
slumber as we splashed its water with the 
dirt that we had accumulated.

A Learning Experience
Dwaipayan Bora
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Its now lunchtime! And in this surrounding 
what’s better to satisfy the hunger than 
by eating a complete ethnic Hawaiian 
meal. The villagers had taken care to 
make this visit memorable and food was 
no exception. Hawaiians do most of the 
cooking in the imu or underground oven. 
The first step in making an imu is to dig a 
hole in the ground. Wood is placed in the 
hole. The laying of fire is similar to the 
laying of any open fire. Stones are placed 
over the wood and the fire is lighted. The 
stones used are of a certain kind, which 
the Hawaiians know would hold the heat 
and which would not burst when hot. 
After the stones are hot, grass is laid in. 
On this are placed the taro, the sweet 
potato and the pig to be cooked. Over the 
food a layer of leaves, preferably ti leaves 
is placed and the imu is closed with old 
mats and kapas. It takes taro from three 

to four hours to cook in an imu. While for 
the dressed pig to be cooked heated stones 
are placed inside it. It is salted and placed 
in the imu for about twenty-four hours. 
Then it’s taken from the imu, stones are 
removed and the meat cut up. Chicken is 
also cooked in a similar way. The villagers 
served us their hearts out. This traditional 
food served with warmth and eaten with 
traditional sauces is very tasty. After 
having a full stomach it was time for some 

photographs to treasure the memories of a 
nice experience that we were living with 
for posterity. Everyone’s face wore a tired 
look. As we rode the air-conditioned bus 
back to our home we were fast asleep 
living the exciting experience of the day.

Wasn’t this method of learning about 
business enterprises and the community 
from first hand experience more 
stimulating and fun? I wonder!

Note: 

The author studied Intercultural 
Management at Japan America Institute of 
Management Science, Honolulu, Hawaii, 
USA. The experiences described here are 
based on field visits that he made as a part 
of the curriculum of the program.
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The decision was instantaneous. I am 
definitely going to New York to visit 
Majoni. She has persistently been calling 
me as we have not seen each other for over 
a year now. In reality I cannot stay without 
meeting her for so long, the want to hug her, 
and hold her tight to my heart’s content. 
The extreme wintry cold is scary but not 
stronger than my will to go. I have never 
faced such weather before. The thought 
of leaving the household in Kuwait in the 
hands of Juman is another worry. Will he 
be able to manage everything all at once 
including Arnie’s daily school activities – 
dropping him and picking him up daily to 
school, all the after-school activities which 
are all at odd hours ? The desire to be with 
Majoni overpowered all other thoughts. 
The sentimental feeling has always been 
in my mind, and will always remain that 
during her college days I could not be with 
her to help her and guide her with her daily 
needs while she went through her rigorous 
college life managing everything all alone 
and completing her studies, burning the 
late night candle every day. The thought 
leaves hollowness within me.

 Being married  to a Marine Engineer, I 
have travelled with him a lot and have been 
to many countries, both in the northern 
and southern hemisphere. Places with 
differences beyond imagination and rich 
traditional culture. Once Majoni reached 
her schooling age, I got used to travelling 
alone with her to sail with Juman during 
her school vacations. Flying out and 
joining the vessel at Dubai, Singapore, 
New Zealand or Hong Kong became a 
common practice. But this time it is a new 
experience, a different feeling, a proud 
feeling that I am going to visit my daughter, 
my Majoni at New York. New York in 
February is not the ideal time to spend 
a vacation. The Eastern states including 
New York has just been experiencing a 
series of snow storms this winter, the last 
cold wave, the seventh one, is just over. 
All the airports were closed down for the 
last one week as they were completely 
covered with ice and snow and I was sure 
that my trip would be in jeopardy. This 
gave me a lot of anxious moments till 
two days before my travel date I got a call 
from Majoni that the international flights 
have started landing. “But Mummy,” she 
said “as far as the temperature goes, minus 
is minus. Do not ask the number as I do 
not want to scare you”.

 Her apartment is in the Financial district, 
a short walking distance from ‘Ground 
Zero’. It was a walk down memory lane. 
The place bought back memories of the 
vivid pictures flashed on the TV screens 
all over the world during 9/11. One’s 
heart fills up with sorrow thinking about 
the horrific destruction and the three 
thousand people who lost their lives and 
their families that were shattered. As we 
roamed about the construction site Majoni 
pointed out the foundations of where the 
Twin Towers used to stand. She told me 
that they are building fountains on the 
foundations. All over the site are displayed 
pictures of what they hope the memorial 
would look like. It will be one of the most 
sustainable, green plazas ever built with 
hundreds of trees creating a canopy of 
leaves over the plaza. The surface of the 
plaza will be made of cobblestones and 
parts of it will be covered in grass, moss 
and flowers. This large urban forest will 
remind the visitors of the natural cycle of 
life. The Memorial Plaza will convey a 
spirit of hope and renewal.
 
After wandering about in the flashy 
shopping malls of New York for over 10 
days we decided to travel to Canada to 
enjoy the scenic beauty of the countryside. 
We decided to make the trip by train rather 
than fly. Of all the wonders of the world, 
no matter how tall or grand Man tries to 
make his mark on the planet, he will never 
be able to surpass the beauty that is Nature. 
Nature has taken my breath away so many 
times and when I had thought I had seen it 
all, she managed to fascinate me with her 
beauty once more. It was a cold Saturday 
morning when we made our way to Penn 
Station to catch our early train to Montreal. 
It had been a while since the last time I 
travelled by train on a vacation. The last 
time I remember it was through the green 
hills of Europe in the summer. In my mind, 
there is nothing more beautiful than Nature 
blossoming with life, much like that of the 
scenery that we see at our Joy Ai Asom. 
But I was wrong again. There is as much 
beauty in the absence on life as there is 
in its presence. Once we pulled out of the 
train station and an hour into the journey, 
we were travelling alongside a river that 
accompanied us for quite a significant part 
of our journey. It was fascinating to see 
how the river changed state from being 
completely frozen when we first started 
off till the time it met warmer waters 5 or 6 
hours later and the ice abruptly stopped. In 
the time of our companionship, we snaked 
our way through big cities and passively 
flowed through the “countryside”. It was 
interesting to see how the civilization 
dealt with the river at different points in 
time. In the cities, bridges were built over 
it so that the people would avoid dealing 
with it; somewhere in the middle, I saw 
icebreakers forcing its way through the 
ice to allow the daily trade to still function 
normally but it wasn’t until near the end 
that the river left me breathless. For miles 
at stretch, there wasn’t a soul I could see. 
I saw the occasional cluster of houses, but 
there wasn’t a single person in the streets. 
The frozen river, the frozen hills in the 

backdrop, the sun peeking through the 
grey clouds after frequent intervals - the 
only thing I could relate this to was some 
imaginary land that you could only find in 
fairytales! My memories went back to our 
childhood days, to the numerous stories 
that we read of the description of where 
the fairies live. Such peace and quiet is 
beyond imagination. As I kept looking out 
the train window , the change in scenery 
was surreal and it kept changing frame 
after frame and since I couldn’t reach 
out and grab it and touch it, it was almost 
like watching a silent motion picture. The 
voices within the train soon drowned out 
in my mind and I continued gazing out of 
the window.

My one week stay in Canada consisted of 
Ottawa, Montreal and Toronto. As far as 
cities go, I was impressed by the vibrant 
life that thrived within Montreal and 
Toronto, especially downtown Toronto 
which was really lit up at night and 
everyone was up and about shopping, 
meeting up with friends for a movie or for 
dinner. However I think only one thing 
made a lasting impression in my mind is 
the Niagara Falls.Probably one of the most 
visited locations in the world it is truly a 
breath taking beauty! During our stay, 
we had some bad luck with the weather.
On top of being -15 C, we managed to 
get some snow, some rain and sometimes 
what felt like gale-like winds. However, 
the day we decided to travel to Niagara 
Falls, it was absolutely beautiful weather.
If you believe in heaven then maybe this 
was it. I watched the water fall and churn 
at the bottom forming clouds of mist that 
seemed like they were at an arm’s reach. It 
was hard to tell where the mist ended and 
where the ice began. It seemed almost as 
if there was steam coming from the ice. 
There was ice on the pool below but you 
could see through tiny cracks that it was 
just a thin layer and the water underneath 
was still in fact alive. To top it off, there 
was a rainbow. This was a completely 
different Niagara Falls from the one I have 
seen in pictures and the one that I have 
heard people describe. 

When you ask an elderly Englishman what 
he does, he would probably reply, “I grow 
Roses”. This is a simple statement but has 
a very rooted meaning which has now 
dawned on me. You plant a rose sapling, 
water it, nurture it and watch it grow till 
you see the first bloom of a beautiful Rose. 
The rose plant also has thorns which are 
not as beautiful as the flower itself. Today 
watching my daughter, who is still a little 
girl to me, grow up from being a toddler 
to taking on all the hardships of life has 
really moved me to tears. I still see her as 
the little baby in my arms. The feeling, the 
experience of living with her, travelling 
with her and seeing her in this different 
perspective is a beauty of a different 
dimension. Everything that I saw with her 
had a beauty with an inner feeling. It’s a 
feeling of elation. This is something that I 
cannot express in words.

THE FEELINGS OF A MOTHER 
 Mamoni Gogoi
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As the lights dimmed and I stepped in 
front of the mike for the final time, I could 
feel my heart pounding in my chest. I am 
never one to be fazed by the moment but 
if there was ever a time when I was truly 
nervous, this was it. With the expectations 
of the entire block riding on my shoulders, 
it all came down to this final question. 
Anything short of a perfect answer would 
probably mean that the crown of Mr. Kent 
Ridge Hall would continue to elude D 
block for another year. With a deep breath 
and the entire audience waiting with 
feverish anticipation, I picked out the last 
remaining question. ‘If you could choose 
any superpower you wanted, what would 
it be and why?’ As I tried to come up with 
a valid response, my mind started racing 
through the happenings of the past year.

 Standing on stage in front of the whole 
hall wasn’t an easy journey by any stretch 
of imagination. The preparation for the 
annual pageant started a year back when 
each block needs to nominate and vote for 
their individual representatives. By some 
divine reason that I am yet to figure out, 
D block ended up choosing me. From 
that day onwards, started this red carpet 
journey which has really been a truly 
unforgettable experience. 

 First up in our task to become runway 
models was a grueling photo shoot. When 
one looks at magazines and stares at 
amazement at all the cover page photos, I 
guess no one quite appreciates what goes 
on behind the scenes. After spending an 
entire day with costume stylists, makeup 

artists, set designers and most importantly, 
producers; I can firmly attest to the 
painstaking hard work all of it entails. Just 
to put the entirety of the whole process in 
some context, it is perfectly normal to take 
hundreds of pictures at the same location 
with the exact same expressions, until 
the producer is satisfied. Tough to be the 
model won’t you think so? 

 After the arduous photo shooting process, 
in which surprisingly the final posters 
turned out pretty well, it was now time 
to learn about the bread and butter chore 
of every model, the catwalk! We had a 
former Singapore Miss World come over 
and share with us her knowledge and 
experience. It was a highly informative 
couple of sessions and we learnt how 
even the simplest of hand gestures and 
body movements on stage, can make so 
much difference to the audience. With that 
we moved on to actually spending hours 
after hours practicing walking for the big 
day and my neighbors were pleasantly 
bewildered to see me cat walking to and 
fro the toilet every single time.

 But that was all a thing of the past. 
Everything culminated to this one big 
night. The Kent Ridge 30th Anniversary 
Gala Dinner! The evening was full of awe-
inspiring rock and dance performances but 
everyone was eagerly awaiting the pageant 
segment. We stepped out to thunderous 
applause and such was the support from all 
the blocks that any jitters or butterflies in 
our stomachs quickly gave way and all the 
contestants started savoring the moment. 

After the catwalk, was a combined dance 
performance from all the participants 
which was very well received by the 
crowd. To round off the evening, was the 
final Q&A session and like previous years, 
this was the main decider in choosing who 
would walk away with the crown.

 And that brings me to my current 
predicament. ‘If you could choose any 
superpower you wanted, what would it 
be and why?’ For a while I was stunned, 
as my mind raced through all possible 
answers. Somehow the enormity of the 
occasion had left me completely devoid 
of any logical responses. Superpower… 
superpower… superpower… There 
was so much to possibly choose from. 
I could just choose to be able to fly like 
Superman, or have superhuman strength 
like Hulk but all these just didn’t seem to 
make the cut. I asked myself what could 
be the one superpower that would help me 
out the most, and after much deliberation, 
I finally garnered enough courage and 
picked up the mike. 

 ‘If I had to choose a superpower, I would 
choose the power to teleport. Because the 
thing that I would like to do the most is to 
teleport back to Kuwait every single night 
so I can wish my parents goodnight rather 
than having to Skype them all the time’

 What happened next all seems like a blur 
now and all I can recall is being engulfed 
by a horde of friends as I ended up 
winning the title of Mr. KR. A wonderful 
experience no doubt and I am really glad 
I got a chance to relive it by writing this 
article. Hope you enjoyed taking this 
small inroad into my Singapore hall life 
with me.

A Journey like no Other
Arunav Bora   -  (Romit)
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“Weekend” is the favourite part of 
the week for almost everybody. A mere 
thought of this word brings a smile. 
Weekend comes after every five days.  
Even then we always look forward to the 
Weekend as if it comes after a long time. 
Here in Kuwait Friday and Saturday is 
weekend – like me for many, the feel good 
fever start from Wednesday onwards. 
Wednesday means just one more day to 
the weekend - what a relief! Weekends 
start and disappear as all good things finish 
fast and we wonder there are not sufficient 
days in the Weekend. 
In our childhood, we did not know the 
term “weekend”. As a child we used to 
wait for Sunday to come. On Saturday 
we had half day school. So weekend 
was only one day – Sunday. But those 
Sundays were quite different from today’s 
Fridays here. I remember on Sunday 
also we used to get up not late than 7:00 
am. Sunday was for cleaning our room, 
study table, cupboard etc.Then the entire 
family (sometimes neighbours were also 
included) accustomed to sit together 
and watch Ramayan or Mahabharat on 
TV. When I was quite young (before TV 
was introduced in Assam), Radio was 
the main source of home entertainment. 
Especially on Sunday, everyone enjoyed 
radio programs like “Moina Parijat” 
in the morning to “Kalpataru, Aideour 
Buloni, Deoboria Natak” in the afternoon 
till Durgeshwar Barthakur’s ‘Nookooai 
Bhal’ in the evening. Another attraction of 
Sunday was lunch (special preparation by 
Mom) which whole family used to relish 

together. Sunday evening was the time for 
visiting family friends or relatives with 
parents. 
When I grew little older, the afternoon 
attraction was going for a cinema with 
cousins and friends. Watching movie 
in a hall had its own charm. Hundred of 
ticket seekers jostled and struggled to get 
limited cinema hall seats. We used to wait 
for hours in the queue with anticipation of 
enjoying the movie and at the same time 
had anxiety of not getting ticket. Sometime 
we had to face utter despair when the 
counter would close as we were about to 
put our hand inside the counter. The thrill 
and happiness on getting ticket after hours 
of sweating is something which today’s 
generation children, who buy movie ticket 
online, probably cannot realize.
Now weekend means getting up late in 
the morning and then having brunch. 
Going for grocery shopping in a super 
market is a ritual for the weekend which 
most husbands hate but cannot escape. 
Throughout the weekend, there is always 
a heavy traffic jam in the market areas. 
Most of the popular super markets are 
in shopping malls that provide ample car 
parking. Even then getting a parking spot 
may not be easy as Friday super market 

trip is a full day activity for many that 
include children playing in gaming area 
and families savoring at food court.
 Weekend evening (or should I say night) 
attraction is a get together at a friend’s 
house or a party in a restaurant - meeting 
friends, chatting and laughing, posing for 
photographs, eating delicious food and 
so on. Sometimes these parties are so 
frequent that it is difficult to get a single 
weekend evening free to do some other 
work. Many a times, these weekends get 
together go past 12 O’ Clock midnight 
so again sleeping late and getting up late 
next morning continues. In fact party or 
no party children of this generation just 
refuse to go to bed early on a Thursday/ 
Friday night because it is “weekend”. 
When the weather is pleasant, another 
way of enjoying weekend in Kuwait is 
picnic at sea side or a park. I remember 
when we were children; we used to go for 
a picnic only once or twice a year – mostly 
towards the end of year to celebrate the 
New Year. But here in Kuwait, except for 
peak summer, picnic season is throughout 
the year. Families and friends sitting 
together, children playing ball, cycling, 
skating, and adults preparing bar-be-q is a 
common sight in Kuwait.
Time has changed and with it the way 
people have fun. But whether by watching 
Ramayan on TV or by having late night 
parties, weekends have always been 
special and we all love weekend. I think 
I should end my article here – it is quite 
late at night and I am tired, but never mind 
tomorrow is weekend.

Weekend
Ranita Dutta
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Love is the most beautiful thing that exists 
in this world. Amid the ruthlessness and 
mercilessness of this machanised world, 
it is the only ray of hope for living. The 
ancient Greeks believed love to be the 
eternal bond with another person. They 
believed love is essential for life and love 
itself was a major part of life. Love is not 
just I like him, marry him and then live 
together. The Ancient Greeks broke down 
love into four types: Eros was the love of 
affection and obsession. Phileo was the 
love of friendship. Storage was the love of 
family and relatives. The last love Agape 
was the unconditional love that you would 
do anything for. Without love there 
is no light, there is no life, and there 
is no order. 

Love is beautiful, love is strong, 
love has power and love makes 
success. To love another is supreme 
sacrifice of the self. We must give 
freely and completely of ourselves 
to another, without reservation and 
pre-condition .In today’s context, 
love has different colours or 
dimensions in itself. There are love 
for friends, love between man and 
woman, mother loving a child, love 
for family and relatives and above 
all, the most needed one at this 
hour is the love for the motherland 
which is nothing but patriotism. 

Aristotle once said, “Friendship is a single 
soul dwelling in two bodies.” The Ancient 
Greeks did believe in soul mates. Yes, it 
doesn’t seem like it, but we do feel love 
towards our friends, this is what helps us 
get along so well, and why we miss them 
when we don’t see our friends for a long 
time. Sometimes, the bond between friends 
deepens to the point where a stronger bond 
of love is made, making them family and 
thus reinforcing the single soul concept.

The strongest feeling of human nature is 
the love between man and woman. It is 
this form of love that has brought together 
kingdoms into nations in the past, and 
ended many great wars. It’s is also for the 
love of a woman that has started a few of 
our well-known wars, like the Trojan Wars 
of ancient times. It had brought together 
families that have argued for years and 
years, such as in the Shakespearean play, 
Romeo and Juliet. Even though the two 
mentioned killed themselves in the end, 
it still brought their families together. In 

Indian mythology, the love that Radha had 
for Lord Krishna is the supreme example 
of sacrifice, whereas the love Meera had 
for Lord Krishna was nothing but worship 
and divine. Sexual attraction is only one 
manifestation of love, but may not always 
be true love.

Nothing can come close to the love that a 
mother feels for her children. Most women 
are inherently excellent mothers. Women 
carry their young siblings before they are 
born and then continue to nurture them 
throughout their childhood and even into 
adulthood. Mothers make sure that their 

children are safe and happy throughout 
their childhood. A mother’s love is 
unconditional and full of commitments. 
It is hard to describe the feeling that a 
mother has towards her children. In fact, 
most people do not understand unless they 
become a mother themselves. Raising 
children comes with its own share of 
frustrations, from the needy new born 
baby that requires regular care to the 
sullen teenager, a mother’s job is anything 
but easy. A famous saying states that 
“God could not be everywhere and so he 
invented mothers”; these words are a great 
inspiration to mothers across the world.  

Another level of love, are for our siblings 
and other family members. Even though 
we do things to our family members, and 
sometimes we don’t like some of our 
family, that bond is still there. It’s this 
family bond level of love that brought 
about the phrase, blood is thicker than 
water. We will do things for our brothers, 
sisters, mothers, fathers, and children 

before we would even consider doing 
them for anyone else. This simple family 
bond can even extend to include our pets, 
amazingly enough, and that is a good 
thing.

Last but not the least is the Patriotism- the 
love for one’s motherland. A true patriot 
is a person who loves his country and is 
ready to serve and protect it. Charles De 
Gaulle said “Patriotism is when love of 
your own people comes first; nationalism, 
when hate for people other than your own 
comes first.” Patriotism simply means 
love of the country, it comes from the 

Greek and Latin words meaning 
father. It includes admiration and 
even love for the fatherland, and 
for the customs and traditions of 
the country. It implies a feeling of 
oneness and membership in the 
nation. It also means attachment 
to the land and the people, as well 
as devotion to the welfare of the 
nation.
The present atmosphere of distrust 
and disharmony defies any hope 
of revival. The goal of global 
peace continues to be a mirage. 
Not because of lack of effort, but 
due to wrong approach by those 
who matter. Perfect world order 
can be ensured by establishing 
a harmonious relationship with 
divinity. In human, divinity is 

inherent. 
Search of a perfect world order has to begin 
with an individual. It is not global, but an 
individualistic approach is needed to attain 
the goal. Our mind is the breeding ground 
of all the good and the evil thoughts. 
Global peace can only be established by 
self realization and the understanding that 
the same divine force operates through all. 
Our real self is above the body and mind 
consciousness. When there is a true love 
for self as well as the divine power, then 
a negatively charged mindset can never 
occur, which has the potential to sow seeds 
of discontent, hatred and animosity. Let us 
make our tomorrow peaceful by knowing 
and loving ourselves. 

Love - A Retrospection
 Mitali Goswami
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Unlike any other hazard, it is impossible 
to foresee when, where and how the 
electrical hazard strikes the victim. Very 
often, the cause of an accident is never 
suspected and very often it is not realized 
until after the accident.
Hazards arising from domestic electrical 
installations and equipment are broadly of 
two kinds:
1) Direct personal injury
2) Fire and explosion
Frequently, the reasons for these hazards 
are due to a technical defect(substandard 
material, imperfect workmanship, 
overloading of electrical circuits, 
improper earthing or the use 
of pin plug without the pin for 
earthing, lapse in maintenance or 
lack of protective features)or a 
human lapse(lack of awareness, 
over confidence, ignorance, 
communication gap, negligence 
or irresponsibility).
Injury to Persons: Children 
are naturally curious and don’t 
know how dangerous it is to 
play with electricity. Even grown 
up members in the family may 
receive shocks, unknowingly. For 
instance, all portable appliances 
such as heaters, table lamps, table 
fans, electric iron etc may carry 
electric current to the earth through 
the metal body. But we can’t see 
electric leaking, like water leaking 
from a tap. And if anybody touches the 
metal body of such an appliance, he or 
she may get a shock immediately. An 
electric shock affects the nervous system, 
the muscles and the organs of the body. 
How severe the shock depends on the 
magnitude, path, duration and frequency 
of the current. There are also other factors 
such as victim’s age, general health, 
whether the hands are wet or dry etc. A 
severe electric shock can lead to paralysis, 
stopping or respiration, damage to brain 
and often lead to heart attack or end in 
death. It must be remembered that death 
from electric shock is rarely instantaneous 
and life can be saved by rendering First 
Aid and Artificial Respiration till the 
doctor attend the dying person.
Fire and Explosion: can be initiated by 
an arc or flash igniting flammable dusts, 

vapors or gases and also by such media 
contacting a surface heated electrically 
to a temperature above their flash point. 
It can also be caused by local overheating 
of wiring and equipment, radiant heat, hot 
particles expelled from an arc or spark and 
so on.
As shock, fire and explosion arising 
from electricity occur without giving 
us a warning, one must be CAREFUL 
to observe scrupulously the safety 
precautions, a few of which are listed 
below:
1) Do not use wire with poor insulation.

2) Do not touch an appliance when the 
switch is on.
3) Do not touch or tamper with any 
electrical gear or conductor unless you 
have made sure that it is DEAD AND 
EARTHED.
4) Do not use a lamp in a metal holder 
fixed to the end of a loose flexible wire as 
a portable hand lamp.
5) Do not disconnect a plug by pulling a 
flexible cable, when the switch is on.
6) Do not work on energized circuits 
without taking extra precaution such as 
the use of rubber gloves.
7) Do not throw water on live electrical 
equipments in case of fire. It is dangerous 
to you.
8) Do not use fire extinguisher on electrical 
equipment unless it is clearly marked 
for that purpose. Use sand and blanket 

instead.
9) Do not open or close switch or fuse 
slowly or hesitatingly, do it quickly and 
positively.
10) Do not touch any electric circuit when 
your hands are wet or bleeding from cut 
or an abrasion.
11) Do not hang clothes on service lines, 
conduit pipes and over switch gears.
12) Do not test circuit with bare fingers.
13) Do not attempt to disengage a person 
in contact with live apparatus which you 
cannot switch off immediately. Insulate 
yourself from earth  by standing on rubber 
mat or dry board, before attempting to get 
him clear. Do not touch his body. Push 
him clear with a piece of dry wood.
14) Do not discontinue artificial respiration 
until recovery or death certified by 
Doctor.
15) Do not take unnecessary risk with 
electricity, as the risk is not always 
apparent. 
The tremendous growth in use of electricity 
is a potential hazard to safety of people and 
electrical apparatus unless adequate care 
is taken for safe operation, minimize risk 
from shock, fire (caused by short circuits 
and overloads) and explosion. Modern 
technology has made it possible to check 
leakage current by a device called a RCCB 
(Residual Current Circuit Breaker) which 
trips and disconnects the current, when the 
differential (residual)current, exceeds the 
calibrated current.

(Mr Ranjit Kumar Barooah, currently 
based in Guwahati, is the father of 
Parimita Barooah Bora.He retired as the 
Chief Electrical Inspector-cum-Adviser to 
the Government of Assam)

LITTLE CARE MAKES MISHAPS RARE
Ranjit  Kumar  Barooah
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As we get caught up in the pace of the 
modern life, small little beautiful things 
fail to catch our attention. As a matter of 
fact each fleeting moment of our lives has 
within them boundless beauty in the form 
of myriads of beautiful little things.
I re-discovered this very aspect of 
life in my adulthood, as I drifted into 
photography. This has opened to me a new 
horizon to re-discover and capture these 
fleeting moments. And as I return back to 
the captured images again and again, not 
only do I get an opportunity to recall the 
memories but also, amazingly, reveal to 
myself new things in those moments which 
I may not have even noticed earlier! These 
are some of those precious little things 
that we fail to notice as the moments had 
passed by. I won’t deny the fact that being 
hooked to photography, my perspective 
of the world around me has changed as I 
constantly look for those special moments 
and sights that pass by which could be 
captured in photographs for eternity.

Photography also gives you an opportunity 
and the freedom to look at the world 
around you in an entirely different point 
of view (literally and otherwise!). This is 
where artists delve into. And there is an 
artist in everyone one of us! We can create 
angles of perspective and frames which 
can give even mundane objects entirely 
different appearances and therefore an 
entirely different position in the same 
world. Here I don’t mean that this is done 

by manipulating the way things are, but by 
only „looking’ at things in a different way. 
It is possible to create beautiful visual 
interpretations of very ordinary things. So 
whether it’s an old rusted door handle or 
an abandoned car by the roadside or your 
daily cup of tea, you can create wonderful 
images out of them by simply using your 
imagination of a perspective or framing or 
lighting or whatever! Basically you can 
discover beauty in the most unexpected 
things around you. By framing I mean 
the way the object is placed within the 
boundaries of the photo - could also be 
called composition.

Basically one should strive to capture 
as much detail as possible. Usually one 
loses a lot of detail to the darkness in the 
shadows resulting in pure blackness or to 
extreme brightness in the illuminated parts 
resulting in pure whiteness. In normal 
lighting conditions, if you notice, there 
is never total black or total white in the 
vision of the human eye. There would only 
be shadows and illuminations. However, if 
you go back to your photographs you will 
see portions on the photos which are total 
blacks or total whites (except, of course 
which were really so in appearance!). This 
is something we should try to overcome 
and it is quite a challenge. But again, 
depending on the theme or for purposes 
of artistic expression, total darks or whites 
may be used.

Fortunately, with the advent of digital 
photography and computer based 
processing, this challenge can be handled 
quite aptly by you right on your home PC 
if not even with the most expensive camera 
in the market! But don’t think that such 
„corrections’ are possible only because 
computers are here today! As a matter of 
fact, even long before digital photography 
was even imagined of, such controls 
were in the hands of those unheralded 
studio guys who used to develop your 
negatives and produce the prints. While 
developing the films the expert hands 
could „selectively’ expose dark areas and 
underexpose the over-illuminated areas of 
the pictures you had taken. Basically what 
we can do on software like „Photoshop’ 
today, those guys in the photo studios used 
to do in the yesteryears! But of course, 
most of the renowned photographers used 
to develop and print their own photos too. 
Such comprehensive control over digital 
photographs which emulates the traditional 
film photography can be achieved more 
effectively with the RAW mode of capture 
which is usually available in all digital 
Single Lens Reflex (SLR) cameras and 
even some advanced compact cameras.
The main controls in a camera are Shutter 
Speed, Aperture, White Balance, ISO 
Settings.
Here is Quick Guide for the reference of 
the photography enthusiast in you:

Re-discovering life through the lens
Abhijit Sharma

Re-discovering life through the lens 

- Abhijit Sharma 

As we get caught up in the pace of the modern life, small little beautiful things fail to catch our attention. As a matter of fact each 
fleeting moment of our lives has within them boundless beauty in the form of myriads of beautiful little things.  

I re-discovered this very aspect of life in my adulthood, as I drifted into photography. This has opened to me a new horizon to re-
discover and capture these fleeting moments. And as I return back to the captured images again and again, not only do I get an 
opportunity to recall the memories but also, amazingly, reveal to myself new things in those moments which I may not have even 
noticed earlier! These are some of those precious little things that we fail to notice as the moments had passed by. I won’t deny the 
fact that being hooked to photography, my perspective of the world around me has changed as I constantly look for those special 
moments and sights that pass by which could be captured in photographs for eternity. 

Photography also gives you an opportunity and the freedom to look at the world around you in an entirely different point of view 
(literally and otherwise!). This is where artists delve into. And there is an artist in everyone one of us! We can create angles of 
perspective and frames which can give even mundane objects entirely different appearances and therefore an entirely different 
position in the same world. Here I don’t mean that this is done by manipulating the way things are, but by only ‘looking’ at things in 
a different way. It is possible to create beautiful visual interpretations of very ordinary things. So whether it’s an old rusted door 
handle or an abandoned car by the roadside or your daily cup of tea, you can create wonderful images out of them by simply using 
your imagination of a perspective or framing or lighting or whatever! Basically you can discover beauty in the most unexpected 
things around you. By framing I mean the way the object is placed within the boundaries of the photo - could also be called 
composition. 

The primary challenge that any photographer faces is to capture the image the way it looks to the human eye. But please remember 
that the human eye behaves more like a super intelligent video camera than a still camera. It’s a dynamic image that the brain 
interprets and re-interprets based on the incoming images to the eye. So it makes it even the more difficult to reproduce that visual 
picture with a still camera! When you are looking at a scene, your eyes constantly move from one point to another of the scene and 
continuously adjusting and readjusting the physical components of the eye along with their processing by the brain to give you a final 
comfortable picture. Though it’s hardly possible to emulate this while taking a photograph, you have to adjust the controls which are 
within your reach to arrive at the best possible result. It has happened to me so many times that I look at the photographs and find out 
scornfully that, “Oh! It actually looked so much better out there!” 

A primary aspect of a really good photograph is the level of exposure across the whole picture. Basically one should strive to capture 
as much detail as possible. Usually one loses a lot of detail to the darkness in the shadows resulting in pure blackness or to extreme 
brightness in the illuminated parts resulting in pure whiteness. In normal lighting conditions, if you notice, there is never total black 
or total white in the vision of the human eye. There would only be shadows and illuminations. However, if you go back to your 
photographs you will see portions on the photos which are total blacks or total whites (except, of course which were really so in 
appearance!). This is something we should try to overcome and it is quite a challenge. But again, depending on the theme or for 
purposes of artistic expression, total darks or whites may be used. 

Fortunately, with the advent of digital photography and computer based processing, this challenge can be handled quite aptly by you 
right on your home PC if not even with the most expensive camera in the market! But don’t think that such ‘corrections’ are possible 
only because computers are here today! As a matter of fact, even long before digital photography was even imagined of, such 
controls were in the hands of those unheralded studio guys who used to develop your negatives and produce the prints. While 
developing the films the expert hands could ‘selectively’ expose dark areas and underexpose the over-illuminated areas of the 
pictures you had taken. Basically what we can do on software like ‘Photoshop’ today, those guys in the photo studios used to do in 
the yesteryears! But of course, most of the renowned photographers used to develop and print their own photos too. Such 
comprehensive control over digital photographs which emulates the traditional film photography can be achieved more effectively 
with the RAW mode of capture which is usually available in all digital Single Lens Reflex (SLR) cameras and even some advanced 
compact cameras. 

The main controls in a camera are Shutter Speed, Aperture, White Balance, ISO Settings.  

Here is Quick Guide for the reference of the photography enthusiast in you: 

CONTROL Why? Disadvantages Remarks 

ISO Settings 

CONTROL SENSITIVITY OF 
SENSOR     

High ISO:  
- Easier pictures in low light 
conditions. 
- Good for indoor pictures, night 
photography, etc. 
- To avoid taking pictures with flash. 

higher ISO: 'grainier 
pictures' 

ISO Settings normally 
range from 100 to 
1600 

Low ISO:  
-Higher resolution/clarity of pictures 
-Good for landscapes, daylight 
pictures, etc. 

Lower ISO: less 
sensitivity - need slower 
shutter speeds. 

Shutter Speed 
(Symbol: Tv) 

CONTROL EXPOSURE TIME   

Indicated as fraction of 
seconds or minutes: 
eg. 1/125", 1/1250", 
1/4000", 0.5', 
1.0'…etc. 

High Shutter Speed:  
- Capture fast moving objects (sports, 
moving vehicles, etc.) 

Difficult in low light 
conditions, needs more 
light 

Slow Shutter Speed:  
- Capture images in low light (dark 
conditions),  
- Capture motion-blur/light-streaks 

Chances of camera shake, 
blur. May require tripod. 

Aperture Size  
(Symbol: Av) 

CONTROL AMOUNT OF LIGHT 
INTO THE SENSOR   Indicated as reciprocal 

of focal length, eg. 
f/2.8, f/3.5, f/5.0…., 
f/22) 
f/2.8=Large Aperture, 
f/22=Small Aperture. 
Smaller number: 
Larger Aperture. 
 
The largest/smallest 
aperture size is limited 
by the type of lens 
available on your 
camera. 

Small Aperture:  
- Sharper pictures,  
- More "Depth of Field" (object, 
background & Foreground in focus) 
- Good for landscapes 

Difficult in low light 
conditions, insufficient 
light 

Large Aperture: 
- Good for low light conditions 
- Less "Depth of Field" (Object in 
focus, background & foreground 
blurred) 
- Good for Portraits 

Background/foreground 
blurred (called "bokeh") - 
but can be used artistically 

White Balance  
(Symbol: WB) 

CORRECT COLOUR HUES DUE 
TO COLOUR TEMPERATURES 

- 

Pictures have a 
tendency to become 
bluish or orangish if 
the white balance 
setting is not proper. 
 
Can be observed in 
pure white objects in 
the pictures. The 
whites will tend to 
appear bluish or 
orangish under 
incorrect white 
balance. 

Tungsten mode: for pictures with 
tungsten lamps to overcome 'orangish' 
hues. 
Fluorescent Mode: for pictures with 
fluorescent lamps to overcome 
'bluish' hues. 
Other modes: Flash, Cloudy, Daylight, 
Shade etc. 

Custom Mode: You can control the 
amount of 'Bluish' or 'orangish' hues 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Aperture Control (Av) 

   
Large Aperture: 
- Blurred Back ground (notice the lion) 
- Good amount of light 
The above effect is due to shallow ‘depth of 
field’ 

Small Aperture: 
- Sharp Back ground (notice the lion) 
- Low amount of light 
The above effect is due to large ‘depth of 
field’ 

Small Aperture (corrected): 
- Exposure (light) corrected digitally 
This can be done while taking the picture 
also by keeping slower shutter speeds. 

Shutter Speed Control (Tv) 
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Low ISO:  
-Higher resolution/clarity of pictures 
-Good for landscapes, daylight 
pictures, etc. 

Lower ISO: less 
sensitivity - need slower 
shutter speeds. 

Shutter Speed 
(Symbol: Tv) 

CONTROL EXPOSURE TIME   

Indicated as fraction of 
seconds or minutes: 
eg. 1/125", 1/1250", 
1/4000", 0.5', 
1.0'…etc. 

High Shutter Speed:  
- Capture fast moving objects (sports, 
moving vehicles, etc.) 

Difficult in low light 
conditions, needs more 
light 

Slow Shutter Speed:  
- Capture images in low light (dark 
conditions),  
- Capture motion-blur/light-streaks 

Chances of camera shake, 
blur. May require tripod. 

Aperture Size  
(Symbol: Av) 

CONTROL AMOUNT OF LIGHT 
INTO THE SENSOR   Indicated as reciprocal 

of focal length, eg. 
f/2.8, f/3.5, f/5.0…., 
f/22) 
f/2.8=Large Aperture, 
f/22=Small Aperture. 
Smaller number: 
Larger Aperture. 
 
The largest/smallest 
aperture size is limited 
by the type of lens 
available on your 
camera. 

Small Aperture:  
- Sharper pictures,  
- More "Depth of Field" (object, 
background & Foreground in focus) 
- Good for landscapes 

Difficult in low light 
conditions, insufficient 
light 

Large Aperture: 
- Good for low light conditions 
- Less "Depth of Field" (Object in 
focus, background & foreground 
blurred) 
- Good for Portraits 

Background/foreground 
blurred (called "bokeh") - 
but can be used artistically 

White Balance  
(Symbol: WB) 

CORRECT COLOUR HUES DUE 
TO COLOUR TEMPERATURES 

- 

Pictures have a 
tendency to become 
bluish or orangish if 
the white balance 
setting is not proper. 
 
Can be observed in 
pure white objects in 
the pictures. The 
whites will tend to 
appear bluish or 
orangish under 
incorrect white 
balance. 

Tungsten mode: for pictures with 
tungsten lamps to overcome 'orangish' 
hues. 
Fluorescent Mode: for pictures with 
fluorescent lamps to overcome 
'bluish' hues. 
Other modes: Flash, Cloudy, Daylight, 
Shade etc. 

Custom Mode: You can control the 
amount of 'Bluish' or 'orangish' hues 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Aperture Control (Av) 

   
Large Aperture: 
- Blurred Back ground (notice the lion) 
- Good amount of light 
The above effect is due to shallow ‘depth of 
field’ 

Small Aperture: 
- Sharp Back ground (notice the lion) 
- Low amount of light 
The above effect is due to large ‘depth of 
field’ 

Small Aperture (corrected): 
- Exposure (light) corrected digitally 
This can be done while taking the picture 
also by keeping slower shutter speeds. 

Shutter Speed Control (Tv) 

   
Slow Shutter Speed: 
- Blurring of fast moving objects 
- Good amount of light 

Fast Shutter Speed: 
- Fast moving objects captured well 
- Low amount of light 

Faster Shutter Speed (corrected): 
- Exposure (light) corrected digitally 
This can be done while taking the 
picture also by keeping larger apertures. 

White Balance Control (WB) 

  

  
White Balance Error: 
- Too ‘orangish’ in tungsten light 

White Balance Corrected: 
- Setting camera to ‘Tungsten 

Light’ mode 
Can be corrected digitally also. 

White Balance Error: 
- Too ‘Bluish’ in shade/ 

evening 

White Balance Corrected: 
- Setting camera to 

‘Shade’ mode 
Can be corrected digitally 
also. 

All Photos By: Abhijit Sharma 
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NESTACAFE
Nestaca..a..p..p..p! 
The word imploded in my ears as I walked 
heavily into the hallway of my KOC 
office building one winter morning on a 
Sunday. As you all know this is the most 
unwelcome moment of our service life in 
Kuwait – the Sunday morning. Instead 
of being fresh and rejuvenated after the 
weekend, we are invariably tired, close to 
brain dead and grumpy. I looked up and 
saw a beaming ‘Khalid’ waving from a 
distance. I was not amused, wondered how 
this guy managed to carve out a smile on 
his appearance, no matter what was going 
on inside his body and mind. 

Khalid joined KOC a few days earlier 
to me. He had left a Manager or Deputy 
Manager’s position back home to join 
KOC at a lower position, I guess for a little 
bit of extra money but having to reconcile 
with the degradation killed him inside. We 
had to share a taxi to go to office those 
early days before we got our official cars. 
He used to demand the front seat although 
he was the last person to be picked up. It 
upset us and a continuous friction ensued. 
Most of the time he would be suited-booted 
and on Thursdays he turned a cowboy 
with a big straw hat on. His inclination to 
western fashion aroused some curiosity in 
our minds and we thought him to be one of 
those fans of the west who failed to master 
spoken English. As time passed by, we 
saw a softening of his attitude especially 
towards the Eastern expats and soon he 
became a dear friend who helped many 
of us in deciphering Government office 
codes for various works such as Visa, 
License etc. We also came to know that 
because of a pigment (or at least a valid 
medical reason) he really had trouble 
exposing his face to direct sunlight and 
that was the reason why he always wanted 
the front seat in the car. We regretted our 
initial enmity towards him.

Khalid’s English was a total mess. He 
intended to say something but always 
ended up saying the opposite as he 
struggled for words. In the process he 
upset many of us initially. Later on we got 

used to him and understood what he was 
really trying to mean, so the anger gave 
way to hilarious exchanges. Most of the 
time he would propose “Let us make break 
“  meaning let’s change the subject as we 
entered into some kind of debate and he 
got lost groping for words.

‘Nestacape’ became more and more 
frequent although I never understood the 
meaning, sometimes I wondered if, for 
some reason, he was meaning Nescafe 
or Nestle or Nestum but nothing made 
any sense to me. However, I used to 
accept and return his greetings with a 
warm Nestacape back, he was thoroughly 
pleased. My Indian friends started to ask 
me what that meant but I had no answer 
and was planning to ask Khalid someday. 
Then came a time when Khalid’s printer 
went out of order and he started using our 
network printer for which he had to pass 
by my room. Everytime he would pass by 
my room he would shout “Nestacape”and 
I responded back. One day he came up 
to me and demanded that I correct my 
pronunciation. He made me write down 
on a piece of paper the spelling which was 
NESTACAFE and not Nestacape with a 
special stress on the ‘F’. I was bemused 
but acceded to his demand.

The last straw came out when one day I 
had to see Khalid in his office for some 
reason. For a change, I found him in a 
serious mood talking to another person (of 
his nationality) in low tone. As I entered, 
I greeted him with a Nestacafe. The other 
friend started laughing and so did I. Khalid 
became even more serious and whispered 
“Bad word ha!”. It was my turn now to 
get serious and asked back if it was a bad 
word in Arabic. A surprised Khalid asked 
how come I did not know the meaning of 
Nestacafe, being an Indian. I started to 
smell smoke and said there was no such 
Indian or Hindi word to my knowledge 
and all along I was thinking it to be an 
Arabic word. He then said he overheard 
a thousand times Chauhan and Ravi (two 
other Indian colleagues) saying this word 
to each other as they met in the morning. 
He also went on to explain how they 
folded their hands together as they greeted 
each other with the word. I immediately 
realized what a fool I have been so long and 
told Khalid that the word he was hurling 
at me so often was actually NAMASTE 
and not Nestacafe. His eyes sparkled, 
Khalid ecstatically said sorry and agreed 
he would, henceforth, greet me with the 
correct pronunciation “ANASTASSIA”. 
I sensed more trouble now and readily 
reconciled that “Nestacafe” is, in fact 
more pure than “Namaste” and we should 

rather continue with it. A happy man, 
Khalid agreed and so Nestacafe continued 
until he left KOC a few months ago.

So next time around, if you hear someone 
greeting someone with NESTACAFE, 
look up for a handsome looking Egyptian 
guy and don’t hesitate to accost him with 
his name Khalid, you won’t be mistaken.

An Assamese’s experiment 
with Hindi

The sunny sunday morning could not 
wipe out the trails of the storm overnight. 
Water was overflowing the narrow pitch 
road every here and there of the locality, 
the water appeared clean and clear 
though, unlike these days. A small group 
of teenagers (me included) gathered at 
the corner of a road crossing and were 
enjoying the scene, playing with the water 
and gossiping. Our play ground was badly 
wet and we needed to find some way 
to entertain ourselves. After a while, a 
group of municipality workers came and 
started to clear the silts from the roadside 
ditches to rid the locality of waterlogging. 
The labourers were all Hindi speaking as 
local labourers (ethnic Assamese) were 
nonexistent at that point in time. Mr. Kalita 
(one of our friend’s father), an opportunist 
character, had his residence with a 
sprawling campus located adjacent to the 
road crossing where we were having fun 
with water. Mr. Kalita’s business acumen 
saw an opportunity in the whole state of 
affairs. But he had one big problem. He 
spoke English and Hindi that only birds 
understood. He was after the heap of silts 
being scooped out of the canals by the 
labourers. He wanted to use these free 
gift of nature to burry a swamp in his 
backyard. After some struggle with his 
Hindi vocabulary this is how he managed 
to convey the labourers:

Kalita: Mistiri, Mistiri
One (oldest) labour: Kya ho babu
Kalita: Ye nallah dekha hai na!
Labour: Ha, ha Babu
Kalita: Yahanse Mati khapla khaple kori 
kati kori nee, hamar mudhar (plinth) 
uporadi nee, pichar me pitoni hai na!
Labour: Ha, ha Babu
Kalita: Ohame dhamah koi girei dau

I am not sure if you understood what 
he said, but very soon the municipality 
workers were seen carrying piles of sand 
across Kalita’s campus. They were all 
treated with a cup of tea by Kalita and his 
appalling Hindi left an indelible imprint in 
my teenaged mind.

HINDI RE-DISCOVERED
   Aghore  Bhattacharya
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AMAZING FACTS
Compiled by:  Ananya Kashyap -  Class X

A collection some amazing facts. Did you know the following :

1. One out of 20 people have an extra rib

2. Mars is the home of Olympus Mons, the largest known volcano in our solar system

3. Cinderella is known as Rashin Coatie in Scotland, Zezolla in Italy, and Yeh-hsien in China

4. There are six million parts in the Boeing 747-400.

5. The typical lead pencil can draw a line that is thirty five miles long

6. Smokers are twice as likely to develop lower back pain than non-smokers

7. The reason why hair turns gray as we age is because the pigment cells in the hair follicle start to die, which is responsible for producing 

«melanin» which gives the hair colour

8. A chicken with red earlobes will produce brown eggs, and a chicken with white earlobes will produce white eggs

9. The Koala bear is not really a bear, but is really related to the kangaroo and the wombat.

10. Colgate faced a big obstacle marketing toothpaste in Spanish speaking countries. Colgate translates into the command «go hang 

yourself.»

11. Dipsomania refers to an insatiable craving for alcoholic beverages

12. Japan has approximately 200 volcanoes and is home to 10% of the active volcanoes in the world

13. The major air-polluting industries are iron, steel and, cement. The Industrial Revolution in Europe first saw the beginning of air 

pollution, which gradually became a major global problem.

14. The blue whale is the largest animal on earth. The heart of a blue whale is as big as a car, and it’s tongue is as long as an elephant.

15. The heaviest fish ever caught was the OCEAN SUNFISH. It weighed 4,928 lbs.

16. «Almost» is the longest word in the English language with all the letters in alphabetical order.

17. “Typewriter” is the longest word that can be written using the letters of only one row of the keyboard.

18. “Skepticisms” is the longest word that alternates hands when typing.

19. India never invaded any country in her last 10000 years of history.

20. Hippopotomonstrosesquippedaliophobia is the fear of long words.

21. It’s impossible to sneeze with your eyes open.

22. Right-handed people live, on average, nine years longer than left-handed people do.

23. The skin of the armpits can harbor up to 516,000 bacteria per square inch, while drier areas, such as the forearms, have only about 

13,000 bacteria per square inch on them.

24. A crocodile can’t move its tongue and cannot chew. Its digestive juices are so strong that it can digest a steel nail.

In a forest there was a little Coo Coo bird 
named Tweety. Tweety was a very talented 
bird. She used to sing very nicely like Coo 
– Coo. All the animals of the forest loved 
her a lot and nobody tried to harm her. 

Wherever she sang all the animals use to 
clap. One day when Tweety was returning 
home, she suddenly she fell down and hurt 
her leg. A little girl named Neena saw her 
and took Tweety to her home. Neena took 
care of her very well, she taught Tweety 

many tricks too.  Soon Tweety recovered. 
Neena set her free. All the animals were 
happy to see her again. From that day 
Tweety used to sing Neena Neena Coo – 
Coo.

Tweety the little Coo – Coo bird
Devanshi (Khushi) Dutta - ClassIII
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Long, long ago, once upon a time, there 
lived three boys in a village in India. They 
were Sonu, Golu and Kalu. All of them 
went to the same Gurukul to study. On 
their way to the Gurukul, they have to 
pass through a dense jungle. They liked 
it very much and often they would go 
inside it to explore. In the jungle, they 
became friends with a monkey named 
Monu. Monu started accompanying them 
to their Gurukul. Their Guru did not mind 
a monkey attending his classes with his 
students as he was very fond of animals. 
However, Sonu, Golu and Kalu did not 
have a very high opinion about Monu as 
he was a monkey.
One very hot day the four of them were 
returning home from the Gurukul. They 
decided to go for a swim in the river that 
flows through the jungle. On reaching 
the river, all of them dived in and started 
swimming and playing in the cool waters 
of the river. Suddenly Golu shouted out 
“Hey look! There’s something shinning on 
the river bank!” “Let it be. Let’s enjoy the 
swim” said Monu. Golu did not like what 
Monu said. He suggested that they should 
go to the river bank and find out what it 
is. Sonu and Kalu also agreed with Golu. 
The three of them, along with a reluctant 
Monu, then climbed up the river bank to 
have a look at the shiny object. There, half 
buried in the sand, was a strange looking 
golden coloured lamp. “Let’s dig it up”, 
said Kalu. “No! No! Don’t touch it! You 
never know what it may contain!” shouted 
a frightened Monu. “You are a coward 
because you are a monkey. Didn’t you 
hear our Guru always telling us to be 
brave?” retorted Sonu. “But I still don’t 

think it’s a good idea to dig up this strange 
looking lamp”, replied a trembling Monu. 
“Don’t listen to this coward! Lets dig it 
up”, said Kalu.
The three friends then started removing the 
sand from around the lamp. Finally they 
were able to dig it up from the ground. 
Sonu rubbed the lamp with his hands to 
remove the sand sticking to its surface. 
Suddenly, a lot of smoke started coming 
out from the lamp and there before them 
stood a big Genie. A terrified Monu jumped 
up to the nearest available tree and sat on 
its highest branch. “Ah! At last I am free!” 
said the Genie. “Thank you for setting me 
free. But I’ll have to kill you now.” “But 
why?” shouted the three friends together 
“You should be grateful to us that we set 
you free!” 
“Well, you see I’ve been trapped in this 
lamp for the last four centuries. In the first 
century, I thought that whoever sets me 
free, I shall make that person richer than 
the king of this place. But no one set me 
free. In the second century, I thought that 
I shall make him the king of this place and 
give him the biggest palace in the world. 
But no one came to free me. In the third 
century I thought that I shall make him 
the king of this place, give him the biggest 
palace in the world and also grant him 
three wishes every day. But still nobody 
came. In the fourth century, I became so 
angry that nobody is setting me free that I 
promised myself that I shall kill whoever 
sets me free! Now that you have set me 
free by rubbing the lamp, I shall have to 
kill all of you!” explained the Genie.
“I don’t think that he is a real Genie” 
shouted Monu from the tree. “Genies live 
in Arabia. How can it be here in India?” 

“Well! Well! Well! So we have a doubting 
monkey here”, laughed the Genie. “This 
lamp belonged to a sea faring merchant 
from the land of Arabia and I was 
his servant. He used to come to India 
frequently for doing business. One day, as 
his ship was sailing through this river, a 
terrible storm arose. I was inside the lamp 
and before the merchant could free me, 
the ship sank and the lamp got buried in 
the sand. I have been trapped in this lamp 
since then”, clarified Genie.
“I think he is lying. How can such a big 
Genie stay inside such a tiny lamp?” 
shouted Monu from the tree again. 
“Show us that you can actually get inside 
the lamp”. The Genie was very angry 
that a small monkey should doubt his 
capabilities. The Genie turned into smoke 
and got inside the lamp. “Quick! Pick up 
the lamp and throw it into the river” Monu 
shouted from the tree again. Golu picked 
up the lamp and threw it into the middle of 
the river with all his strength.
Sonu, Golu and Kalu realized that it was 
Monu’s cleverness that saved their lives. 
They stood there hanging their heads in 
shame. Monu climbed down from the tree. 
He realized what was going through their 
minds. He walked up to them, hugged 
them and said “After all, what are friends 
for?”

Moral of the story: Do not judge a person 
by his appearance.
( This story was adjusted the winner in the 
story writing competition, in GroupA, on 
the topic  “Connecting the Two Worlds- 
Arabia and India through the stories of 
Arabian Nights andPanchatantra Tales”)

THE CLEVER MONKEY AND THE FOOLISH GENIE
 Jigyasa Bardalaye - Class: III
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Clouds

Holidays

Bihu

Cuckoo clock

Upasana Mishra  - Class - VII

Shreya Nath -  Class II 

Simran Bhattacharyya - Class - VII

Antarip Kashyap - Class IV

On the grass, I love to lay
And watch clouds the whole day

I love to watch those white blobs of paint
Some are hard to spot because their colour is 

so faint.

They appear in many sizes and shapes
Imagine a cloud that looks like a bunch of 

grapes
And when the sky is clear and sunny

You may spot a cloud that looks like a bunny.

The varied sizes of those clouds
Fill the sky in huge crowds

Some may be big, some may be small
Some may be tiny, some may be tall.

I can never draw them in their correct places
Because they go away leaving no traces

Clouds are a pleasure to sit and see
They roam about in the sky, ‘cause they are 

free.

Holidays have come,

Fun days have come,

Summer has come,

Vacation has come.

 I go for travelling,

 With Mummy and Daddy,

 We see many places,

 My mind is filled with joy.

When the holidays end,

I feel very sad,

 Days of joy have gone,

 Days of work have come.

It is a festival with great joy,

People enjoy with faces of alloy.

Beauty of sharing and caring,

Time to buy some wonderful earrings.

Gratitude fills our heart,

With great hope and pleasure,

This is the time to enjoy and leisure.

“Jaapi” is decorated on doors,

Let’s have laru and pitha some more.

Three Bihus in all,

Let’s go and buy something in the mall!

Bihu is the best festival ever you see,

Which we all the Assamese celebrate with lots 

of glee!

One day we brought a cuckoo clock 

Cuckoo cuckoo…. 

Oh dear this is going to be the worst clock ever

Cuckoo cuckoo…. 
Will this clock ever stop? 

Cuckoo cuckoo…. 
Oh my God ! Will this thing ever stop? 

Will anyone bring that bird down, 
What an incredible thing, 

It never gets tired 
Only at night it goes to sleep that 

Cuckoo cuckoo…. 
Next time we will bring a grandfather clock, 
I hope there is no cuckoo bird in that……..
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“Connecting the Two Worlds……Arabia and India through the stories of Arabian 
Nights and Panchatantra Tales”

A drawing competition was organized on the above theme among the children. They were asked to draw a picture that portrays fusion of 
“Arabian Nights” and “Panchatantra”. The competition was open to children from Classes I to XII. There were two categories, Group A 
( Class’s I to VI) and Group B (Class’s VII to XII).
 The entries received are presented below- Editors

Anouska Das (Class-I)

Shubhankar Sharma (Class-III) - 3rd Prize

Group A - Class I to VI

Shubhangi Sharma (Class-III) - 2nd Prize

Shreya Nath (Class-II) - 1st Prize
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Group A - Class I to VI

Rinanchita Barooah (Class-II) Rudrakshi Goswami (Class-II)

Devanshi Dutta (Class-III)

Jigyasa Bardalaye (Class-III) Shreya Kashyap (Class-V)
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Debankur Das (Class-VII)

Swareena Rajkhowa (Class-VIII)
3rd Prize

Ankit Dutta (Class-VII)

Arnabjyoti Gogoi (Class-XI)

Trishala Goswami (Class-VII) - 2nd Prize

Group B - Class VII to XII
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Ever wondered about some of  the 
traditional food pairings that so often  find 
their way to our plate. For example, why 
do we always have rice and dal ? Why the 
Greeks are so fond of tomatoes and olives? 
And why do we relish our black tea with that 
dash of lemon?

The possible solution, apart from great 
taste, of course, is a recent concept called 
FOOD SYNERGY. Many recent studies 
have evidence that certain components in 
the food and beverage that we consume (like 
vitamins, minerals, phytochemicals, fiber 
and fats) interact with each other to give 
our bodies extra disease protection  and a 
higher level of health.   Together they might 
compliment each other as a complete food or 
release more vitamins, minerals and enzymes 
than when on its own . Here are 10 food 
combinations that maximize the absorption 
of the good elements while keeping the bad 
ones out of our system.
 
1. Tomatoes and Olive oil
 Tomatoes are rich in an antioxidant called 
lycopene, which has been  proven to reduce 
the risk of cardiovascular disease and certain 
type of cancers. But lycopene is fat-soluble 
which means combining it with a healthy, 
monounsaturated oil like olive oil helps 
boost absorption even more. Tip: cooking 
tomatoes with peel on in healthy oil doubles 
the lycopene absorption.
 
Infact adding a little good fat like olive 
oil to our vegetables and salads also helps 
in absorbing more of the vegetable’s 
phytochemicals like lutein and beta-
carotene. A little cheese, nuts or avocadoes 
can replace the oils.
 
2. Green Tea with Lemon
 Green tea is  truly a liquid miracle. It boosts 
our metabolism, reduces risk of cancer, 
cardiovascular disease and rheumatoid 
arthritis as well as help with high cholesterol 
and infections. Green tea’s power lies in its 
abundant store of antioxidants like catechin. 
When drunk with lemon, its benefits are 
turbocharged as the citric acid and vitamin 
C allows our body absorbs 13 times as many 
more  antioxidants than when consumed 

alone.
 
3. Garlic with Fish
 These two flavours are made for each 
other. Fish oils contain many cholesterol-
reducing compounds like the omega-3 and 
antioxidants in garlic protects the heart . 
When these two are combined together then 
they also act as anti-inflamatory agents.     
 
4. Orange Juice and Oatmeal
This is the real breakfast of champions. The 
combination of these morning basics has 
actually been shown to prevent heart attacks 
and clean arteries twice as effectively as 
ingesting either one on its own. The organic 
compounds known as phenols (found in 
both) stabilize cholesterol levels when 
consumed together.
  
5. Tomatoes and Broccoli
 The research suggests that when tomatoes 
and broccoli are eaten together there is a 
cumulative effect because each food works 
on a different anti-cancer pathway.

6. Turmeric and Black Pepper
This yellow spice used in curry dishes is rich 
in a compound called curcumin which is a 
powerful anticancer and anti-inflammatory 
agent.
One of the problems with using turmeric to 
improve our health is that the body does not 
absorb it very well. The solution is to take 
turmeric with black pepper and some oil. By 
doing this, you can increase the curcumin’s 
absorption by up to 1,000 times.

7.  Lemon and Spinach
Vitamin C in lemons helps with the 
absorption of plant-based iron. It actually 
converts much of the plant-based iron into 
a form that’s similar to what’s found in 
red meats - which is easier for the body 
to use. Combining a squeeze of lemon or 
other citrus fruits to spinach helps get the 
maximum iron punch from it. Other option 
might be chickpea with tomatoes.

 8. Oolong tea with fat-rich meals
Oolong tea is a beverage which has been 
consumed with meals in Chinese homes for 
centuries. Studies on the tea have suggested 
that it helps with digestion in a number of 
ways. First, the tea alkalizes the digestive 
tract, which can be helpful for people with 
problems like acid reflux. It also stimulates 
metabolism, and it helps the body to break 
food down more quickly, which is why 
some people promote it as a weight loss 
aid. It is especially good at breaking down 
fat, making it easier for the body to use. 
In addition, Oolong tea has mild antiseptic 
properties, and can help kill harmful bacteria 
in your digestive system.
 

9. Grapes and Apple
A very healthy combination. Apple contain 
the flavonoid quercetin, and grapes contain 
catechin. Studies show that pairing the two 
compounds may improve cardiovascular 
health by making blood platelets less 
sticky so they don’t clump together and 
clog arteries.Instead of apple and/or grapes 
there are other quercetin-rich foods like 
raspberries, buckwheat and onion. Catechin 
is also found in red wines, green and black 
teas, blueberries and guess what  (dark) 
chocolate. So next you are in the mood of 
something sweet grab a deliciously red apple 
with a square of dark chocolate.
 
10.  Rice and Legumes/Pulses
Now to our very own synergy powerpack. All 
grains apart from being very good sources of 
complex carbohydrates and many vitamins 
and minerals, are also fairly good sources 
of proteins. Among all grains, rice protein 
is considered one of the highest quality 
protein. But all cereals are deficient in an 
essential amino acid called lysine. Amino 
acids are the basic building blocks of our 
body, and among them 9 amino acids cannot 
be synthesized in the body. They have to be 
provided by food so they are called essential 
amino acids.
 
Legumes as we all know are very good 
sources of proteins, but they have relatively 
low quantities of another EAA methionine 
but are abundant in lysine. Cereals contain 
good quantity of methionine. So, when we 
combine cereals and pulses together i.e. rice 
and dL, we get a complete protein package 
equivalent to that of any non vegetarian 
source.
      
             So, for good health  we should eat 
a variety of foods especially whole foods, 
fruits and vegetables and nuts too. A colorful 
plate: at least three different colours of 
vegetables accompanied by a small amount 
of protein, little of complex carbohydrate 
and a healthy fat, this is what nutritionists 
suggest
 

10 Synergy Super Foods
Anulupa Gohain
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Food Corner

1. GRILLED CHICKEN TERIYAKI WINGS
  
INGREDIENTS:

1kg chicken wings
3tbs ginger garlic paste
2tsp red chilli flakes 
salt to taste

METHOD:

Rinse chicken wings and pat dry with a kitchen paper towel.
Cut off and discard wing tips, also known as winglets.
Mix all the ingredients to form a marinade.
Mix  the chicken wings with the marinade and leave for a night.
Pre-heat oven and light oil the grill gate.
Brush the wings with oil or melted butter and grill on each side for 8-10mins or until chicken wings are nicely
brown and cooked.
Serve hot with bread rolls.

2. OATS CHICKEN FILLET

INGREDIENTS:

200gm boneless chicken fillet
1tsp ginger garlic paste
1/2 tsp red chilli powder
1/2 tsp black pepper
1/2 cup oats
Oil to deep fry 

FOR THE COLESLAW:
1cup shredded cabbage
1/2 cup grated carrot
2tbs mayonnaise
2tbs sour cream
1tsp vinegar 
1/2 tsp sugar 
salt and pepper to taste

Combine all the ingredients except the vegetables to form a creamy dressing. Now mix the vegetables until they are
smothered in the dressing.  Drizzle a little chilli sauce. 
  
FOR THE CHICKEN PREPARATION:

Marinate the fillets in ginger garlic paste, red chilli powder, black pepper and keep for few hours in refrigerator. Make a batter
of corn flour and water. Place the oats on a flat platter.
Dip the fillets in the batter and roll on the oats to coat on all sides of the chicken.
Deep fry them in hot oil. Served best with french fries and coleslaw.  
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Khel Dhemali 2010

Autumn Festival 2010

Magh Bihu 2011

Manas Robin Nite 2010
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Manas Robin Nite 2010
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kªxgšÍ k¼ৰ‡`ৱ Avৰ“ 
Amgxqv mgvRZ 
bvgNৰৰ cÖfvৱ 

kªxgZx KzkjZv M‰M 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rq ¸ৰ“ k¼ৰ me©e ¸bvKৰ 
hv‡Kwৰ bvwn‡K Dcvg 
েতাnvwৰ PৰbK †ৰby kZ †KvwU 
ev‡ৰK K‡ৰv‡nv cÖYvg| 

1449 kuKZ Rb¥ MÖnb Kৰv, wcZ… 
Kzmy¤^ৰ Avৰ“ gvZ… mZ¨mÜvৰ cyÎ k¼‡ৰ 
wbR gwngv gwÛZ ¸bZ k¼ৰ‡`ৱ bv‡g 
RbvRvZ ˆeòৱag© cÖPvৰK, me©e ¸bvKৰ 
-†mBRb k¼ৰ‡`ৱৰ ¸ণৰ Dcgv RMZZ 
cve‰j bvB| cÖ_g `„wóZ GRb ag©¸ৰ“ 
n‡jI k¼ৰ‡`ৱ Gেকav‡ৰ mvwnwZ¨K, 
mgvR ms¯‹…vৰK, MvqK, ev`K, b„Z¨ 
wkíx, wPÎ wkíx, fv¯‹h©¨ wkíx, mev‡Zv‰K 
kxl©Z GRb wek¦ †cÖwgK| cÖvq Qk eQৰ 
AvM‡Z †ZIu whLb mgvRৰ mšÍvb ˆn Rb¥ 
MÖnY KwৰwQj †mBLb mgvRZ †ZIuৰ gb 
Avৰ“ ü`‡q e¨vKzj ˆn wePৰv cৰg mZ¨ 
e¯‘K wePvwৰ bcv‡j| KvৰY ৰvR‰bwZK 
Avৰ“ mvgvwRK Aw¯’ৰZv, gvbexqZvৰ 
Ae¶q, g~j¨‡eva nxbZv‡ৰ RR©wৰZ GLb 
wPbœ-wfbœ mgvRৰ†n m¤§yLxb nejMxqv 
ˆnwQj †ZIu PvwৰIdv‡j †Kej wbw”Q`ª 

AÜvKvৰ| gvbeZvৰ ¯’vb AwaKvৰ 
KwৰwQj AvmywৰK kw³‡q| hvM-hÁ, 
Zš¿-gš¿, bvbv †`ৱ‡`ৱীৰ c~Rv-cvZj, 
e¨vcK nvৰZ cïewj, †`ৱীৰ mšÍwóৰ 
ev‡e bৰgvsm Avৰ“ †Z‡R‡ৰ c~Rvw` 
Awfô wmw×ৰ Kvgbv Kৰv ˆnwQj| 
R‡ovcvmK mK‡j cÖK…wZৰ bvbv e¯‘ৰ 
c~Rv KwৰwQj| †eŠ× ag©ৰ eªRhvb bvgৰ 
GK weK…Z cš’v‡qv e¨wfPvৰৰ m„wó 
KwৰwQj| Zš¿-gš¿B †`k Qvwb awৰwQj| 
e¨q eûj †`ৱ-†`ৱীৰ c~Rv bKwৰ‡j 
Acg„Zz¨, bvbv †ৰvM e¨vwaZ wbKvৰ fyÄvৰ 
whv‡ৱvৰ fqven Rxebৰ g‡bmRv Kvwnbx 
cÖPvwৰZ †nwQj †mB †ৱvৰZ mvavৰb 
cÖRvB fxwZ MÖ¯Í ˆn wKsKË©e¨ wegyp ˆn 
w`M& wew`M& †nৰ“ৱvBwQj| GK K_vZ 
Kৱ‡j n‡j Amg †`k AÜKvৰZ AvQbœ 
ˆnwQj| 

G‡b m¼Ugq Aৱ ’̄vৰ cৰv 
Amgxqv mgvR Z_v RvwZK D×vৰ Kৰvৰ 
Dcvq wePvwৰ †e`-†e`všÍ, cyৰvb, 
Dcwbl` Avw` mg Í̄ wn›`y ag© kv¯¿ 
Aa¨qb Kwৰ‡j Avৰ“ my`xN© Kvj fvৰZৰ 
Bg~ৰৰ cৰv wmg~ৰ‡j mK‡jv Zx_© ågY 
Kwৰ ågbZ jM †cvৱv wn›`y ag© ¸ৰ“ 
mKjৰ jMZ Ava¨vwZ¥K PP©v, fve 
wewbgq, ågbৰ †hv‡Mw` †cvev Avbylw½K 
wk¶v GB mK‡jv wgwj †gb k¼ৰ‡`ৱK 
†ZIu wePৰv †Mvcb ৰnm¨ৰ mÜvb w`‡q 
mg Í̄ wn›`y-kv¯¿, †e`vw`‡ৰv g~j ZZ¡, 
AbšÍ †KvwU eªþvÊৰ mªóv ˆn‡Q cৰg eªþ, 
cৰg cyৰ“l, cৰ‡gk¦ৰ| †Z‡ৱB †`ৱ-
†`ৱী‡K Avw` Kwৰ mK‡jv‡K m„wó Kwৰ 
cvjb Kwৰ‡Q| †Zu‡ৱB ÎvbKË©v, meŸ© 
wmw×`vZvI| k¼ৰ †`‡ৱ GB cৰg cyৰ“l 
kৰণ ˆj †ZËuৰ hk-kªeb, KxË©b Kwৰ wPË 
ïw× Kৰvৰ Dcvq w`‡j| GKvšÍ wPË ˆn 

nwৰ-bvg KxË©b Kৰvৰ evwn‡ৰ fMevbৰ 
bvgZ A‡jL UKv-cBQv LৰQ Kৰvৰ 
Avek¨KZv bvB| fMevbZ fw³-hy³ 
fv‡e kৰণ j‡j Ava¨vwZ¥K Ávbৰ D`q 
nq| RvMwZK Ae¯‘ৰ cÖwZ evmbvৰ 
cÖvej¨ K‡g, gbZ kvwšÍ cvq| b`x‡q 
mvMৰK D‡Ïwk ˆe M‡jI mgqZ Rvb 

Dcb`x DcPvB w` Kj¨vY Kৰvৰ `‡ৰ 
f³‡ৰv Kj¨vY mvab †bv‡nvৱv‰K 
bv_v‡K| GRb cৰg cyৰ“lZ kৰY ˆj 
†ZËuৰ bvg, ¸b, hk, kªeb KxË©b KৰvB 
k�ৰ†`ৱৰ cÖৱwË©Z ag©ৰ g~j e¯‘| BqvK 
ÒGK kৰণ nwৰ-bvg ag©Ó ev gnvcyৰ“lxqv 
ag© †evjv nq| nwৰনvg ag© RwUj 
ag©ZZ¡ৰ IcৰZ cÖwZw ’̄Z bnq| †e`-
Dcwbl`vw`ৰ Mfxৰ `vk„wbK ZZ¡, MxZvৰ 
mvsL¨ †hvMৰ, Kg©‡hvMৰ Ávb †hvMৰ K_v 
wh‡evৰ ARy©bৰ ev‡eI `yেবৰ্াa¨ AvwQj, 
mnR mৰj, কম wkw¶Z,  Awkw¶Z 
Amgxqv †jvKৰ ev‡e mnR †evaMg¨ bne 
†ev‡eB k¼ৰ‡`েৱ Kvwnbx cÖavb 
gnvfvMeZৰ g~j Av`k© wnPv‡e ˆj mnR 
mৰj ARwUj `vm¨fve যু³ fw³-ag© 
cÖPvৰ Kwৰ‡j| GKkৰণ bvgag© ev 
gnvcyৰ“lxqv ag© wbZv‡šÍ Aব্যাwfPvৰx 
Avৰ“ Abb¨ fw³ cÖKvkK| †mB mgqত 
fvৰZৰ Ab¨vb¨ AÂjZ ˆeòৱ 
Av‡›`vj‡b Mp‰j DwVwQj| mgmvgwqK 
ˆeòৱ mšÍ mKjৰ `‡ৰ শ¼ৰ‡`ৱৰ jxjv-
AeZvৰx ৰƒcৰ jMZ Avb ‡Kvেনা kw³ 
ev †`eZvৰ Aw¯ÍZ¡ Z_v eZ©gvbতা ¯^xKvৰ 
Kৰv bvB| †Zৰvৰ gZ nj ÒGK ‡`ৱ 
GK ‡mৱ, GK we‡b bvB †Kৱ|Ó wKš‘ 
GB GKZ¡ ZZ¡‡ZB Dপাm¨ cৰg Ck¦ৰK 
mxgve× Kwৰ †ZৰvB ৰLv bvB| cৰg 
eªþB ÒhZ Rxe R½g, KxU cZ½g, AM, 
bM,RM-Ó mg Í̄‡Z Avত্মাৰƒ‡c _vwK RMZ 
cÖcT ৰPbv Kwৰ‡Q Avৰ“ RxৱvZ¥vৰ ˆm‡Z 
BnKvj cৰKvj‡Zv A‡f`¨ ৰƒ‡c _vwK 
msmvৰ Pµ cwৰµgvZ mnvq ˆn MwZ 
Ae¨vnZ ৰvwL‡Q| G‡b‡বvৰ KvৰY‡ZB 
GK kৰণ bvg-ag©Z D”Q-bxP, abx-
`yLxqv, RvZ-cvZৰ †f`v‡f` bvB| 
¸ৰ“Rbvৰ D`vË evYx-  

Ò�াþণৰ PÛvjৰ wbwePvwৰ Kzj 
`vZvZ েচাৰZ †hb `„wó GKZzjÓ 

GB evbx‡q Amgৰ abx-Mৰxe, wkw¶Z, 
Awkw¶Z mK‡jv †jvK‡K DØy× Avৰ“ 
D‡ØwjZ Kwৰ‡j| e¨q eûj, mvgvb¨ jvf 
c~Rv-cvZj, kw³ Dcvmbv ev` w` mK‡jv 
GK kৰণ bvম ag©Z Deywৰ LvB cwৰjwn| 
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†f`v-†f` cvnwৰ G‡KLb Avmb‡Z ewn 
cৰ‡gk¦ৰৰ ¸b-bvg kªeY KxË©b Kwৰ 
Abvwej Avb›` cÖvbZ cৰg kvwšÍ cv‡j| 
†Zৰvৰ g‡Z-  

ÒP�v‡jv j‡ৱ nwৰনvg gvÎ 
Kwৰ‡e DwPZ hÁৰ cvÎÓ 
Av‡KŠ ÒKz�ুৰ k„Mvj M ©̀f‡ৰv 

AvZ¥vৰvgÓ eywj ˆK‡Q| Av`k© ¯^ৰƒc 
k¼ৰ †`‡ৱ bMv, Mv‡ৰv, †fvU, KQvৰx, 
wn›`y-gyQwjg mK‡jv‡K ÒGK kৰণ wb¯‹vg 
ag©Z `xw¶Z Kwৰ †f`v-†f` nxb GLb 
mgš̂qৰ mgvR AmgxqvK w` ˆM‡Q| 
AvZ¥v, RxৱvZ¥vৰ A‡f`¨Z¡ৰ cৰg ¸cyZ 
Áv‡b Amgxqv mgvR e¨e¯’vZ, ৰxwZ-bxwZ 
m`vPvৰ, mf¨Zv, mvwnZ¨, ms¯‹…wZ Avw` 
mgvRৰ mK‡jv A½‡Z wh �ভাৱ 
†cjv‡j djZ mgvR Rxeb‡K  gwngv 
gwÊZ Kwৰ‡j| †ZৰvB gnvcyৰ“lxqv ag© 
gZZ ˆK‡Q mg Í̄ Rxৱৰ †`nZ wbগুৰ্ণ 

AvZ¥vৰƒ‡c cৰgvZ¥vB weৰvR Kwৰ‡Q 
Òmg Í̄ Rxe‡ৰ Zzwg AvQv ü`qZ| ZZ¡ 
bvcvB †ZvgvK wePv‡ৰ evwnৰZ|Ó Av‡KŠ- 
ÒAM, bM, RM, †Zwৰ, KvqvÓ eywj 
fMevbৰ| m„wôৰ PvwৰgywV Rxe ÒDৰY, 
eyৰY, Mgb-ågYÓ G‡ৰ GB PৰvPৰ RMZ 
L‡bB Ck¦ৰৰ Kvqv eywj †Nvlণv Kwৰেছ 
Gqv Rv‡bv k¼ৰ †`ৱৰ wek¦-†cÖg Pv‡bKx 
bnq? GB Av`k©‡ৰ AmgxqvB GwZqvI 
AwZw_ cৰvqbZv Avৰ“ mK‡jv‡K Av`wৰ 
†jvৱvৰ ms¯‹…wZ RxqvB ৰvwL‡Q| 

nwৰbvg KxË©bৰ ev‡e GLb 
mg~nxqv gÂৰƒ‡c k¼ৰ‡`‡ৱ bvUK m„wó 
Kwৰ‡j| AvwR Amgৰ Pn‡ৰ bM‡ৰ, Muv‡ৱ 
Pzeyৰx‡q G‡KvwU bvgঘৰ †`Lv hvq| 
ag©cÖvY ৰvBRৰ cÖvY-†K›`ª, k«ৱb-KxË©b 
Kৰvৰ cweÎ ’̄vb bvgNৰ Amg evmx‰j 
†Zৰvৰ Ag~j¨ Ae`vb| ৰRvNৰxqv cÖvPzh©¨ 
†MŠৰৱ enb Kৰv, wkj, BUv‡ৰ ˆZqvৰx 
gw›`ৰৰ cwৰe‡Ë© bvgNৰ ˆZqvৰ Kৰv nj 
euvn †বZ Avৰ“ Kv‡V‡ৰ| GB‡evৰ mvgMÖx 
AmgZ mK‡jv‡ৰ ev‡e mnRjf¨| 
bvgNৰ `yPjxqv, AvqZvKvৰ| Gg~ৰZ 
gwYকুট| ZvZ mvZLjcxqv Kvৰ“Kvh©¨ 
LwPZ, PvwৰLyUvZ Mo–ৰৰ AvK…wZKUv ¸ৰ“ 
Avmb ¯’vcb Kৰv nj| fMevbৰ gywË©ৰ 
mjwb AvmbZ ৰLv nÕj kªxK…òৰ Acvৰ 

gwngv cÖKvkK gnvfvMৱZ| ভাMৱZৰ  
Øv`k ¯‹ÜK f³B fMevb K…òৰ 
c`hyMjৰ cৰv g Í̄K‰j `‡nvUv A½‡ৰ 
m¤ú~Y© †`n Ávb K‡ৰ| MxZv fvMৱZৰ 
g~j PwৰÎ, mg Í̄, ÎvbKË©v, gyw³`vZv 
kªxK…òB k¼ৰ‡`ৱৰ fw³ ag©ৰ Bó 
†`ৱZv|  

f³B kªeb-KxË©b Kwৰeৰ ev‡e 
gnvcyৰ“l RbvB fMevbৰ PZzwe©skwZ 
AeZv‡ৰ‡ৰ Avৰ¤¢ Kwৰ fvMৱZৰ A‡bK 
Kvwnbx ‰j KxË©b cyw_ ৰPbv K‡ৰ। ag© 
cÖPvৰৰ D‡Ïk¨ AvMZ ৰvwLI ৰPbv Kৰv 
KxË©b MÖš’ৰ cÖavb ৰm fw³ ৰm n‡jI 
BqvZ beৰm‡ৰv c‡qvভৰ NwU‡Q| 
f³M‡Y kªeb-KxË©b Kwৰ fw³ৰ AvLৰv 
Kৰvৰ jM‡Z KxË©bৰ ৰm cvb Kwৰ m¤ú~Y© 
AvZ¥mgc©‡b‡ৰ Av‡cvb cvnৰv nq। B 
GLb Abycg ag© MÖš’, gnvcyৰ“l k¼ৰ 
†`ৱৰ mvwnwZ¨K Avৰ“ Ava¨vwZ¥K Rxৱbৰ 
KxwË©¯Í¤¢| †ZৰvB KxË©bৰ cÖwZ‡Uv cদৰ 
†klZ wbRK Ò`vm‡ৰv-`vmÓ bvBev 
ÔwK¼ৰÕ eywj ˆK‡Q|  `vm¨ fw³ Avৰ“ 
gyw³ mvab Bqvৰ g~j fve| cÖvq c`‡ZB 
Rxৱbৰ AvwbZ¨Zv eyRvB‡Q- Ô‡gNৰ Quvqv, 
weRyjx mÂvৰ c`yg cvZৰ cvbxৰ jMZ 
Zzjbv Kwৰ Avৰ“ AvwbZ¨ Rxebৰ `yL-
†K¬k, †fŠwZK e¯‘ৰ †fvM-evmbvৰ 
jvjmvB w`qv h�Yv Avw`ৰ cৰv-cwৰÎvb 
cve‰j m¤ú~Y© AvZ¥-m¤ú©‡b‡ৰ fMৱšÍZ 
kৰণ Avৰ“ †ZIuৰ ¸bvbyKxË©b Kwৰe‰j 
Dc‡`k w`‡Q cÖwZ‡Uv c`ৰ †klZ| 

MxZ-gvZৰ †hv‡Mw` fw³-ৰm 
wcqve‰j k¼ৰ‡`েৱ fw³-ৰm cÖavb 
eৰMxZ ৰPbv K‡ৰ| †Lvj-Zvjৰ 
mn‡hvMZ cÖavb‰K bvgNৰZ eৰMxZ 
†Mvৱv ˆnwQj| MxZ mg~n gb cৰkv myৰ, 
Zvj, gvb hy³, IL ˆbwZK Avৰ“ 
Ava¨vwZ¥K fvৱhy³ †nvৱv ev‡e eৰMxZ 
†evjv nq eywj wewkó cwÊZ mK‡j gZ 
†cvlY Kwৰ‡Q| 

f³ৰ g‡bvৰÄbৰ Kvৰ‡ণ 
gnvcyৰ“‡l fvIbvৰ m„wó Kwৰ‡j| 
gnvfvMৱZৰ Kvwnbxৰ AvavৰZ bvU ৰPbv 
KwৰwQj| fw³-ৰm cÖavb fMešÍৰ gwngv 
cÖKvkK Kvwnbx‡evৰ RxৱšÍ ৰƒcZ cÖ`k©b 
Kwৰ †Zৰvৰ cÖewË©Z ag©ৰ cÖwZ †jvKK 

AvKl©Y Kৰvৰ D‡Ïk¨I BqvZ wbwnZ 
AvwQj| PwৰÎ Abymv‡ৰ fvৱৰxqvৰ 
†cvQvK k¼ৰ‡`‡ৱ wbR nv‡Z ˆZqvৰ 
KwৰwQj| †Lvj Avw` ev`¨I wb‡RB mvwR 
DwjqvBwQj|  †Lvj Zvj eRvB, 
MxZgv‡Z‡ৰ wb‡R myÎavৰ ˆn fvওঁbv 
cwৰPvjbvI KwৰwQj ÒwPýhvÎvÓ bvgৰ 
fvওঁbvৰ ev‡e Kv‡cvৰZ ˆeKzÚৰ cU 
AvuwKwQj| Zvৰev‡e wewfbœ ৰs ˆZqvৰ 
Kwৰ ˆjwQj| ¸ৰ“ Rbvৰ wbcyb nvZৰ 
cৰkZ cÖvY †cvৱv wPÎcU AvwRI 
†`LvRbৰ ev‡e we¯§qKৰ| fvIbv PvB 
`k©K fw³Z M`M` ˆnwQj f³K 
fw³ৰm wcIৱv Avৰ“ GRb meŸ©gq KË©v 
cৰ‡gk¦ৰZ kৰY je‰j Avnevb R‡bvৱvৰ 
wK GK Awfbৱ cš’v| bvgN‡ৰB bvUN‡ৰv 
AvwQj AvwRI Av‡Q| D”Q-bxP 
wbweŸ©‡k‡l BqvZ †MvU LvB fvওঁbv 
Dc‡fvM K‡ৰ|  

GেকাUv Pzeyৰx, †Lj ev MuvৱZ 
G‡KvUv‰K bvgNৰ ag©PP©v‡ৰB †K›`ª bnq 
mgvR Rxৱbৰ wbqvg‡Kv mgvRৰ 
jvMwZqvj mৰ“eৰ mK‡jv bxwZ wb‡ ©̀kbv 
bvgNৰZ ৰvBRৰ Øvৰv Kৰv nq| GLb 
¶z`ª Av`vjZৰ `‡ৰ mgvRZ NUv †`vl-
Acৰva wejvK bvgNৰ‡ZB wePvৰ Kwৰ 
†`vlxK mvgvwRK wbqvgbymv‡ৰ kvw¯Í 
cÖ`vb, mg~nxqv fv‡e A_© msMÖn Kwৰ 
mgvRZ Pwj Aহা Drme-ceŸ©bvw` cvjb 
Kৰvৰ Dcwৰ Mvৱৰ weqv-mevn kªv×-wewa 
ev Kv‡ৰvevৰ wKev wec`-wewঘwb n‡j 
cÖ‡qvRb mv‡c‡¶ bvgNৰZ †MvU LvB 
Avjvc Av‡jvPbv K‡ৰ Avৰ“ Avৱk¨K 
g‡Z KvwqK Avৰ“ Avw_©K mvnvh¨ 
AvMepvq| G‡b‰K GLb mgvRK 
mymsMwVZ Kwৰ mvgvwRK Ava¨vwZ¥K, 
mvs¯‹…wZK Avw` mK‡jv w`k‡Z `„wó ৰvwL 
AvšÍwৰK cÖxwZ-m�ীwZ Avৰ“ mn‡hvMxZv 
eRvB ৰvLv bvgNৰৰ †jখীqv `„óvšÍ 
fvৰZৰ Avb †Kv‡bv VvBZ †`Lv bv hvq| 
Gqv gnvcyৰ“l k¼ৰ †`ৱৰ Amgxqv 
RvwZ‰j Avcyৰ“Mxqv Aৱ`vb| AvwR 
fvৰZ PৰKv‡ৰ mgevq Av‡›`vjbৰ 
IcৰZ ¸ৰ“Z¡ w`‡Q| wKš‘ my`yৰ`k©x ¸ৰ“ 
RbvB †cvÜৰ kwZKv‡Z mgevqৰ m~Pbv 
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Kwৰ ‰_ ‰M‡Q| Amgxqv mgvRZ 
bvgNৰৰ cÖfve eûgyLx, Amxg| 

meŸ© ¸bvKৰ kªxgšÍ k¼ৰ‡`েৱ 

Amgxqv RvwZK w` ‡hvৱv bvB wK Zvৰ 
†jL cve‰j bvB| †mB ev‡e Kwৱ hZx›`ª 
bv_ `yeৰv‡`ৱ †ZIuৰ kªxk¼ৰ‡`ৱ bvgৰ 
KweZvZ GB`‡ৰ K…ÄZvেৰ ¯§ৰY Kwৰ‡Q 

 
Ò‡evৱvjv fw³ৰ †muvZ w`jv ag©  

w`jvÁvb, 
w`jv fvlv AmgK Kwৰjv Rxৱb`vb| 
‡Zvgvৰ Rxৱbx ‡`ৱ wj‡L G‡b mva¨ 

Kvৰ, 

‡Mv‡UB Amgf~wg we¯—…Z Rxৱbx hvৰ| 
Amgৰ ৰxwZ-bxwZ, Amgৰ m`vPvৰ, 
Amgৰ ag©-fvৱ, Amgৰ e¨envৰ, 

mK‡jv‡K Zzwg‡`ৱ mRvjv bZzb mv‡R, 
‡Zvgvৰ Mwৰgv MxZ ü`‡q ü`‡q ev‡R|Ó 

 

    

ÒenvM gv‡_v GwU FZz 
bnqÓ 

fvৰZx kg©v 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ÒP‡Z ˆM‡q ˆM‡q env‡M cv‡jwn 
dzwj‡j †f‡ejx jZv, 

‰K‡q _v‡Kv gv‡b Iৰ‡K bc‡ৰ, 
ৰOvjx weûwUৰ K_v \ 

Kz‡ৱBU Amg mvsNৰ ৰOvjx 
weûৰ Av‡jvPbxৰ `vwqZ¡ cৰx Av‡jvKৰ 
nvZZ cwৰ‡Q †hwZqv Rygx‡qB †gvK 
†mvৱৰvB w`‡Q wmw`bv †dvbZ- ÒevB‡`D 
weûৰ Av‡jvPbxৰ Kvৰ‡Y wKev GUv wjwL 
cwVqvওঁK, AvwR GK ZvwৰL- mvZ 
ZvwৰLৰ wfZৰZ cve jvwMe|Ó wV‡KB 
†`‡Lvb weûwU Avwn cv‡jwn‡qB| e¨¯Í 
RxৱbZ mgq‡evৰ †K‡b‰K cvৰ ˆn hvq 
ZZ‡K awৰe †bvৱvৰv nIu| Kz‡ৱBUৰ cৰv 
Amg‰j hvIu‡Z Zvৰcৰv eৰvPvDj 
†KBUvgvb ˆj AvwnwQ‡jv- weûZ 

ev½uvjyৰ“Z wcVv cywৰe‰j j’ৰv- †evৱvৰxৰ 
NৰZ| Gৰv, wcVvৰ ev‡eI †hvMvৰ 
Kwৰeৰ n’j| wZj, ¸ৰ, bvwৰKj 
AvMZxqv‰K Avwb hZbvB j‡j‡n mgqZ 
wcVv‡KBUv n’e‰M| evKxwখwb evৰ“ 
†h‡b‡Z‡b nÕe| Zv‡Z GeQৰxqv 
bvwZ‡Uvৰ ZvjyKx fvjyKx‡evৰ PvB Zvৰ 
wc‡Q wc‡Q Nywৰ dz‡ৰv‡Z mgq DwjIৱা 
Uvb ˆn c‡ৰ| Z_vwc whgv‡bB e¨¯Í bnIu, 
h‡ZB bv_v‡Kuv weûৰ wcVv RjcvbKY 
GMৰvKx gvZ… ˆn †hvMvৰ bKৰv‰K 
_v‡Kv‡bv †K‡b‰K? weûৱvb †KBL‡bv 
†MvUvB _eB jvিগe| †m‡q‡n Amg‰j 

M’‡jB †MvmuvB Mv‡gvPv ỳLbgvb Avৰ“ 
jM‡Z ỳLbgvb Avb Mv‡gvPvI Avwb _Iu 
weûৱvb wnPv‡c w`e‰j| 

wh bnIK ৰs-ৰnBPৰ eZৰv ‰j 
Anv ৰOvjx weûwUৰ AvMg‡b gb‡evৰ 
D¸j- _y¸j jMvB hvq| weûৰ eûw`bৰ 
AvM‡ৰ cৰv Amgৰ AvKv‡k-eZv‡n weûৰ 
wh AvMgwb eZৰv †cvৱv hvq  ev½uvjyৰ“Z 
†mqv bvB hw`I Bqv‡Zv †mB G‡K 
mgq‡Z †hwZqv Kzwjৰ gvZ eZvnZ fuvwn 
Av‡n †ZwZqv Amgৰ weûwU‰j gbZ cwৰ 
Dwৰ hve‰j gb hvq| 

wc‡P †KwZqvev Av‡KŠ G‡b 
mgq‡Zv wKev GwU welv‡` fৰvB Zzwj 
gbৰ AvKvশখwb †Mvgv Kwৰ †Zv‡j| Kvg 
Kৰvৰ AvMÖnKb ev †nucvnKb wKQy n«vm ˆn 
hvq| †nৰvB †Lvৱv gyL G‡Kv Lwbৰ 
¯§„wZ‡q, †nৰvB †Lvৱv g~ûË© wKQy gvbৰ 
¯§„wZ‡q eyKzLwb welv‡`‡ৰ AvQbœ Kwৰ 
†Zv‡j| GwU ỳwU ¯§„wZ we¯§„wZৰ Mহবৰৈল 
†Vwj cwVIৱvৰ †Póv Kwৰ _v‡Kv‡ZB Avৰ“ 

GwU welv` RR©wৰZ ¯§„wZ‡q gb‡evৰ `ye©j 
Kwৰ †Zv‡j| 

‡mB Lwb gyLৰ ¯§„wZ, whLwb gyLৰ 
AvuৰvjZ jyKvB ৰe eû cÖwZfvৰ †cvnৰ 
cÖwZdwjZ ˆnwQj †hvৱvevৰ c~Rv Dcj‡¶ 
cZv mvs¯‹…wZK mwÜqvZ †mœnvB Kৰv 
Ò‡gvৰ †`k gvbynৰ †`kÓ bvgৰ KwবZvৰ 
my›`ৰ Ave„wËZ| bvRv‡bv †mœnvৰ †mB 
Ave„wË m¤ú~Y©ৰূ‡c wfwWAÕ †ৰKwWs Kৰv 
‰nwQj‡b bvB| বx‡ৰ‡k cÖ_gevৰ 
Kz‡ৱBU‰j Av‡nuv‡ZB eyKzZ evwÜ ˆj 
AvwnwQj wKZvcৰ GUv WvOৰ †Uv‡cvjv| 
Dwৰ‡q ˆKwQj- Ò‡ZIu Avb G‡Kv 
bvwb‡jI wKZvc wLwb Gwৰ ˆ_ bv‡n|Ó 
`yjxqvRvbৰ bvbv AbyôvbZ Kৰv bvUKৰ 
PwৰÎৰ cৰv eû †jLwbৰ gvRৰ cৰv Avৰ“ 
nq‡Zv eû mvs¯‹…wZK Abyôvbৰ cৰv 
ex‡ৰk IjvB ¸wP M’j eû `~ৰ‰j| 
¸evnvUxZ †ZIuK †kl we`vq w`Iu‡Z 
†ZIuৰ XvwK _vৱv gyLLwb‡Z nvZ dzৰvB 
ˆKwQ‡jv- Ò‡hvৱা‰M †Zvgvৰ wbR ¯’vb‰j| 
h'‡Z _vKv my‡Lেৰ _vKv| _vwK †hvৱv 
†KB wU‰j m`vq Avk©xev` w`ev jM‡Z 
_vwKev|Ó Dwৰ, †mœnv Avৰ“ Avয়ৰ্¨vৰ gvRZ 
ex‡ৰk m`vq cÖwZdwjZ nওঁK| exৰৰ 
`‡ৰ †ZIu nuvwn nuvwn‡qB Avb‡Kv nuûৱvB 
AvZwৰ Mj| Kz‡ৱBU Amg msNৰ 
cÖvq‡evৰ mvs¯‹…wZK Abyôvb‡Z Mg Mgxqv 
gv‡Z‡ৰ, †a‡gjxqv K_v‡ৰ GRb my`¶ 
†NvlK ৰƒ‡c mK‡jv‡ৰ AšÍৰ ¯úk© 
KwৰwQj ex‡ৰ‡k ỳeQৰৰ AvMৰ weû 
AbyôvbZ †ZI uৰ †mB Qwe †mŠ wmw`bvI 
Avwg wKev GwU Dcj¶Z cÖত্য¶¨ 
KwৰwQ‡jv Avৰ“ wm Kz‡ৱBUৰ Amgxqv 
mgvRZ RxৱšÍ ˆn ৰৱ| †mBৱvৰ weû 
AbyôvbZ AwZw_ wkíx wnPv‡e Anv 
Amgৰ cÖw_Zhmv Amgxqv MvqK RywebK 
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wh LyûZxqv fvlv‡ৰ, †h‡b my›`ৰ 
fvlv‡ৰ Avgvৰ gvRZ cwৰPq KৰvB 
w`wQj †mqv Avgvৰ KvbZ wPৰw`b 
AbyৰwণZ ˆn ৰe| 

Zv‡KB‡Zv, GqvB Avgvৰ 
L‡šÍKxqv Rxৱb| Z_vwc‡Zv Avwg 
my›`ৰZv‡ৰ RxqvB _vwKe jvwMe mvn‡m‡ৰ 
cÖwZkÖ“wZ‡ৰ| m¤§~LZ Avwn Dcw¯’Z †nvৱা 
cÖwZ‡Uv `vwqZ¡ my›`ৰfv‡e mdjZv‡ৰ 
mgvav Kwৰ †hvৱv‡Uv‡ৱB gvbynৰ KZ©e¨| 
wK Av‡Q, wK bvB, wK cv‡juv, wK bvcv‡juv 
fvwe হা- ûgywbয়াহ Kvwp _vwK‡j G‡Kv 
jvf bnq| †n‡ৰvৱvwLwb ঘুৰvB bvcvIu| 
ˆn †hvৱv wLwbK ˆj ev fwel¨‡Z wK 
হ’ejMxqv Av‡Q ZvK wPšÍv Kwৰ bv_vwK 
eZ©gvb†Uv my›`ৰ ˆK mRve Rvwb‡j‡n 
mK‡jv my›`ৰ n’e †mB K_v mK‡jv‡ৰ 
wew`Z|  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MwZ‡K Kz‡ৱBUৰ Amgxqv mgv‡R 
cÖwZeQ‡ৰ fvৰZৰ Amgৰ jM‡Z cÖvq 
mK‡jv‡evৰ VvB‡Z Dদ্hvwcZ †nvৱv 
mvs¯‹…wZK HwZn¨‡ৰ cwৰc~Y© myL-mg„w× 
Avৰ“ kvwšÍ m¤cÖZxৰ c ÖZxK GB emšÍ 
DrmৱwU Djn-gvj‡n‡ৰ D`hvcb Kwৰ 
Avgvৰ bZzb cÖRb¥ৰ ev‡e িয DcKvৰ 
mvab Kwৰ‡Q †mqv Avgvৰ ev‡e AwZ 
Avb›`ৰ welq| †ZIu‡jvKৰ GB cÖqvm 
my`yৰ cÖmvৰx nIK Avৰ“ eûZৰ ev‡e ˆn 
DVK cv‡_q| 

gvbynৰ L‡šÍKxqv Rxeb †evৰZ 
mgqৰ evwjZ †mv‡bvৱাjx †LvR ৰvwL ‰_ 
hve cৰv‰K wKQy Kvg Avbৰ ev‡eI 
Kwৰe‰j Avgvৰ bZzb cÖRb¥K †cÖৰYv 
†hvMve jvwMe| Avwg †ZIu‡jvKK wkKve 
jvwMe †h Avgvৰ Rxeb †evৰ Avৰ“ my›`ৰ 
Avৰ“ myLৰ n’e †hwZqv Avwg wbR ¯^v_© 
Z¨vM Kwৰ n‡jI Avbৰ ev‡eI wKQy Kvg 
Kwৰe cvwৰg| †Zwqv‡n c„w_exL‡bv my›`ৰ 
n’e, myLৰ Avjq n’e|  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

†mB D‡Ï‡k¨B GB wLwb‡Z Kwব 
Avb›`P›`ª AvMৰৱাjv‡`eৰ Øvৰv ৰwPZ 
ÒmyLÓ bvgৰ my›`ৰ, weL¨vZ KweUvwUৰ 
`yUvgvb csw³ KbgvwbnuZৰ ev‡e 
AvMepv‡jv- 

myL myL eywj gvbyn ewjqv 
‡b‡`‡L myLৰ gyL, 
myL wePv‡ৰ uv‡Z cvq msmvৰZ 
`yLৰ Dcwৰ ỳL \ 
‡`wLI †b‡`Lv wKq w`bKণা 
myL †h nvZ‡Z Av‡Q 
wh‡UÕ w`e cv‡ৰ ¯̂v_© ewj`vb 
myL dz‡ৰ cv‡P cv‡P \ 
AKj wbRৰ wbwg‡Ë bnq| 
Avgvৰ Rxৱb fvB 
cৰৰ Kvৰ‡b LvwUe cvwৰ‡j  
msmvৰ myLৰ VvB \ 
kw³ mvgৰ_ cৰৰ myLZ  
wejve cvwৰ‡j fvB, 
cৰৰ Kvৰ‡b Kvw›`e cvwৰ‡j 
Kv‡›`vb‡Zv myL cvq \ 
mK‡jv Av‡cvb hZ bৰbvৰx 
KvK‡bv eywjg cৰ? 
cৰg wcZvৰ mK‡jv mšÍvb 
c„w_ex Avgvৰ Nৰ \ 
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eৰ‰`wPjv †`wL‡jv 
Kz‡ৱBUZ 

Abycg ৰvR‡Lvৱv 
 

সৰ“‡Z cwpwQ‡jv ÒP’Zৰ †klZ 
eৰ‰`wPjv gvKৰ Nৰ‰j hvq, wnj`j fvwO 
Nৰ evৰx wb‡q Dৰ“ৱvB|Ó 

 

mৰ“‡Z gvৰ jMZ AvBZvৰ (gvgv 
nuZৰ) Nৰ‰j ˆMwQ‡jv| †mB AvBZvৰ 
NৰZ _Kv w`b †KBUvZ eৰ d‚wË© 
KwৰwQ‡jv gvৰ jM‡Z AvwgI| AmgZ 
PÕZ gvnৰ †klৰ ফv‡j cÖv‡q eQৰZ 
GRvK fvOৰ aygynv eZvn Av‡n| †mB 
aygynv eZvn RvKK eৰ‰`wPjv eywj Kq| 
†m‡q †mB mgqZ †hwZqv GB eৰ‰`wPjv 
Avgvৰ VvB †ev‡ৰw` cvৰ ˆn ˆMwQj 
†ZwZqv fvwewQ‡jv eৰ‰`wPjvB gvKৰ 
NৰZ ˆM wbðq eৰ d‚wË© Kwৰe| GB‡evৰ 
Aৱ‡k¨ mৰ“ Kvjৰ gbৰ K_v| GwZqv 
Av‡nv Kz‡ৱBUৰ K_v‰j| Avwg gvsMvdZ 
_v‡Kv| Avwg _Kv VvBৰ Iচৰ‡Z mvMৰৰ 
cvৰZ Fahaheel Sea Club. †mB 
Sea Club ৰ IPৰৰ cৰv Avৰ¤¢ Kwৰ 
Fahaheel ৰ dv‡j mvMৰৰ cv‡ৰ eûZ 
`~ৰ‰j‡K GUv Walking track Av‡Q| 
Track †Uvৰ `y‡qv cv‡ৰ †LRyৰ MQৰ 
kvৰx‡ৰ †kvfve×©b Kwৰ _Kv †nZz‡K  
Kuwait ৰ wfZৰ‡Z GB‡Uv my›`ৰ 
Walking track eywje cvwৰ| GB  
Track †Uv‡Z GLb †nv‡U‡jv Av‡Q| 
GBLb Aৱ‡k¨ we‡kl‰K Shesha 
(Avgvৰ AmgZ eqm¯’ mK‡j †Lvৱv 
†nvKv m`„k) ৰ ev‡e‡n weL¨vZ †hb 
jv‡M| wKq‡bv BqvZ cÖvq mK‡jv‡K 
(cyৰ“l-gwnjv Df‡q) Bqvৰ †mvৱv` ˆj 
_Kv‡n †`Lv hvq| AvM‡ZB ˆK‡Qv 
Shesha  Avgvৰ ZvZ †nvKv †Lvৱvৰ 
`‡ৰ| my›`ৰ my›`ৰ Design ৰ  Z wewfbœ 
¯^v`ৰ (†h‡b-Kj Av‡cj Avw`) †hv‡Mw` 

gvby‡n Moasel ৰ †mvৱv` jq| BqvZ 
ewn Shesha Dc‡fvM Kৰv †`wL‡j G‡b 

jv‡M †hb c„w_exৰ †Kv‡bv `y‡LB 
†ZIu‡jvKৰ bvB| Shesha ৰ jMZ Avb 
my›`ৰ my›`ৰ Lv`¨I jM‡Z †hvMvb a‡ৰ 
BqvZ| Zv‡ৰvcwৰ Track †Zvৰ GUv 
cv‡ৰ gv‡R gv‡R my›`ৰ NuvnwbI Av‡Q| 
mvMৰৰ evwjZ jÕৰv‡Qvৱvjxৰ ev‡e wewfbœ 
†Ljva~jv Fahaheel Sea Club ৰ cৰv 
†hvMvb a‡ৰ|  

w`b‡Uvৰ AwdPৰ e¨¯ÍZvৰ cvQZ 
Avwg myweav n‡j GB Track †UvZ †LvR 
Kvwpe‰j hvI| †Mv‡UB eQৰেটাZ Avgvৰ 
ev‡e BqvZ †LvR Kpv m¤¢ব bnq| Mৰg 
w`b †KBUvZ BqvZ 40-500 C DËvc 
nq| Ab¨nv‡Z VvÊv w`b †KBUvZ 
AwZcvZ VvÊv eZvnৰ ev‡e †LvRKpvZ 
Amyweav nq| Zv‡ৰvcwৰ gv‡R gv‡R 
a~wjৰ eZv‡nv _v‡K| MwZ‡K cÖK…Zv_©Z 
†KBUvgvb w`b‡n nq‰M| Bqv‰j eûZ 
gvbynৰ mgvMg nq mvßvwnK eÜৰ mgq 

KUve‰j| cwৰqvj mn Av‡n, 
jÕৰv‡Qvৱvjx‡q d‚wË© K‡ৰ, Avb Avb 

†Lvৱvৰ 
jM‡Z 

Tandoori e‡bvৱvৰ| gvsmৰ RywZI 
jq| wh‡nZz Kz‡ৱBUZ ïKzৰev‡ৰ mK‡jv 
AwdP eÜ _v‡K †mB w`bvৰ wfৰ 
Avbw`bvZ‡K †ewQ nq| 

‡hvev 25 gvP© ïKzৰevৰৰ K_v| 
Ab¨w`bvৰ `‡ৰ gB †LvR K‡pv eywj 
IjvB M'‡jv| GIu jMZ bvB †hvৱv, 
we‡kl GUv Kvg _Kvৰ ev‡e| h‡_ó 
gvbyn, AvM‡ZB ‰K‡Qv ïKzৰevৰ| gvbynৰ 
mgvMgৰ gvR‡Z †LvR Kvwp‰M Alkout 
eRvৰ cv‡jv‰M| nVv‡Z AvKvkZ gb 
Kwৰ‡jv Kলীqv Wvৱৰ †`‡Lvb, wh‡Uv 
Kz‡ৱBUৰ AvKvkZ weৰj| wVK Avgvৰ 
ZvZ aygynv MvRwbৰ jM‡Z eৰlyণ Anvৰ 
Av‡M Av‡M wh‡Uv nq| †`wL‡jv GB 
weৰj `„k¨K gvby‡n †K‡gৰv, gevBjZ 
e›`xKwৰe‰j awৰ‡Q nVv‡Z Avwef©ve 
†nvৱv GB `„k¨‡Uv| fvwe‡jv muPvB Qv‰M 
aygynv eZvn Avwne| DfwZe awৰ‡jv| 
wKš‘ B wK! Wvৱৰ †evৰ †`‡Lvb ¶xcÖ 
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MwZZ AvM evwp‡Q cwðg w`kৰ cৰv 
c~ৱ‰j| Avৰ“ GUv K_v gb Kwৰ‡jv 
c~Rvৰ fxৰ †hb ˆn _Kv Walking 
track †Zv েচান cÖvq Lvwj ˆn M’j- 
gvbyn †evৰ †Pb †bv‡nvৱv n’j| Zvৰgv‡b 
gvby‡n AvMš‘K wec`ৰ mÜvb cvB‡Q| 
†LvR Lৰ‡K w`‡jv| jv‡n jv‡n †Mv‡UB 
AvKvk Lb Nb Kjv Wvৱ‡ৰ QvwZ awৰ‡j| 
mvMৰৰ IcৰZ †hb †Kv‡bvevB K’jv 
QvwZ GUv‡n †gwj awৰ‡j| †b‡`wL‡j 
Dcjw× Kৰv Uvb| wKš‘ gB fevৰ 
wecৰx‡Z (gv‡b eৰlyণৰ K_v ˆK‡Qv) 
jv‡n jv‡n Abyfe Kwৰ‡jv eZvnৰ j‡M 
j‡M a~wj evwj‡n Avwne‰j awৰ‡Q| jv‡n 
jv‡n eZvnৰ †eM evwpe‰j awৰ‡j a~wj 
evwjৰ jvMZ| nVv‡Z Zvৰ cÖ‡Kvc Bgvb 
n’j †h, G‡Kv †b‡`Lv Aৱ¯’v GUvৰ m„wó 
nj| AvbwK Nৰৰ cৰvI G‡Kv †b‡`Lv 
n’‡jv| a~wjৰ a~gynvB mK‡jv QvwZ 
awৰ‡j| Zxeª MwZZ Pjv Mvox †evৰৰ 
MwZ‡eM nVv‡Z Kwg Mj| KvৰY G‡Kv 
†b‡`wL PuvwৰI dv‡j †Kৱj evwjৰ aygynvৰ 
Zv›`e| fMevbK myৱwৰ †Kv‡bvg‡Z Nৰ 
cv‡jvwn| h‡_ó wPšÍvZ cৰv GIu †gvK 
†`wL ¯̂w¯Íৰ wbk¦vm †cjv‡j| wKq‡bv 
Mobile Z G‡Kv শুbv, K_v cZv m¤¢e 
bvwQj| GIu K’‡j †gvৰ MvZ evwjৰ GUv 
Pvgwb| Nৰৰ `yৱvৰ wLwৰwKZ eZvnৰ 
cÖP›` †nPv h‡_ó kã‡ৰ| BqvZ kxZ 
Zvc wbqwš¿Z Nৰ‡evৰZ mvavৰY‡Z 
evwnৰৰ a~wj evwj †bv‡mvgvq| wKš‘ †mB 
w`bv eZvnৰ †eM Bgv‡bB Zxeª AvwQj 
†h, Nৰৰ wfZৰLb a~wj‡ৰ IcwP cwৰj| 
eZvnৰ Zv›`ৱ †KBev N›Uv Rywৰ Pwjj| 
wKš‘ gB fevৰ aৰ‡b eৰlyb n‡j bvwnj| 
cvQy‡Z‡n Mg cvBQ‡jv, GB‡evৰ Wvৱৰ 
bvwQj, a~wjৰ Zৰc‡n AvKvkZ Rgv 
ˆnwQj Avৰ“ eZvnৰ jMZ AvM evwpwQj| 
GB aygynvৰ KvৰY AvwQj BৰvK Avৰ“ 
BৰvbZ Kwg †hvৱv evqyPvcৰ ev‡ব| 
aygynvেটা Avৰ¤¢ ˆnwQj BৰvKৰ cৰv| 
BৰvKৰ cৰv †mB a~gynv Kz‡ৱBU‡K awৰ 
Saudi Arab, UAE Qatar, 
Bahrain Avw` †KBev L‡bv †`kZ PzB 
‰MwQj| GB eZvnK “Shamal 

Winds” bv‡g‡ৰ Rbv hvq Avৰ“ GB 
eZvn mvavৰণ‡Z Spring Avৰ“ 
Summer Z nq| BqvZ †nvৱv aygynv 
eZvnৰ MwZ‡eM AvwQj 65UMPH cৰv 
95KMPH ˆj‡K| wKQy wKQy VvBZ 
Avgvৰ ZvZ †nvৱvৰ `‡ৰ gৰ“f~wgZ †nvৱv 
MQগQwb DNvwj †cjvBwQj| Kz‡ৱBUৰ 
cৰv hve jMxqv eû‡Zv wegvb evwZj Kৰv 
ˆnwQj, Ab¨nv‡Z Kz‡ৱBU‰j Anv wegvb 
IPৰৰ †`k‰j ˆj †hvৱv ˆnwQj| gyV‡Z 
nVv‡Z †hb GUv †Lwj †gwjৰ m„wó ˆn 
M’j| 

GB eZvn evwjৰ aygynvৰ cÖavb GUv 
KvৰY ˆn‡Q eZৰৰ cwৰeË©b| AvM‡Z 
†Z‡b`‡e eৰlyণ †bv‡nvৱv Kz‡ৱBUZ AvwR 
†KBev eQ‡ৰv Winter Z wKQy eৰlyণ 
ˆn‡Q| eৰlyণৰ ev‡e gৰ“f~wgৰ evwj‡evৰ 
wKQy †Kvgj †nvৱvৰ djZ eZv‡n KwpqvB 
‰j †hvৱvZ myweav ˆn‡Q| Bqvৰ GB 
evwjেবাৰ G‡Kev‡ৰ wgwn Avৰ“ Avgvৰ 
Zvৰ ৰOvgvwUৰ `‡ৰ| †MvÜ‡Uv PK gvwUৰ 
`‡ৰ jv‡M| †gvৰ jMৰ GRb Kz‡ৱBwU 
AwfhšÍvB K‡j †ZIuৰ RxৱbZ G‡b aygynv 
†n‡bv cÖ_g evৰ †`wL‡Q, hw`I eQৰZ 
BqvZ‰K mৰ“ evwjৰ eZvn Kz‡ৱBUZ 
gv‡R mg‡q nq| 

AwZ‰K †P‡bn ৰOvjx weûwU Avwn 
cve‡ৰ nj| মাRZ gv‡_v †KBUvgvb 
w`b| GB gৰ“ cÖvšÍৰZ Avwg mK‡jv wgwj 
ৰOvjx weû cvwZe‰j ˆj‡Qv| gv‡R gv‡R 
AmgZ GB mgqZ emšÍৰ cৰk cvB 
bZzb‰K †gjv কঁ zwncvZৰ gv‡R gv‡R, 
Kzwj †K‡ZKx‡q gvwZ _Kv Kz-D, Kz-D, 
মই †K‡ZKx gvZ †evৰ‰j gbZ cwৰ‡Q| 
†_vcv‡_v‡c dzwj _Kv K‡cŠ dzj †evৰ, 
MQ ïৱwb Kwৰ eMv ˆn _Kv ZMৰ dzjৰ, 
Kv‡lw` cvৰ ˆn M’‡j †MvÜ‡U‡ৱ Mv gb 
fvj jMvB †hvৱv bvnৰ dzjৰ Avৰ“ my›`ৰ 
myৱv‡m †PŠw`‡k Av‡gvj †gvj Kৰv 
†K‡ZKx dzjৰ †MvÜ‡evৰ †hb †gvৰ 
bvKZ jvwM‡Qwn| †m‡qB †bwK nVv‡Z 
KzেৱBUK evৰ“‰K‡q PzB েযাৱv GB cÖP� 
aygynv‡Uv †`wL †gvৰ G‡b jvwMj| ৰOvjx 
weûৰ Av‡M Av‡M GBqv evৰ“ eৰ 
ˆ`wPjvB AvwQj †bwK !! 

mZ¨vbymÜvb 
আ‡jvK Kzgvৰ `vm 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ic‡ৰ Ic‡ৰ Pv‡j 
‡n mZ¨, Zzwg Bgvb mnR! 
cvbxৰ `‡ৰB wbfvR| 
‡Zvgvৰ †cÖgZ AvKÉ wbgw¾Z 
gB Ag„তৰ cyÎ| 
‡Kৱj †ZvgvK eywReৰ ev‡eB 
gv‡R gv‡R AK…cbfv‡e †RvKvwৰ w`Iu 
‡gvৰ eyw×ৰ †Rv‡jvOv 
Avৰ“ jv‡n jv‡n †mvgvB c‡ৰv 
KzûuwKbx gvqvৰ Acvৰ mvMৰZ| 
GKgvÎ †Zvgvৰ †cÖgৰ ev‡eB 
‡n mZ¨ 
gB MwZ K‡ৰv †`kৰ cৰv Avৰ“ †`k‰j 
‡jvKৰ cৰv †jvKvšÍৰ‰j 
Rb¥ৰ cৰv Rb¥všÍৰ‰j|
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mgq wK †h †Zvgvৰ 
hv`y 

AÄjx ৰvR‡Lvৱv 
 

AvwR †Zvgvৰ †ev‡j mgq bvB, 
Kvwj †Zvgvৰ †ev‡j mgq bvB 

mgq‡bv †Zvgvৰ Kvnvwb n’ব 
mgq‡Pvb চাওঁ‡ZB cvৰ ৈহ hve| 

wVK †mB`‡ৰ 
mgq cvwL jMv Kvuoৰ `‡ৰ 
mgqৰ kৰ gvwৰe bvRvিন‡j 
kৰ cûৰ gOn †Lvৱা Uvb 

GB K_v‡evৰ Avgvৰ Nৰৰ †eৰZ 
I‡jvgvB †_vৱv g Í̄ Wall Clock †Uv‡ৱ 
†Kvev †hb jMv bvB‡b? ৰe ৰe ¸wb 
hvIK, Noxৰ bvg ïbvৰ j‡M j‡M cuvP  
wgwbUৰ AvM‡Z ক’jv †Kৰvnx LbZ বnvB 
ˆ_ Anv fvwR Lb‰j gbZ cwৰ Mj bnq 
Rv‡bv? fvwRLb R¡wjj †bwK? Gৰv 
GB‡Uv mgq‡Z Av‡KŠ wbRৰ gbৰ cQ›`ৰ 
wPwৰ‡qj Lb w`‡q bnq, mgqৰ K_v bKe 
Avৰ“, ৰ’e‡Pvb ïbK gBI ˆK hvIu, †ewQ 
`~ৰ‡j hve bvjv‡M, wbRৰ Rxৱনেটাৰ 
K_v‡K fveK‡Pvb| fvwe‡Q Pv‡M wbRৰ 
K_v‡bv †K‡b‰K fvweg, GUv eqmৰ 
cvৰv‡n K_v‡evৰ gbZ Av‡Q| Zv‡K 
fveK, evKx‡evৰ gB ˆK hvg bnq| Rb¥ 
†ক‡b‰K n’j Mg‡K bvপv‡j| wKš‘ gvৰ 
gy‡L‡ৰ ïwbwQj bnq †KvbLb 
nw¯úZvjZ, mgq ৰvwZc~ৱv †b Ma~jx 
BZ¨vw` K_v‡evৰ, †ZwZqvn‡j PvIK‡Pvb 
†K‡b‰K Indireclly Avcywb Mg 

†bv‡cvৱv‰K mgqৰ gvRZ †mvgvB M’j| 
wb‡R †mB mgqZ Mg bvcv‡jI GwZqv 
Mg cvB‡Q bnq? wbRৰ †KuPzৱv †nvৱvৰ 
j‡M j‡M Bgvb Lৰ aৰ jvwM‡Q, †KuPzৱvK 
mgqg‡Z MvLxৰ w`qv, cÖ_g K_v Avwne 
mgqZ Horoscope Lb Kৰv, KvৰY 
†mBLb mgqZ bn‡j bvg †_vৱv Birth 
Certificate DwjIৱv Avw` Kvg‡evৰ 

wcQcwৰ hve, †mB bn‡j ¯‹zjZ bvg, 
jMve‰j Amyweav ne, Avwn MÕj 
Av‡cvbvৰ Rxৱb‰j Noxৰ KUv †Pvৱvৰ 
mgq, mgq PvB PvB গvLxৰ w`qv, wK 
VvÛv wK Mৰg w`b, ৰvwZ DwV DwV 
†KPzৱvৰ Kvৰ‡ণ ই‡Uv wm‡Uv w`qv| gvn 

w`b evMৰvৰ cvPZ †MvUv Avহাৰ w`qv, 
Vaccine w`qv, mgq †`‡Lvb cvৰ ৈহ 
ˆM‡Q `uvZ MRv bvB, gvZ dzZv bvB, 
†KvR Kpv bvB, KZ †h wK †LvR Kpvৰ 
cvQZ Avwnj ¯‹zjৰ ce©| Play 
School, Nursery Kg Avৰ¤¢ ˆn Mj| 
mgqৰ ৰ“wUb Avৰ¤¢ †nvevৰ j‡M j‡M 
mgq Avwnj wbR‡K Avৰ“ kw³kvjx Kwৰ 
†Zvjv, KvৰY ˆah©¨ৰ †h mxমা _vwKe cv‡ৰ 
GwZqv‡n cÖgvb Kwৰe cvwৰe, mgq AvM 
epvৰ j‡M j‡M ˆah ©̈I evwpe, wPšÍv Kwৰe 
bvjv‡M, wb‡RB fvwe PvIK‡Pvb cwp _Kv 
w`bৰ K_v Avৰ“ AvwRৰ K_v, GB 
mK‡jv‡evৰ mgq‡ৰ cÖfve| gbZ cwৰ 
†hvৱv bvB †b evৰ“ cwp _Kv w`b‡evৰৰ 
K_v, †mBw`b †evৰৰ K_v fvwe 
wgwQKxqvB nuvwn _vwK‡jB bne, Zv‡K 
myৱwৰ AvwRৰ mgqZ wjwL hvIK‡Pvb 
ধুিনয়া ধুিনয়া Mí, KweZv Dcb¨vm 
BZ¨vw` †evৰ| 

GwZqv fveK mgqৰ g~j¨I †h 
Kv‡ৰvevৰ ev‡e bv_vwKe cv‡ৰ, wKq gbZ 
cৰv bvB? mৰ“ mৰ“ j’ৰv †Qvevjx‡evৰৰ 
K_v wK‡Qv, wb‡RB †`েখাb Kq, †KwZqv 
†h WvOৰ ne, †KwZqv‡h eywR cve| 
mgqৰ K_v‡K bKq Rv‡bv? †KwZqvev 

Av‡KŠ Airport AZ ewn _v‡Kv‡Z ev 
Flight Lb †`wৰ n’‡j Avgvৰ mgq 
bvhvq †n bvhvq †যb jv‡M hw`I 
†mB‡evৰ mgq Avb eûZৰ ev‡e g~j¨evb 
ˆn c‡ৰ, Airport ৰ Kvৰ‡ণ cjg †nvৱv 
gvbyn Rbৰ ev‡`I Avb wKQygvb gvbyn 

wh‡evৰ Av‡jvPbx, evwbR¨ 
BZ¨vw`ৰ jMZ RwoZ 
†ZI‡jv‡K ewn ewn‡q 
ZvZ eûZ Kvg Kwৰ 
†cjve cv‡ৰ| my 
mvwnwZ¨K Wt f‡e›`ªbv_ 
kBKxqvB g„Zz¨K AvMZ 
ৰvwL nvZZ †cvev w`b 
†KBিটৰ wgwbU 
†P‡K�‰j‡K wnPve Kwৰ 

KvgZ LটুৱvBwQj। AvwR 
Kvwj‡Zv  AvMৰ `‡ৰ 

KvMR cÎ G‡mvcvgvb fvৰ ˆe ˆj dzwৰe 
bvjv‡M| AvMৰ `‡ৰ Bus stand, 
Airport, †ৰj †÷kb Avw`Z UvBg cvQ 
Kwৰeৰ Kvৰ‡b Kv‡Kv wePvwৰৰ bvjv‡M| 
mg‡q Av‡cvbvK Kvb‡Z AvVv jMv w` 
jvwM _vwKe‰j Mobile †Uv Avwৱ¯‹vৰ 
Kwৰ w`‡Q bnq| †mB‡Uv ˆ_ e¨¯Í nj 

Laptop †UvZ, Laptop eywj Kওঁ‡Z 
Computer †Uvৰ K_v gbZ cwৰ Mj| 
wK Avwe¯‹vৰ mgqৰ| wK bvB GB 
hš¿‡UvZ| PvjQ †e‡eRK AvaywbK 
Computer ৰ Rb¥`vZv eywj †Kvev nq| 
1946 PbZ †cbwQj†fwbqvৰ Rb 
gvW©Lwj Avৰ“ †R. †cÖQcvৰ bvgৰ `yRb 
e¨w³‡q cÖ_g‡Uv D”P¶gZvm¤ú~bœ 

¯^qswµq Kw¤úDUvৰ‡Uv DwjqvBিছj, 
Zvৰ cvQZ Avwnj B›Uvৰ‡bU, cÖ_g‡Z 
1969 PbZ †óbdডৰ্  wৰচাছৰ্  BbwówUDU 
DUv wek¦we`¨vjq Avৰ“ †Kwjdিণৰ্qv 
wek¦we`¨vjqৰ jP G‡ÄjQZ e¨ৱnvৰ Kৰv 
K_v Ke cvwৰ, 1972 ৰvB‡R fvj‰K 
ZvK RvwbwQj, VSNL G fvৰZel©Z 
1995 ৰ 15 AvMóZ Avৰ“ অmgত 
1996 Z B›Uvৰ‡bটৰ cvZwb †g‡j| 
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AvPwৰZ jvwM‡jI muPv K_v B›Uvৰ‡bUৰ 
†Kv‡bv gvwjK bvB| B›Uvৰ‡b‡Uৰ †hvMw` 
Av‡KŠ wh wK Kিৰe †bvৱvwৰ, B‡gBj, 
BDwUDe, AৰKzU, †dPeyK Zvৰ Dcwৰ 
†e‡jM †e‡jM Site e¨envৰ Kwৰe‰j 
†e‡jM †e‡jM kã, mgq Avৰ“ ¯’vb ৰvwn 
Kwৰe‰j †e‡jM †e‡jM msw¶ß kã, 
Email AZ Chatting K‡ৰv‡Z kã 
msw¶ß‰K e¨ৱnvৰ Kৰv nq| †h‡b 
Please don’t mind wjLv nq PDS 
Avৰু see you again cya Av‡KŠ 
emotion eyRve‰j t) Smile t 
(BZ¨vw`| 

2006 চনত েনটওৱিকৰ্ ং চাইট 
েবােৰ পােল এক নতুন Dimension, 
েযাগ হ’ল টুইটাৰ, টুইটাৰৰ ফেমৰ্ট 
েফচবুক বা অকুৰ্ টতৈক অলপ েবেলগ, 
দীঘল েমেচজ বা অনলাইন chatting ৰ 
সলিন 140 টা শ�ৰ “টুইট” অৰ 
মাধ্যেমেৰ েযাগােযাগ ৰখা হয় সকেলােৰ 
লগত, এই ব্যৱস্হাৰ েযােগিদ আপুিন 
কােৰাবাৰ বা আেপানাক েকােনাবাই 
follow কিৰব পােৰ, সাধাৰণেত 
celebrity সকলৰ মাজত টুইটাৰ েবিছ 
জনি�য়। 

mgqৰ Avnevb Avৰ“ GUv n’j 
TV hZ †bwK Avcywb Nৰ‡Z ewn ewn 
c„w_exৰ Lৱৰ‡evৰ cve cv‡ৰ, John 
Logic Baird bvmৰ GRb ¯‹U‡j¸ৰ 
gvby‡n 1925 PbZ TV Avিৱ®‹vৰ 
KwৰwQj| B.B.C †q 1929 Pb 
Baird’s System e¨envৰ Kwৰ 
†ZI‡jvKৰ j¸bZ _Kv ÷zwWIৰ cৰv 
cÖ_gevৰৰ ev‡e ‡Uwjwfচন m¤cÖPvৰণ 
KwৰwQj, cÖ_g‡Z Ijvj Lelack and 
while T.V †e‡jM Shape Avৰ“ 
†e‡Mj Size Aৰ, GmgqZ `~ৰ`k©bZ 
mxgve×, _Kv T.V †UvZ AvwRKvwj 
300/400 †P‡bj| Bgv‡bB mgqৰ 
cwৰeZ©b nj jMZ bvjv‡M †KwZqvev 
AK‡j ewn Pve‰jI jvR jv‡M|   

Av‡cvbv‡jv‡K evৰ“ Avৰ“ GUv 
Rv‡b‡b K_v 200 eQৰৰ AvM‡Z 

Amg‰j Avwn †Zj Avৰ“ Pvn †Kv¤úvbx 
†Lvjv e„wUQ mK‡jv mgqৰ g~j¨ byeyRv 
Avgvৰ gvbynৰ ev‡e mgqৰ `yUv fvM Kwৰ 
w`wQj| Standard Avৰ“ Local time 
GB Local time ‡Uv m`vq 1 N›Uv 
AvMZ AvwQj| gv‡b Lacal time AZ 
9ÕO Clock n‡j Standard time 
AZ 8ÕO Clock nq| AvwRI †evaK‡ৰv 
Pvn evwMQv †evৰZ GB Time P‡j| 

mgqৰ Dcnvৰ Avb Gwea nÕj 
AvwR Kvwjৰ eûj fv‡e cÖPwjZ Day 
†evৰ, †h‡b Valentine day, 
Mother’s day, Women’s love, 
Friendship day AvM‡Z Avwg 
Independence day, Republic 
day, Teacher’s day, Brith day 
†evৰ †n RvwbwQ‡jv Bqvৰ cvQZ Avwnj 
Earth Hour gvP© gvnৰ †klৰ kwbevৰ 
†UvZ, April ৰ 22 Zvwৰ‡L cÖ_g‡Z 
Earth Day wnPv‡e cvjb KwৰwQj| 
AvwR Kvwjৰ jÕৰv‡Qvৱvjx AvMৰ Day 
†Kvl bore cvq| mgqৰ cwৰeË©b 
GB‡evেৰা bnq Rv‡bv cyৰণv day †evৰ 
wKgvb gvwb _vwKe bZzb wKev GUv 
তাহাঁZ‡K jv‡M| 

GB mg‡q gvbynৰ Rxeb‰j myL-
`yL ỳ‡qvUv‡q KwpqvB Av‡b| gwnjv 
†hwZqv gwnjvৰ D`vnৰণ‡K w`e LywR‡Qv, 
wUbv Av¤^vbx Avৰ“ উষা wgÆvjৰ K_v 
wbðq Rv‡b mK‡jv‡ৱ gbZ cwৰ‡Q †b 
evৰ“, nq †mB Awf‡bÎx wUbvৰ K_v‡K 
ˆK‡Qv, Av¤^vbx cwৰqvjৰ wØZxq cyÎ 
Awbj Av¤^vbxৰ cZœx| †mB`‡ৰ Dlv 
wgÆvj ZxLv mgªvU ৰƒ‡c RbRvZ j²x 
wgÆvjৰ cZœx Dষাই 15 eQৰZ‰Kেয়া 
AwaK mgqRywৰ B‡Ûv‡bvwQqvZ _Kv 
B¯úvU KvৰLvbv GUv PjvB wbRৰ wPbvKx 
gReyZ Kwৰ‡Q wVK †mB`‡ৰ mgqৰ 
†mvZZ evMিৰ Awf‡bÎxৰ cৰv wUbvB 
Awbjৰ e¨emvqZ RwoZ †nvৱv †`Lv 
ˆM‡Q, hvৰ djZ wৰjv‡qÂ 
KwgDwb‡Kk¨bৰ AwaK cÖmvৰ †nvৱv  
†`Lv ˆM‡Q| ¯^vgxৰ bv‡g‡ৰ bvg wVKbv 

wKbv gwnjv bnq, gvbwmK cwৰkªgৰ ejZ 
wbR¯ ̂ cwৰPq m„wó Kwৰe‰j mg_© ˆn‡Q 
†Zওঁ‡jvK| 

mg‡q KwpqvB Abv ỳL eywj K‡j 
Kb©vUKৰ Aৰ“bv PvgeM (Shomblag) 
bvgৰ bvP© MৰvKxq K_v gbZ c‡ৰ, 
1973 PbZ Mumbai ৰ Edward 
Memorial Hospital AZ Kvg Kৰv 
bvP© MৰvKxৰ Rxeb‰j G‡b GUv w`b 
Avwnj hvৰ ev‡ৰ ZvB my`xN© 37 eQৰ 
Kgvত (Coma) _vwK cvৰ Kwৰe jMv 
ˆn‡Q| Ae‡klZ Ajc‡Z wcw¼ weৰvbx 
bvgৰ GMvৰvKx mvsevw`‡K †ZIK GB 
Ae¯’vৰ cৰv D×vৰ cveৰ ev‡ব D”PZg 
b¨vqvjqৰ KvষPv‡c| D”PZg b¨vqvj‡q 
mK‡jv w`k Pvwc Rvwৰ †Pvevৰ cvQZ 
†hvৱv gvP© gvnৰ 7 Zvwৰ‡L PwjZ eQৰ 
GUv HwZnvwmK ৰvq`vb K‡ৰ| wh‡Uv 
ৰvq`v‡b fvৰZel©Z Passive 
euthanasia cÖ_g evৰৰ ev‡e m¤§wZ 
cÖ`vb K‡ৰ| 

mg‡q gvbynৰ Rb¥ৰ cৰv g„Zz¨ৰ 
¶b Mbv‰j‡K Gwৰ wbw`‡q| U.S.A RR© 
evwk¦sUb BDwbfvৰwPwUৰ GRb Wv³ৰ Wvt 
j¶exৰ PvDjvB g„Zz¨ৰ AvM g~û©Ëৰ 30 
†P‡KÛৰ cৰv 3 wgwbUৰ wfZৰZ wK ne 
cv‡ৰ Zv‡ৰv wৰPv©P KwৰwQj| 

gwৰe eywj wbwPšÍ †nvৱv wKQygvb 
†ৰvMxৰ E.E.G. (Electro Ence 
phalo Gram) Kwৰ †mB mgqZ 
gMRZ wK aৰণৰ wµqv Kwৰe cv‡ৰ ZvK 
Rvwbeৰ ev‡e| 

eûZ K‡jv mgqৰ K_v| ¯^qs 
fMevb K…òB g_yৰvৰ cৰv e„›`veb‰j 
ˆMwQj KsmB w`qv mgq‡Uvৰ cৰv wbR‡K 
ৰ¶v Kwৰe‰j| MwZ‡K Avwg †Kvb mgq 
gvwb bPwje‰j| 
mgq mgq eywj hv‡Z mgq cvৰ Kৰvৰ 
cvQZ fvwe‡Qv AvwRৰ mwÜqv‡Uv †gvৰ 
†`‡Lvb mgqৰ IcৰZ wjLv K_vwLwbৰ 
ev‡e †g‡nৰ হঁতৰ Nৰ‰j hve jvwগব 
সwÜqv‡Uv gB †g‡nৰৰ Kvৰ‡ণ mRvB 
Zzwj‡jv| 
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�ত্যাশা 

প�ৱী শইকীয়া  

 

 TD+ৰ Ground Floor, 
স্ৱাভািৱকেতই চখ থকা মানুহৰ এখন 
ফুলিনবাৰী আৰু এখন পাচিল বাৰী 
থােকই। ৰুণমুীেৰা তাৰ ব্যিত�ম নািছল।    
ৰািতপুৱা সাত বজাত অন্জন অিফচৈল 
েযাৱাৰ পাছত বাৰীেকইখনত পাক মািৰ  
যাদৱক (মােন ৰুণমুীৰ মালীেটাক) ইেটা 
িসেটা িদহা পৰামশৰ্ িদযােটা তাইৰ বহু 
বছৰৰ  অভ্যাস। যিদও তাই েবচেক 
জােন েয এই ে��ত যাদৱ তাইতৈক বহু 
অিভ�। কাৰণ আিজ েপা�ৰ বছেৰ িস 
দিুলয়াজানৰ  OIL Colony ৰ বহুতৰ 
ঘৰেত মালীৰ কাম কিৰ আিহেছ, তথািপ 
এইেটা তাইৰ িনত্য ৈনিমিত্তক কথা। 

বাৰীত ইেটা িসেটা চাই থােকােত 
েকইটা বািজল তাইৰ খবেৰই নাই। তাই 
ভািবেল, "আিজেচান গীতাজনী কামৈল 
অহাই নাই"। অন্জন আৰু কুহী-পাহীেয় 
খাই েযাৱা বাচন িখিনও েতেনৈকেয় পিৰ 
আেছ। লৰালিৰৈক িভতৰৈল 
ৈগ তাই Servant Room ৰ  calling  
bell েটা েকইবাবােৰা িটিপেল। অলপ 
িপছেত Servant Room ৰ  দজৰ্ াখন 
েখাল খােল আৰু গীতাই িচঞিৰেল, 
"বাইেদউ আিহ আেছা"। সচাৈকেয় আিহ 
আেছা বুিল েকাৱাৰ েকই মূহুতৰ্  মানৰ 
িভতৰেত তাই আিহ ওলালিহ। "ইমান 
েদিৰ কিৰিল িকয়?" অলপ খং কিৰেয়ই  

ৰুণমুীেয় �� কিৰেল। "নাই বাইেদউ কািল 
নতুন TD+ Line ত এটা Birth Day  
Party  আিছল, ৰািত বহুত হ'ল, 
ৰািতপুৱা উিঠব পৰা নাই"।  ৰুণমুীেয় 
মনেত ভািবেল আও তহতেৰা  Late 
Night Party ওেলাৱা হ'লেন? ৰুণমুীেয় 
গহীন মােতেৰ ক'েল,  "বাৰু বাৰু হ'ব,  
কামিবলাক েসানকােল েশষ কৰ, চাৰ 
আিজ দপূিৰয়া েসানকােল আিহব আৰু 
েতাৰ এই ৰািতপুৱা েদিৰৈক অহাৰ নাটক 
খন ঘনাই চিলেল মই িক� ঘৰ খািল 
কৰাই িদম।" েসই ভাবুকী ৰুণমুীেয গীতাক 
আিজ এঘাৰ বছেৰ িদ আিহেছ, িক� 
কাযৰ্ৈল আিজৈলেক পিৰণত কৰা নাই। 
কাৰণ তাই ভালৈকেয জােন গীতাজনী 
এিদন নািহেলই তাইৰ িক হাহাকাৰ অৱ�া 
হয়। 

এেনেত েফানেটা ি�ং ি�ং ৈক বািজ
 উিঠল। গীতাক কামৰ িদহা িদ তাই গ'ল 
েফানেটা উঠাবৈল।Hello!" ইফালৰ পৰা
বি�তাৰ   মাত,  "ঐ, েফানেটা 
উঠাবৈল ইমান সময় লােগেন? িক কিৰ 
আিছিল? পাকঘৰত েসামািলেয়ই েনিক? 
আিজ Lunchত িক ৰাি�ছ?" 
বি�তাৰ উপযুৰ্পিৰ ��। এেনেযই তাই েব
চ কথকী। বি�তা এসমযৰ ৰুণমুীৰ 
সহপাঠী আিছল। দেুয়াজনীৰ মাজত 
েবচ ব�ু� আিছল। আেকৗ 
বি�তাৰ ক�স্ৱৰ, "বুিজছ mood েটা 
 off ৈহ  েতাৈলেক  েফান কিৰেলা"। 
 ৰুণমুীেয় সুিধেল, "িক হ’লেনা েতাৰ 
mood off  হবৈল?" "এ নকিব আৰু 
এও অিফচৈল েযাৱাৰ  পাছত বাৰা�াত 
ৈৰ আিছেলা,েমাক েদখাপাই 
 neighbour নীহািৰকা ওলালিহ। েসই 
এেকই ওপৰত   ওপৰত lecture, েযাৱা 
মাহত িসহঁতক boss ৰ ঘৰত েকইিদন 
dinnerত মািতেল, তাই আিজ কাক 
dinner ৈল  মািতেছ, িসহতৰ 
কাৰ ঘৰত েকিতযা dinner ৰ  
invitation  আেছ,   husband 
এ তাইক িক surprise gift িদেল। 
তাইক husband এ েবােল New 

Years Day েটা ৰািতপুৱাই surprise 
gift িদ িদেয়ই। এইেবােৰই আৰু, অন্য 
কথা এেকা নাই েযন পািতবৈল 
সংসাৰত। মােন কথােবাৰ শুিনেল মূৰেতা 
গৰম ৈহ যায় বুিজছ। িকমান  পানীৰ  
মাছ  েসইেটােটা জােনােৱই েদ েচান"। 
"হব েদ, তাইৰ কথাত মূৰ 
গৰম কিৰ এেকা লাভ নাই। তাই 
েতেনকুৱা বুিল চেবইেটা জােন। কথােৰ 
েতাতৈক ওপৰত থািকব িবচােৰ 
আৰু। িক কিৰিব, শুিন থািকিব আৰু। 
 উপােয়ােটা নাই, at least েতাৰ 
neighbour েযিতয়া।" ৰুণমুীৰ বুজিনত 
বি�তা অলপ ঠা�া ৈহ কথাৰ topic অন্য 
ফােল সলােল। 

এেনেত ৰুণমুীৰ ঘৰৰ calling bell  
েটা বািজ উিঠল।  "এই বি�তা েকােনাবা  
আিহেছ  অ',  েফানেতা থওঁ েদ"। 
বািহৰৈল  ৈগ েদেখ মুনু (ৈবশালীৰ ঘৰৰ 
কাম কৰা েছাৱালী) হাতত এটা ডাঙৰ 
বািত  ৈল  ৈৰ  আেছ। তাইক েদিখ লাজ 
লাজ লাজৈক ক'েল, "বাইেদউ, আমাৰ 
বাইেদেৱ ছটা কণী খুিজেছ। 
আেপানাক েফান কিৰিছল, িক� আপুিন 
েবােল েফানত কােৰাবাৰ লগত কথা পািত 
আিছল, েসই কাৰেণ নপােল।" ৈবশালী 
ৰুণমুীৰ �িতেবশী। TD+ৰ First Floor 
ত  থােক। ৰুণমুীৰ লগত িবেশষ ব�ু� 
নাথািকেলও এেনকুৱা  সৰু সুৰা  ব�ৰ 
 আদান  �দান মােজ মােজ চেল। ৰুণমুীেয় 
ি�জেটা খুিল চােল, দহটা কণীআেছ। 
ছটা কণী উিলয়াই আিন  মুনুৰ  বািটেটাত 
 ভৰাই িদেল।"বাইেদৱ েনা  িক  বনাব 
 অ' মুনু", ৰুণমুীেয়  সুিধেল।" জােনা 
 cake বনাব েনিক" বুিল  ৈক  মুনু  
ওলাই  গ'ল। আচলেত ৰুণমুীেয়  
িনেজই আিজ এটা cake কৰাৰ কথা 
ভািবিছল। কুহী পাহী  দেুয়াজনীেয়  
cake  খাই বৰ  ভাল পায়। দেুয়াজনীেয় 
আিজ েকইিদন মানৰ পৰা তাইক ৈক 
আিছল, "মা, cake এটা বনাবােচান, 
তুিম  বহুতিদন  cake  বেনাৱা নাই। 
 আিজ  আিম  school েযাৱাৰ পাছত 
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এটা বনাবাই িক�। ছটা কণী  ৈবশালীক 
িদেয িদবলগীযা েহাৱাত তাইৰ েপেট েপেট 
অলপ খং উিঠল যিদও, িপছ মূহুতৰ্ েত তাই 
আেকৗ ভািবেল  ওচৰ  চুবুৰীয়া েযিতয়া 
অলপেটা  সহায়  কিৰবই লািগব 
হ'ব আৰু।  
চােৰ দহটামান বজাতঅন্জন  আিহল  
অিফচৰ পৰা। আিহেয়ই িস হুৰমুৰৈক din
ing table ত  বিহ ৰুণমুীক িচঞিৰেল, 
"ৰুণ, েসানকােল ভাতেটা িদয়া, ভাত 
েকইটা খােয়ই  মই কঠালিন well site 
ৈল েদৗিৰব লািগব, িকবা পাইপ ফািট 
েগােটইখন  েঝং 
 লািগেছ, আিজ েমাৰ ঘূিৰ 
েহােত িকমান েদিৰ হয় িঠক নাই"। "এ 
হ'ল আৰু েতিতয়াহেল, আিজ OIL 
Market ৈল যাব লািগিছল ব� 
েকইটামান  আিনবৈল,  নহ'ব  আৰু  
েতে�"। িবৰি�েৰ ৰুণমুীেয় ক'েল। 
 বাৰা�াত ৈৰ ৰুণমুীেয় অন্জন েযাৱাৈল 
চাই থািকল। গাড়ীখন TD+ৰ েককুৰীেটা 
ঘূিৰ েনেদখা েহাৱাৈলেক চাই থািক তাই 
বাৰা�াৰ চকী দখুনৰ এখনত বিহ পিৰল।  

েকিতয়াৰ পৰােয অন্জনেটা  
তাইৰ  ইমান  আেপান  ৈহ গ'ল। তাইৰ 
মনেটা  দহ  বছৰমান 
আগৈল উিৰ গ'ল। পঢা শুনা, িটউচন,  
ব�ু-বা�ৱী আৰু বহুেতা সেপানৰ মাজত  
ডুব ৈগ থােকােত হঠােত এিদন 
মােক তাইক মািত ক'েল, "ৰুণ, আিম 
েতাৰ িবয়াৰ কথা ভািবেছা। মানুহ এঘৰ 
আিহব িবচািৰেছ আমাৰ ঘৰৈল। ল’ৰােটা 
আিম েবয়া েদখা নাই। ঘৰ গুৱাহািটত 
আৰু Oil India ত চাকিৰ কেৰ। দাদাই 
ল’ৰােটাক ভালৈকেয় জােন। িস ভাল বুিল 
েকাৱাৰ কাৰেণেহ আিম আগবািঢব 
খুিজেছা। বাকী েতাৰ  ওপৰত। 
 তই ভালৈক চাই ল। তই যিদ ভাল েদখ 
েতিতয়ােহ আিম আগ বািঢ়ম। অন্য এেকা 
নাই েদউতাৰ চাকিৰত থােকােতই িবয়াখন 
পািতব পািৰেল বহুত সুিবধা হয়। তই িচ�া 
কিৰ চািব।" মাকৰ কথা শুিন ৰুণুমীৰ 
মূৰেটা আচ�াই কৰা েযন লািগল। তাইৰ 

েযন ভিৰৰ তলৰ পৰা মািটখন লােহ লােহ 
নাইিকয়া ৈহ ৈগেছ। তাই লেগ লেগ 
ক�নামুৱা ৈহ িচঞৰ মািৰ মাকক কেল, 
"আৰু েমাৰ পঢা শুনা িক হ’ব?" লােহ 
লােহ তাইৰ কাে�ান বািঢ় আেহ। মােক 
তাইক বুজিনৰ সুৰত কয়,"িবয়াৰ পাছত 
তই িক পিঢ়ব েনাৱিৰিব েনিক? িজনুেৱ 
(ৰুণমুীৰ বােয়ক) েদেখান িবয়াৰ পাছ্ত 
ইমান িখিন পিঢ় শুিন এিতয়া চাকিৰও 
কিৰ আেছ।" লােহ লােহ কথােটা কেলজৰ 
লগৰ িবলােকও গম পােল। Economics 
major ৰ তাইৰ লগৰ উম�, পূৰবী, 
কমল, েদৱাশীষহেত তাইক "িমেচচ 
বৰুৱা" বুিল েজাকাবৈল ল'েল। মােজ মােজ 
অন্জেনা িসহতৰ ঘৰৈল �থমেত লগৰ ব�ু 
এটাক ৈল আৰু পাছৈল অকেল 
আিহবৈল লেল। ৰুণমুীেয়ও লােহ লােহ 
 অধীৰ  আ�েহেৰ weekend েটাৈল 
বাট চাই থকা হ'ল। েকােনাবা এটা 
 weekend ত যিদ অন্জেন েকেনবাৈক 
আিহব েনাৱািৰব বুিল েফান কেৰ েতে� 
তাইৰ  এেকা  ভাল  নলগা  
হয়। এেনৈকেয় এি�ল মাহৰ এটা িদনত 
অন্জনৰ 
লগত তাইৰ িবয়াখন ৈহ ৈগিছল।  
েতিতয়াৰ  পৰা  আিজ পযৰ্্য� তাই 
অন্জনৰ মৰমৰ  মাজত  এেনৈক  ডুব 
ৈগ আেছ েয অন্জন 
অিবহেন তাই এক মূহুতৰ্ ও ভািবব েনাৱােৰ
। হঠােত েগটখন  েখালাৰ শ�ত 
তাই চক্ খাই মূৰ তুিল চােল   "বাইেদউ 
 েবাৱা  িমিচং  েমেখলা  চাদৰ 
 আিনেছা,  চাই  েনিক?  লয় যিদ দাম 
চাম অলপ কম কিৰ িদম েশেষই  হ'ল 
 িতিনেযাৰ  মানেহ  আেছৈগ  আৰু" 
ৰুণমুীেয মূৰ  েজাকািৰ  নালােগ  বুিল 
ৈকদজৰ্ াখন মািৰ িভতৰৈল েসামাই 
আিহল।  

যাৱতীয় কাম কাজ অলপমান 
কিৰ তাই বাতিৰ কাকতখনত চকু ফুৰােল 
েসই  এেকই খবৰ হত্যা, লু�ন, 
গেণশগুিড়ত েবামা িবেচ্ফাৰণ, ছা�ৰ দেল 
েনতাৰ বাসভৱনত ৈগ েঘৰাও, ছয় 

বছৰীয়া নাবািলকাক ষািঠ বছৰীয়া বৃ�ৰ 
�াৰা ধষৰ্ণ, ৰাখীক েকােনাবাই চুমা 
খােল.... ইত্যািদ ইত্যািদ। 
েতেনেত বািহৰত েগট েখালাৰ শ� শুিন 
ৰুণমুীেয় বাতিৰ কাকতখন জািপ ৈথ 
এেনেয় িনজৰ িপ�া কােপাৰ কািন িখিন 
িঠেক আেছেন নাই এবাৰ আইনাখনত 
চাই ৈল দজৰ্ াখন  খুিলবৈল গ'ল। হািহ হািহ 
ৈবশালী ৈৰ আেছ।  হাতত cake ৰ 
batterেটা এটা বািতত। 
েসামােযই তাই সুিধেল, " এই ৰুণমুী 
েতামাৰ অলপ baking powder হব 
েনিক? 
েমাৰ আিছল জানা, িক� এেকবােৰ েগাটা 
মািৰ গ'ল, ব্যৱহাৰ কিৰব পৰা অৱ�াত 
নাই। আৰু এই মুনুহেত িততা  চামুচ  
ভৰাই  িদেয় েয বৰ িদগদািৰ"। আেছ 
আহা পাকঘৰৈল আহা।ৈবশালীেয় েজাখমেত 
 েটমােটাৰ  পৰা  baking powder 
ৈল চামুচ খেনেৰ েগােটইিখিন লৰােল আৰু 
ৰুণমুীককেল,"ৰুণমুী  েতামাৰ এটা 
beater আেছ নহয়, িদয়ানা এই batter 
িখিন অলপ মািৰ। েসই কাৰেণই মই  
েগােটইিখিন  উঠাই  আিনেলা।  হােতেৰ 
 কৰাতৈক  beater িদ কিৰেল  cake 
েটা বহুত soft হয নহয জােনা, িক  
েকাৱা?" ৰুণমুীেয় িঠক ঠাক কিৰ আিন 
beater েটা মািৰ হািহ হািহ ৈবশালীক 
 সুিধেল," িক েহ আিজ িকবা আেছ েযন 
 পাইেছা,  cake  বনাই  েমিল  েবেলগ 
ব্য�  েদেখান"। ৈবশালীেয় লােহৈক ক'েল, 
"ও িঠেকই ৈকছা, আিজ আমাৰ 
anniversary"। ৰুণমুীেয় িচঞঁৰ মািৰ 
উিঠল, "ইেয় হয়! মই নাজােনােৱই নহয, 
Anyway,Happy Anniversary" 
বুিল ৈক তাই ৈবশালীক সাৱট মািৰ 
ধিৰেল।"  আৰু সুিধেল আিজৰ 
programme িক? 
ঘৰেত েন বািহৰত কৰবাত যাবা?" উত্তৰ
ত ৈবশালীেয় 
ক'েল,"নাই এেকা programme  নাই, 
ঘৰেতই আৰু দইুটাই  িমিল cake  
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কািটম, বচ্  িসমােনই"। ৈবশালী 
 েযাৱাৰ  পাছত  ৰুণমুীেয়  ভািবেল 
 আিজ  তাই  cake েটা নকেৰ কাৰণ 
ৈবশালীেয়  িন�য়  গধূলী  cake  
পঠাবই  িসহতৰ কাৰেণ।  অন্য নহেলও 
ৈবশালীৰ েককেটাৰ আধাতৈক েবিছ 
contributionেটা তাইেৰই।  গিতেক 
 নপেঠাৱাৰ কাৰেণই  নাই।  েসই 
 ভািবেয়ই  ৰুণমুীেয়  েকক  কৰাৰ idea 
েটা বাদ িদেল আৰু িট.িভ. েটা চলাই 
 েচাফাখনত  বিহ পিৰল। বািহৰত বাচৰ 
হণৰ্ৰ  শ� 
শুিন তাই ঘডীেটাৈল চােল, েদৰটা 
বািজেলই েচান !  অ' তাৰমােন কুহী-
পাহী পােলিহেযই,   তাই লৰালিৰৈক 
দজৰ্ াখন খুিল  বাৰা�াৈল ওলাই গ'ল। 
দেুযাজনী হাঁিহ হাঁিহ েসামাই  আিহল আৰু 
পাহীেয আিহেয়ই মাকক 
সুিধেল, মা আিজ িক  বনাইছা?  
Chicken   বনাইছােন?  আিজ cake 
বনালােন? 

েখাৱা েবাৱা েশষ কিৰ আজিৰ হও
েতই চািৰটা বািজল। অলপ িজৰাই লও বু
িল ৰুণমুী িবচনাখনত বাগিৰল। িচলিমলৈক 
েটাপিনেটা আেহােতই ি�ং ি�ং ৈক 
েফানেটা বািজ উিঠল। ৰুণমুীেয় ঘড়ীেটাৈল 
 চােল  চােৰ  পাচটা  বািজবৰ  হ'ল। ৬-
৩০ৰ  পৰা  কুহীৰ Maths ৰ  
Tuition আেছ। লৰালিৰৈক েফানেটা 
কাণত ৈল েহে�া' বুিল ৈক উিঠল। ইফালৰ 
পৰা �বীৰৰ মাত, ৰুণমুী আিজ ইহতক 
িটউচনৈল মেযই ৈল যাম িদযা, ই অন্জেন 
well ৰ পৰা েমাক েফান কিৰিছেল, 
 তাৰ েবােল েদৰী হ'ব। কুহীক ওলাই  
থািকবৈল   ক'বা। েফানেটা ৈথেয়ই তাই 
গীতাক িচঞিৰ দেুযাজনীেক দকুাপ গাখীৰ 
িদবৈল ক'েল। �বীৰ-মাইনুৰ েছাৱালী  
িটনা কুহীৰ  লগত এেকলেগ পেঢ। গিতেক 
িটউচনৰ 
অনা িনয়ােটাও িসহেত েসইদেৰ িমলাই ৈল
েছ। আিজ আচলেত অন্জনৰ িনয়াৰ পাল 
আিছল িক� অন্জন নাই গিতেক �বীেৰ 

 িনব লগীয়া  হ'ল। এেনকুৱা  
adjustment  
িসহত দঘুৰৰ মাজত আিজ চািৰবছেৰ 
অকেনা আউল নলগাৈক চিল আিহেছ। 
যথা সময়ত �বীৰ  আিহ কুহীক 
িটউচনৈল ৈল গ'ল আৰু পাহীও ওচৰৰ 
িৰমকীৰ লগত েখিলবৈল  ওলাই গ'ল। 
ৰুণমুীও ৰািতৰ ভাতৰ  আেয়াজনৰ বােব 
গীতাক িদহা িদবৈল পাকঘৰত  েসামাল। 

গধূিল আঠমান বজাত কুহী  
িটউচনৰ পৰা ঘূিৰ আিহল। আিহেয়ই তাই 
 মাকক  সুিধেল, 
 " মা আিজ ৈবশালী আি�ৰ ঘৰত িকবা  
party আেছ েনিক? বহুত হুল�লু 
শুিনেছা।  ৰুমা আৰু আি�-
আংেকালক এটা   gift ৈল অহা েদিখেছা। 
ৰুণমুীেয়  এেকা নামািতেল। অলপ সমযৰ 
পাছত এপাকত বাৰা�ৈল ওলাই ৈগ েদেখ 
হয় বািহৰত েকইবাখেনা গাড়ী আৰু 
ৈবশালীৰ ঘৰত মানুহৰ সমাগম। তাই  
আচিৰত  ৈহ  থৰ  লািগ 
অলপ সময় তােত ৰ'ল। অলপ সমযৰ 
পাছত তাইৰ সি�ত ঘূিৰ আিহল আৰু 
আচল 
কথােটা েতিতযােহ তাই বুিজেল। তাই লৰা
লিৰৈক দজৰ্ াখন মািৰ িভতৰৈল েসামাই 
আিহল আৰু  পাকঘৰত  কামত লািগল।  
তাই যিদও পাকঘৰত েসামাল, তাইৰ িক� 
েকােনা 
কামেত মন নবিহল। গীতাক কামৰ 
িদহা িদ েবড ৰুমৈল আিহ িবচনাখনত পিৰ 
িদেল। িবতৃ�াত তাইৰ মন ভিৰ গ'ল, 
ভািবেল মানুহেনা ইমান এেনকুৱা থােকেন? 
িমছা কথা েকাৱােৰােটা এটা সীমা 
থািকব লােগ। এইেবাৰ 
ভািব পিৰ থােকােতই কিলং েবলেটা বািজ 
উিঠল। ৰুণমুীৰ উিঠ যাবৈল মন নগ'ল। 
গীতাক েকান আিহেছ চাবৈল ৈক িবচনােত 
পিৰ থািকল। অলপসমযৰ পাছত অন্জন 
 েসামাই আিহল। িস ৰুণমুীক ক'েল, "িক 
হ'ল শুই আছা েয? ৰুণ আিজ ভাতেটা 
েসানকােল খাই শুই থািকম েদই, বৰ 

ভাগৰ লািগেছ। মই গােটা ধুই লও, তুিম 
পটকৈক েমাৈল চাহ একাপ কিৰ আনা। 

চাহকাপ অন্জনক িদ ৰুণমুী ভাত 
েখাৱাৰ ব্যৱ�া কিৰবৈল পাকঘৰৈল গ'ল। 
ওপৰৰ 1st floor ৰ পৰা Eric 
Clapton ৰ এটা সু�ৰ ইংৰাজী গানৰ 
কিল তাইৰ কাণত পিৰিহলিহ "You are 
wonderful tonight ....."। 
েখাৱা েবাৱা েশষ কিৰ কুহী পাহী েশাৱাৰ  
পাছত ৰুণমুীেয় ৰািতপুৱা মুনুেৱ কণী 
িনয়াৰ পৰা ৰািত party েটা ৈলেক 
সকেলা কািহনী অন্জনক  ক'েল। অন্জেন 
সকেলা শুনাৰ পাছত হাঁিহ এটা মািৰ 
ক'েল বাদ  িদয়ানা, 
িকেনা এই সৰু সৰু কথােবাৰ ইমান ভািব 
থাকা। এেনেয়ও িস সকেলােবাৰ কথা বৰ 
সাধাৰণ ভােব লয়। ৰুণমুীেয় িপেচ কথােটা 
অন্জনৰ দেৰ ইমান 
সহেজ লব েনাৱিৰেল।  

েতিতযা ৰািত ঘাৰটা বািজেছ। 
অন্জন  শুবৈল বুিল িবচনাত পিৰল। ৰুণমুী 
িক� শুব েনাৱািৰেল। তাই লােহ লােহ 
ি�জেটাৰ  ওচৰৈল আগবািঢ গ'ল আৰু 
ি�জৰ দজৰ্ াখন খুিল কণী চািৰটা ওিলযাই 
আিনেল cake এটা কিৰবৰ বােব .. 
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Dcjwä 
Kৰex k¤§©v 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
LcRc‰K mvৰ cvB Nox‡Uv PvB 

†`wL‡jv Qq evwR cv‡ৰB ˆn MÕj| wUwdb 
ebve‰j †`wৰ nÕj eywj gy‡L‡ৰ  †fvৰ-
†fvৰvB DwV Avwne‰j jIu‡ZB G‡L‡Z 
gvZ jMv‡j- Ò‡nÕৰv KÕ‰j DwV ˆMQv, 
AvwR ïµৰevৰ AwdP bvB|Ó †ZwZqv‡n 
†gvৰ †Lqvj Avwn‡j †h †যvৱvKvwj‡Zv 
e„n¯úwZevৰ AvwQ‡j| wbR‡K wb‡R 
†Kvৱvৰ `‡ৰ Ke‰j Avৰ¤¢ Kwৰ‡jv- Ò‡Qt 
G‡b‡q wgQv‡Z DwV †Uvcwb‡Uv fvwO 
w`‡jv| ZvZ‰K Ajc mgq ïৱ‡q 
cvwৰ‡jv †n‡Zb| GwZqv‡Zv Avৰ“ evMwৰ 
_vwK‡jI †Uvcwb bv‡n|Ó 

Zv‡K ïwb Avgvৰ GIu Av‡KŠ 
Ke‰j Avৰ¤¢ Kwৰ‡j- ÒDwVjv hw` DwVjv 
Avৰ“| G‡Kv bnq w`qv| Avgvৰ Kvৰ‡b 

AvwR Ô†Uóx wKev‡KÕ e‡bvৱv‡Pvb|Ó 
Ô‡Uóx wKevÕৰ K_v ïwb wePbvৰ 

cৰv DQvU gvwৰ DwV ¸wQ Avwn‡jv| †gvৰ 
jMZ G‡Kj‡M cpv †mB †kৱvjx, 
wbqwZ‡q ÔAW©vৰ-AW©vৰÕ eywj ˆK KU©Z 
w`b‡Uv cvৰ Kwৰ‡Q| gB G‡KLb 
AvBb‡K cwp ÔAW©vৰ-AW©vৰÕ Kৰv‡Uv 
`~ৰ‡ZB †nZuv †Kৰvnx‡KB ÔBqৰ AbvৰÕ 
eywj w`bেটা mvৱwU _vwKe jMv ˆn‡Q| 

GIu‡jvK †`‡Lvb wePbvৰ cৰv DwV 
AnvB bvB| GB eywj AvMdvjৰ ৰ“gৰ 
†চvdv Lb‡ZB evMwৰ j‡jv| wKqRv‡bv, 

nq‡Zv AK‡j ৰ“g‡UvZ _Kvৰ Kvৰ‡bB 
†bwK, †`DZvB †Kvৱv †mB mgqZ †gvৰ 
mvay mvay jMv K_v wKQygvb gb‰j Avwne 
awৰ‡j| †ZwZqv gB Qv‰M K¬vP dÕৰ ev 
dvBfZ c‡pv| †`DZvB evZwৰ KvKZ 
GLb cwp AvwQ‡j| KvKZ LbZ _Kv 
Avৰweqvb gvbyn GRbৰ d‡Uv GLb 
†`LyৱvB AvgvK ˆKwQ‡j- AvৰৱZ LyDe 
†Zj Av‡Q| Avৰ“ ZvZ Kvg Kৰv gvbyn 
wejv‡K jvLZ UKv DcvR©b K‡ৰ, wKev 
wKwe BZ¨vw`| Zv‡K ïwb †`DZvK gB 
eûZ cÖkœ Kwee‰j Avৰ¤¢ Kwৰ w`wQ‡jv| 
Avৰ“ †`DZvৰ †mB mvay mvay jMv DËৰ 
†evৰZ G‡bKzৱv jvwMwQj gB †hb 
GwZqvB Dwৰ Avwn AvৰৱZ _Kv gvbyn 
‡evৰK PvB hvgwn! eûZ mgqZ †gvৰ 
eûZ K_vৰ DËৰ †`DZvB w`e ‡bvৱvwৰ 
Aৱ‡klZ ˆKwQ‡j- Ò‡mB Kvৰ‡ণ gB 
ZnuZK fvj‰K cwpe‰j KIu, hv‡Z 
wb‡RB PvKwৰ Kwৰe‰j cvৰÕ Zv‡Z ˆM|Ó 

wKš‘ mgqZ we`¨vৰ ৰ_Lb ga¨g 
MwZZ Pwje‰j Avৰ¤¢ Kwৰ‡j| †m‡q‡n, 
cpvkvjxৰ cৰx¶vZ we`¨v‡`ৱx Bgvb my-
cÖmbœ bnÕj-wb‡RB Avৰৱ‰j Avwn PvKwৰ 
Kwৰe cjv‰K| †m‡q‡n, ¯^vgx‡q P‡jvৱv 
ৰ_hLb‡ZB Avৰvg‰K ewn Avৰৱ 
cv‡jvwn fvM¨ৰ cvKPµZ| 

nVvr, wµs wµs dÕbৰ kã cvB 
fvwe _Kv K_v wejvKৰ cৰv wbR‡K 
gyKwj Kwৰ dÕb‡Uv awৰe‰j DwV M'‡jv| 
Kvnu GUv gvwৰ gvZ‡Uv whgvb cvwৰ †Kvgj 
Kwৰ ˆj †nj−'‡ৰ Avৰ¤¢ Kwৰ K_v cvwZ 
†kl Kwৰ‡jv| 

wewìO‡ৰ eৰ“ৱvbx evB‡`D 
AvwQ‡j| jÕৰv‡Uvৰ Rb¥w`b| †m‡q‡n 
†`Iuevৰ‰j ÔfRbÕ GduvwK ৰvwLe‰j 
wePvৰ‡Q wewìOৰ gwnjv †KB MৰvKxৰ 
gvR‡ZB| 

wewìOZ Avwg ÔfRbÕ Mve‰j gvÎ 
cuvP Rbx‡n Av‡Qv| †mB Kvৰ‡ণ cvwৰ‡jI 
†bvevwৰ‡jI cÖ‡Z¨‡KB G‡Kv G‡KvUv‡K 
Mve‰j jv‡M| †m‡q fRb GUv wkwK _Iu 
eywj Kw¤úDUvৰ‡Uv Ab Kwৰ fRb GUv 
weQvwৰ j‡jv| wb‡R Gevৰ cv‡ৰv †b bvB 
†Póv Kwৰ PvIu eywj Mve‰j Avৰ¤¢ 

Kwৰ‡jv... ÒK…ò Rq, K…ò Rq......|Ó 
`ylvwৰ Mve‰j ˆj †kl ne‰j bvcv‡jB| 
GIu gvZ jMv‡jB bnq Ò‡nÕৰv Pvn GKvc 
w`qv| †Zvgvৰ GB fRb duvwK eৰ ïৱjv 
ˆn‡Q eywRQv, GK`g gvZ‡Uv Kzwj 
†K‡ZKxৰ wbwPbv bnq| Zzwg wc‡P GUv 
Kvg Kৰv AvwR Avৰ“ Mve‰j bvjv‡M| 
†`Iuev‡ৰ AvgvK AwdP ¯‹zj cwVqvB j‡M 
j‡M Zzwg †Zvgvৰ fRb †cÖw±P Avৰ¤¢ 
Kwৰ w`ev| cv‡P jÕৰv‡Uvৰ KvbZ Kcvn 
Ajcgvb mygyৱvB w`e bvcvnwৰev| wm 
†e‡Qৰv `yeQৰxqv jÕৰv- †ZvgvK g‡b g‡b 
_vwKe‰j‡Kv Ke bvজািনব । 

GIuৰ K_v ïwb LO‡Z Av‡KŠ †fvৰ 
†fvৰve‰j Avৰ¤¢ Kwৰ‡jv-  ÒGn Mvb 
GUvI Mve †bvৱvৰv n'‡jv| VvÆv g¯‹ৰv 
Avৰ¤¢ Kwৰ w`‡qB|Ó 

w`b‡Uvৰ Pvn bv¯Ív, fvZ cvbx 
†nvৱvৰ cvPZ Avwg AvUvB‡KBUv dzwৰe‰j 
eywj IjvB M'‡jv| eZৰ‡Uv fvj Kৰv 
Kvৰেণ mvMৰৰ cvৰ‡ZB Ajc mgq 
KUvIu eywj jÕৰv †Qvৱvjx †KBUvK 
†Lwje‰j Zv‡ZB Gwৰ w` Avwg `y‡qv wkj 
GPUv‡ZB ewn w`‡jv| †mB`‡ৰ ewn 
_v‡Kv‡Z †`DZvB †Kvৱv †mB Avৰৱৰ 
mvay mvay jMv K_v †ev‡ৰ †gvK Av‡KŠ 
evKৰ“× Kwe †cjv‡j| GmgqZ LyDe 
Pve‰j †nucvn Kৰv †mB VvB Lb‡ZB 
AvwR mgqৰ jMZ †LuvR †cjvB Avwn 
cv‡jvwn| Zvৰ myweav‡ZB eû †b‡`Lv 
†`wL‡jv, †bv‡cvৱv cv‡jv| wKš‘ wbRৰ 
†`kৰ gvwUৰ wbwPbv wbRত্ব‡eva K'‡Zv 
bvcv‡jv| †m‡q, mg‡q mg‡q wbRৰ eywj 
Amgxqv †KBRb‡KB wePvwৰ ˆj Kvl 
Pvwc‡jv| evcwZ mv‡nvb weû‡UvK m`vq 
Amgxqv †KBRbৰ gvRZ RxqvB ৰvwLe‰j 
†Póv Kwৰ‡jv| 

eû mgqZ eû VvB dzwৰe‰j m¶g 
n'‡jv| wKš‘ Nৰৰ Kvlৰ †mB ৰOv‰K dzwj 
LKv wkgjy †Rvcv, †mB g`vৰ †Rvcv 
bvnৰ-ZMৰৰ †mB envMৰ myevm, Zjmwৰ 
cwৰ _Kv eKzj- †kৱvjx †Rvcv, dj fwৰ 
fwৰ _Kv Avg †ejMQ †KB †Rvcv K'‡Zv 
†b‡`wL‡jv| 
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GB‡evৰ fve Dcjw× Kwৰ 
_v‡Kv‡Z †KwZqv‡bv gyLৰ cৰv fuvwn 
Avwn‡j M‡gB bvcv‡jv mৰ“‡Z cpv 
KweZv G duvwK 

Òïৱwb Avgvৰ MvIuLb AwZ 
ïৱwb M‡Q‡ৰ fৰv, 
Wvj fwৰ fwৰ dj-dzj jv‡M 
KZÕ cvIu Zjmৰv|Ó 
 

AvKvk Pze LywR‡Q 
†Qvৱvলx‡ev‡ৰ 

†`evûwZ `vm 
 

Amgxqv mvßvwnK mvw`bৰ cÖwZ‡e`b| 
Matric, Higher Secondery me‡Z 
Topper †Qvevjx, AvbwK I.A.S Avৰ“ 
I.I.T Entrance †Zv| AvwR 20 
eQৰgvbৰ cৰvB †Qvৱvjx †evৰ j’ৰvZ‰K 
(KvwPr †n j’ৰv †`Lv hvq!) AvMevwp 
Av‡Q- AvbwK Passing Percentage 
ৰ †¶Î‡Zv| mPv‰K gb cÖvY Drdzwj−Z 
Kwৰ †Zvjv Lৱৰ| Avৰ“ wKgvb ïwbg 
Eve teasing ৰ NUbv, †hŠZzK Avৰ“ 
†evৱvৰx nZ¨vৰ NUbv| cÖL¨vZ eOvjx 
mvwnwZ¨K k¼‡ৰ wjwLwQj- ÒRxebৰ hvÎv 
hÕৰ cৰv Avৰ¤¢, †mB Drmg~j‡ZB‡Zv 
ˆn‡Q bvৰxৰ wb`vৰ“Y †`n hš¿bv| 
ZvৰwcQZ weৰn, ˆeae¨, †kvK Avw` ev` 
w`I KZ wKgvb fxlY †e`bv msmvৰ 
c_ৰ Awj‡q Mwj‡q িনৰীn bvৰxৰ Kvৰ‡Y 
A‡c¶v Kwৰ‡Q| Amnbxq `yLK mnbxq 
Kwৰ †Zvjvৰ bxৰৱ mvabvৰ †¶ÎZ 
cÖwZLb †`kৰ gvZ…, cZœx, fMœx Avৰ“ 
Kb¨v mKj cyৰ“lZ‰K A‡bK¸‡Y 
AvগুৱvB Av‡Q|Ó wKš‘ Avৰ“ wKgvb w`b! 
gbyৰ w`b‡ৰ cৰv bvৰx RvwZK Aejv-
`ye©jv Kwৰ m`vq Nৰৰ Pvwৰ‡eৰৰ  gvR‡Z 
Ave× Kwৰ Avwn‡Q| jvD m`vq cvZৰ 
Zj, bvcvq, bK‡ৰ Avw` G‡nRvৰ GUv 
wbq‡g‡ৰ †Qvৱvjx‡evৰK `gvB ˆ_ Anv 
ˆn‡Q| wKš‘ mgq m`vq G‡K bv_v‡K| 

AvwRৰ bvৰx AvMevwp‡Q Avw_©K 
¯^vej¤^xZvৰ w`‡k| A_©‰bwZK  
¯^vaxbZvB ˆn‡Q mK‡jv cÖKvৰ ¯^vaxbZvৰ 
`yৱাৰ`wj| Now the time is ours|  
†gvৰ Ab¨Zg wcÖq mvwnwZ¨K cÖqvZ 
kxjf`ªB ÒmvZmৰxÓ ৰ †Kv‡bvev GUv 
msL¨vZ wjwLwQj †h-AvwR cÂvk eQৰ 
gvb AvMৰ cৰv A_©vr 50 ৰ `kKৰ 
cৰv‡n †Qvevjx †ev‡ৰ gyKwj‰K cwpe 
cvwৰ‡Q Avৰ“ GB cÂvk eQৰৰ wfZৰ‡Z 
mK‡jv w`k‡Z †ZI‡jv‡K Bgvb †ewQ‰K 
Av¸ৱvB ˆM‡Q †h 2050 Pb gvbZ 
mvgvwRK †¶ÎZ GK ˆec−vweK cwৰeË©b 
†nvৱv‡Zv G‡Kv AvPwৰZ K_v bne| Dm& 
mPv‡b! Dm& mPv‰K‡q Avwg ¯^P‡¶ †`Lv 

cvg †b †mB hyMvšÍৰKvৰx cwৰeতৰ্ b? Gqv 
wK, †gvৰ wfZৰৰ ÒgBÓ †Uvৰ †hb cvwL 
MwRe‰j awৰ‡j! gB jv‡n jv‡n m‡cvbৰ 
ৰvR¨Lb‰j Av¸ৱvB M‡jv--- Time 
Machine Z DwV!! 
GUv myদkৃ¨ NৰZ Av‡jvK Avৰ“ gB ewn 
Av‡Qv| Avgvৰ †`nZ eqmৰ Pvc| Avgvৰ 
†Qvৱvjx wnqv  AwdPৰ cৰv Avwn Avgvৰ 
jM‡Z ewn‡Q| ZvBৰ fvৱAৱqeZ 
AvZ¥wek¦vmৰ cÖvPzh©¨| †Ruvৱv‡q gyLZ nuvwn 
d zUvB AvgvK Pvn Kwd hZbvB‡Q| Kwd 

KvcZ PzgyK w` wnqvB ˆK DwVj- Bgvb 
eKৱvR Kwd ebvBQv †h, w`b‡Zv wK Kwৰ 
_vKv NৰZ?--- Av‡ৰ GB K_vhvৰ Bgvb 
ïbv ïbv jvwM‡Q!!!--- Iu, gbZ cwৰ‡Q, 
weqvৰ 10 eQৰ gvb‰j GB evK¨lvwৰ 
Av‡jv‡K †gvৰ Icৰ‡Z cÖ‡qvM KwৰwQj| 
আত্মতৃি�ৰ nuvwn GUv †gvৰ gyLZ †LjvB 
MÕj| 
GBevৰ Avwg Av‡KŠ †e‡jM GUv NৰZ| 
Bedroom ৰ cৰv †Pvb KK©k evK¨evY 
Ddwৰ Avwn‡Q| wK‡bv nÕj Pve‰j DwV ˆM 
†`wL‡jv †evৱvৰxৰ evK¨evYZ RR©wৰZ 
†gvৰ cyÎ Rq wegl©e`‡b GPzKZ w_q ˆn 
Av‡Q| †`vl- দাি�ং Kেৰা‡Z †n‡bv 
†evৱvৰxৰ AwdPৰ KvMR cÎ Bdvj 

wmdvj 
Kwৰ‡j| 

†gvৰ eyKzLb 
nvnvKvৰ 

Kwৰ DwVj| 
†n fMৱvb, 
Gqv gB wK 

†`wL‡Qv!!! 
cyÎ e¨_vZ 
gB aৰdৰvB 

Dw_‡jv| 
gv... gv... 
gB Home 

Work 
Kwৰg... 

Two 
Lines 
Down 

And Join A Bridge 
Gives The Letter H 

H for huh huh huh----H for 
hen, hat, horse Rqৰ wPTৰZ gB 
mw¤^r NyৰvB c‡jv| Dt ৰ¶v, †gvৰ jÕৰv 
†gvৰ jM‡Z Av‡Q| gB Zvৰ Home 
Work Copy DwjqvB j'‡jv| 
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†m‡q †gvৰ †Kv‡bv 
†L` bvB 

kªxgZx wnৰY¨ `Ë 
‡Xvj  †cucv MMbvৰ gvZ ïbv bvB 
myৱ`x †K‡ZKx Kzwj KÕ‡Zev †nৰvq 
AvB A jvৱনী †mDRx †gvৰ Amgx 
‡KuPv gvwUৰ †MvÜ †`‡Lv gB †cvৱv bvB 
KÕZ Av‡Q KÕZ cvg K‡cŠ ZMৰ bvnৰ 
KÕZ cvg mykxZj jyBZৰ ev 
emšÍৰ ৰƒc ৰm k¨vgj †mŠৰf 
‰b‡q Rv‡b cÖvYnৰv ৰƒc Acৰƒcv 
Amgৰ c_vৰZ Xyjxqvৰ †P‡ৱ †P‡ৱ 
KKvj fvwO bvwP _Kv bvPনীহঁতৰ QweLb 
N‡b N‡b Avwn‡Q gb‡j 
gৰgৰ `xN wদ †P‡bnৰ evbx ˆe 
‡ncvnৰ AvPz‡ৰ †ev‡jvৱv cÖvY‡ৰ wKQyমvb 
Lwb 
cvg Rv‡bv AvwR wePvwৰ‡j 
‡`DZvৰ c ỳwjZ †MvÜvB‡Q gayৰx eywj 
ïbv bvB ûPwৰৰ myg½j aŸwন 
Z_vwcI †gvৰ †`‡Lv ỳtL jMv bvB 
‡n †gvৰ k¨vgjx Amgx Rbbx 
wKh‡bv eû ỳৰ my`yৰৰ GBখb Kz‡ৱBU 
f~wgZ 
GgywV স�ােন †ZvgvK gv‡Z wৰwOqvB 
‡e‡k f~lvB wgwj Rywj †gŠ gvZ gy‡L Avwb 
‡P‡bnৰ ৰOvjx weûwU cvwZ‡Q mevB 
cvB‡Qv Bqv‡Zv gB †gŠ‡Kvn wnqvB wnqvB 
Bqv‡Zv †h Amgৰ †MvÜ †cvৱv hvq| 
‡m‡q †gvৰ †Kv‡bv †L` bvB! 
 
(DËৰ j²xgcyৰZ w¯’Z wewkóv †jwLKv 
kªgxZx wnৰY¨ `Ë 1999 PbZ Kz‡ৱBU‰j 
Av‡nv‡Z ৰOvjx weûৰ mgqZ Ic‡ৰv³ 
KweZv‡Uv wjwLwQj|) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
gv‡_v Ajc Aৱmv`ৰ 

�াি� 
‡gŠচুgx শ�ৰ্ া 

†Zvgvৰ gyLZ †ev‡j AvwQj G‡gv‡Kvৰv 
nuvwn, bvRvwb‡j †Kv‡bI 
‡mhv †h we`vqৰ cÖvKg~ûË©Z, 
†Zvgvৰ Aৱmv`ৰ AvuৰZ jyKv fvKz †Ljv 
welv` Avৰ“ Av”QbœZvৰ m‡Z LyuRv 
Rxৱb ৰbৰ AwšÍ †agvwj| 
Zzwg jyKvB Mjv wKš‘ Zzwg bybygvjv 
‡Pvৱv, †mB aKaKxqv eMv Kv‡cvৰL‡b  
‡ZvgvK Avৰু ¾¡jvB তুwj‡j \  
‡m‡q‡n 
‡hwZqvB nvZZ Kjg Zzwj jÕ‡jv 
ZzwjKvZ wbMwৰ Avwnj †Zvgv‡ৰB KweZv 
AvwnwQjv GeyKz Avkvৰ †PŠ‡cvj evwÜ 
Rxৱb bvUৰ GB bZzb g�‰j, 
Zzwg nuvwnwQjv, 
Zzwg K_vZ ৰmৰ mvMৰ †evৱvBwQ‡jv, 
K…wóZ m„wóৰ Zzwg ৰs mvwbwQjv wc‡Q 
Gwৰ Mjv Awfbq Avav‡ZB Gwৰ 
¯§„wZ‡q AvwRI Av‡Q †Zvgvৰ K_v‡K ˆK\ 
Zzwg bvB 
GBevৰ emšÍB AvgvK Av‡KŠ †muvৱৰve,  
wKš‘ ü`qৰ †Kv‡bvev †KvbZ _Kv 
†Zvgvৰ ¯§„wZ‡ev‡ৰ Rxcvj ˆn †hb Avgvৰ 
KvcZ wPTuwৰ wPTuwৰ Ke 
Ò‡Pvৱ uv gB Av‡Qv 
GB gৰ“ৰ †`kZ jvwjZ cvwjZ Amgx 
AvBৰ †Kvgj †KvjvZ 
‡Zvgvৰ jM‡ZB Av‡Qv, 
gv‡_v Ajc Aৱmv`ৰ K¬vwšÍ \Ó 
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Al-Rayan Family Lounge & Function Hall - 3rd Floor - Al-Hoor Complex - Behind Centerpoint

صالة الريان للمناسبات العائلية - الفحاحيل - مجمع الحور - الدور الثالث - خلف سنتر بوينت
Tel.: (965) 23915007 - 23911174 - 23911175 - 99675893

 Ample Car Parking   متوفر لدينا مواقف للسيارات  

rayanhall@mughalmahal.com - mughalmahalfahaheel@yahoo.com - info@mughalmahal.com

 CELEBRATIONS
  احتـفــــــــــــــاالت

 CONFERENCES
  مـؤتـمــــــــــــرات

 S E M I N A R S
  نــــــــــــــــدوات

 M E E T I N G S
  جلســــــــــــات

Please call  our Event manager Mr. JACK  - Mob. 97644421  or Email us for any inquiries:
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S.No. Name  of the Member E-mail Residence Tel. Mobile

1 Ahmed Danis 23710979 99857917

2 Mosfika 23710979

3 Akhtar Safi sakhter@kockw.com 23726354 67091365

4 Bardalaye Jayanta jbardalaye@rediffmail.com 23713293 66163497

5 Bardalaye Rupalima 23713293 65905038

6 Barooah Shyamal barooah2002@yahoo.com 66521855

7 Barooah Anulupa anulupa@yahoo.co.in 97968031

8 Barua Chiranjit chiranjitbarua@gmail.com 66338497

9 Barua Atrayee sumi.barua@gmail.com 66743924

10 Bharali Dr. Anil anilbharali@rediffmail.com 66194572

11 Bhattacharya Aghore aghoreb@yahoo.co.uk 66246310

12 Bhattacharya Pranami pranami_bhattacharya@yahoo.co.in 66246310

13 Bora Anup  anupbora@hotmail.com 66888064

14 Bora Nilakshi nilakshi_bora@yahoo.co.in 97915813

15 Bora Dwaipayan jeetbora@yahoo.co.in 23730394 99935294

16 Bora Parimita  Barooah parimitabarooah@yahoo.co.in 23730394 97563005

17 Bora Mir Alam mirbora@yahoo.co.in 65936018

18 Borah Probeen probeen04@yahoo.com 65945272

19 Borah Raktimabha Adhyapak 65768769

20 Borgohain Bibhuti bbgohain@gmail.com 23723481 65743894

21 Borgohain Oliva 23723481 66754314

22 Chakraborty Paban Kumar cpaban@gmail.com 66209482

23 Choudhury Dilwar Hussain dilawar07kwt@gmail.com 99378675

24 Choudhury Gulzar Hussain gulzarchoudhury@yahoo.com 65059827

25 Chowdhury  Debashish debooku007@yahoo.com 25638893 97392941

26 Chowdhury Mitun 25638893

27 Chowdhury Utpal utpal682002@yahoo.co.in 65184859

28 Chowdhury Gautami 65145282

29 Das Alok Kumar aloksdas@rediffmail.com 23710218-396 65846059

30 Das Debahuti Kakati joomiasdas@rediffmail.com 23710218-396 65673616

31 Das Dr. Anupam anupamkdas@hotmail.com 99492569

32 Chetia Dr. Jyotsna 66217166

33 Das Mr. Rupam d_rupam@rediffmail.com 23715089 60925992

34 Nath Mrs. Kakoli kakoli_d@rediffmail.com 23715089 60019169

Members’ Directory 2011
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S.No. Name  of the Member E-mail Residence Tel. Mobile

35 Datta Ramesh datta_504@yahoo.co.in 66301264

36 Deb Choudhury M. N. dchoudhurym@yahoo.com 23727853 66439653

37 Devichoudhury Pranita Goswami pranita_dchoudhury@yahoo.co.in 23727853

38 Devichoudhury Nilakshi 23727853

39 Deka Ramen rdeka46@gmail.com 23726351 66243690

40 Deka Anjana 23726351

41 Dutta Arabinda a_dutta_1@yahoo.com 25648905 99809972

42 Dutta Ranita dutta.ranita@gmail.com 25648905 99291703

43 Dutta Chinmoy cdutta8@gmail.com 23733175 66910226

44 Dutta Aruna arunamajoni@gmail.com 65931194

45 Dutta Ranjit Kumar rk_d2003@yahoo.co.in 99891566

46 Gogoi Bikash Jyoti bj_gogoi@hotmail.com 25242956 99426247

47 Gogoi Lakhyaheera mamoni_g@yahoo.com 25242956 66204685

48 Gogoi Sanghamitra 25242956

49 Gohain Ashis Kumar ashisgohain@yahoo.com 23980112 66912864

50 Gohain Bonti 23980112 66761543

51 Goswami Bijan bijangoswami@yahoo.co.in 23710218-204 60067440

52 Goswami Mitali mitaligoswami4@gmail.com 23710218-204 60670416

53 Hazarika Dhan dhan_hazarika@yahoo.com 23724326

54 Hazarika Meera 23724326

55 Hussain Iqbal ihussain@kockw.com 23726209 66352998

56 Mehtab Sultana Alam 23726209 66137410

57 Hussain Zakir sendtozakir@gmail.com 66932149

58 Hussain Samira samiraalighy@yahoo.com 60718020

59 Hussain MD. Abzal abzalhussain@hotmail.com 22376196 66694639 /7106549

60 Bilkis Khatun 22376196

61 Islam SMS islamsms321@gmail.com 23713235

62 Kakoty Debasish kakotyd@gmail.com 23726937 65512400

63 Kakoty Lata latapandey2001@gmail.com 23726937 65943634

64 Laskar Kamrul Islam kamrul_islam_laskar@yahoo.com 99179735

65 Mannan Dr. Rifat mannanrifat@rediffmail.com 25618741 97389482

66 Bhattacharjee Sharmistha kuklu_bhatta@yahoo.co.in 25618741 97695998

67 Mishra Rajendra Kumar mishra.rajen@gmail.com 23732824 99436251

68 Mishra Jutika jutikamishra@yahoo.co.in 23732824
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S.No. Name  of the Member E-mail Residence Tel. Mobile

69 Mozumdar Anamul Islam anamul3456@yahoo.com 66098784

70 Nath Saswata saswata_nath@yahoo.co.uk 23711903 66298954

71 Nath Madhuchanda mamoni_nath@yahoo.co.in 2710235-223 66818204

72 Neog Nilotpaul paul_ongc@yahoo.co.in 66831060

73 Neog Indira 

74 Phukan Tanuj Kumar phukantk@gmail.com 23734698 65896374

75 Phukan Papari 23734698 65182330

76 Pradhan San Prasad sppradhan44@yahoo.co.in 23734501 97602383

77 Pradhan Meera 23734501

78 Rabbani Gholam grabbani@kockw.com 23726294 66241930

79 Rabbani Nazuk 23726294

80 Rajkhowa Anupam anupam_rajkhowa@yahoo.com 23734198 65027524

81 Rajkhowa Anjali 23734198

82 Rajkhowa Hirendranath hirendranath@yahoo.co.in 23720889 99391521

83 Rajkhowa Geeta 23720889 99425866

84 Rajkhowa Indrani 23720889

85 Rajkhowa Rajib rajibrajkhowa@gmail.com 23710218-327 66164258

86 Rajkhowa Masum 23710218-327 99234971

87 Rana Prakash prax.rana@rediffmail.com 24347725 97132561

88 Rana Sita 24347725

89 Saikia Jayanta M. jm_saikia@yahoo.co.in 65186939

90 Saikia Pallabi 65803595

91 Sarkar Amalesh amalesh2000k@yahoo.com 97863167

92 Sarkar Pinku pinkusarkar04@yahoo.com 99150813

93 Sarkar Namita 60765494

94 Sarma Basab basabsarma@yahoo.com 23716757 99986859

95 Sarma Niru 99794158

96 Sarma Nripendra Nath nripennsarma@yahoo.com 23717632

97 Sharma Manjulata 23717632

98 Sharma Bharati 23710218-326 94491848

99 Sharma Abhijit abyjit@gmail.com 23710218-326 66189656

100 Sharma Mouchumi 23710218-326 66806715

101 Sharma Mrinal moon_382002@yahoo.com 23730812 99309815

102 Sarma Madhusmita 23730812

103 Sharma Siddhartha sssharma@kockw.com 23711543 97588940

104 Sharma Karabi 23711543

105 Talukdar Amitabh atalukdar1@yahoo.com 60376691

106 Talukdar Mousumi moudas01@yahoo.com 99202841

107 Talukdar Sauman saumantalukdar@gmail.com 23728711 65145864

108 Thakuria Abhijit abhijit_thakuria@yahoo.com 23710218/9 - 241 97280924

109 Thakuria Jubita jubita1979@yahoo.com 23710218/9 - 241 65868410


